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PREFACE 
At the close f the 1978 legislative session, Assemblyman 
llie L Brown of the committee on Revenue and 
Taxation, a task force be formed to study existing 
property tax statutes in light of Proposition 13, and to make recom-
mendations to the ttee in January 1979, as to appropriate law 
changes. Special attention was to be given to the issues of 1975 
base values, in ownership, new construction, and declines 
in value under Proposition 8. 
Under the direction of the Revenue and Taxation committee 
staff, a group of knowledgeable individuals from a wide variety of 
interests and organizations was assembled to carry out this charge. 
The Task Force met every 10 to 14 days for 3~ months to assemble 
the findings and recommendations which culminated in this final 
report, which Force is pleased to transmit to the 
Revenue and Taxat committee. Appendix I of this report lists 
the names of the Task Force members and alternates. In addition, 
the Task Force permitted guests to participate freely in its 
deliberations; a list of these participants is included in 
Appendix I. 
Interests represented on the Task Force included: 
- county assessors 
- county tax counsels 
- private tax attorneys 
- Board Equalization staff 
- legislative staff 
- administration staff 
- representatives of bankers, land title companies, 
retailers, and taxpayer associations 
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The Force to reach consensus recommendations 
in each area of concern. These recommendations are summarized on 
pages 4-9. The body of the report details appropriate background 
and the rationale for each recommendation, followed by suggested 
language adopted by the Task Force. These recommendations are 
deeply interrelated, and a change made in one recommendation might 
well require compensating changes to be made in several other recom-
mendations. 
It should not be inferred, however, that each Task Force member 
listed in this report supports each recommendation. There have been 
viqorous disagreements on issues. However, each recommendation 
represents the view of the majority of the Task Force on that issue. 
Additional comments or minority viewpoints by Task Force members are 
included herein. It must also be emphasized that the views and work 
product of the Task Force members are their's as individuals. 
The Task Force was chaired by David R. Doerr, Chief Consultant 
to the committee. Production of the Task Force Report and working 
documents, and supervision of statutory drafting, was done by 
Robert C. Leland, Consultant. 
The committee staff is deeply grateful for the long hours and 
devotion of all the Task Force me~0ers. Special thanks for extra-
ordinary contributions to the drafting of statutes and text for 
this report go to Task Force members Robert Morris, Margaret Shedd, 
Joe Kase and Ralph Simoni. 
-2-
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Base Year Values 
A. No Recommendation on 1975 base year values --
3 options presented 
B. Assessors shall have only until June 30, 1980, 
to revise any 1975 base year values. 
c. Escape assessments shall not be permitted for 
the 1978 tax year, when an assessor subsequently 
revises a 1975 base year in 1979 or 1980. 
D. If valuations are based on full cash value, 
any value established by assessment appeal in 
1975 shall be the 1975 base year value. 
E. Valuation of non-profit golf courses, enforce-
ably restricted timberland, open space and agri-
cultural lands, historical properties, and govern-
ment-owned property outside its boundaries, shall 
continue to be assessed under the specific provi-
sions of Article XIII, rather than the general pro-
visions of Article XIIIA . 
F. Trees and nnes will receive a base year, not 
in the year they are planted, but rather in the 
first year in which they are taxable pursuant to 
Article XIII. 
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Pages 
16-19 
20-21 
21 
21-22 
35 
2. Declines in Value 
A. The value of real property shall be the lesser 
of its factored 
value. 
year value or its full cash 
B. Increases or declines in real property shall be 
measured by the appraisal unit which is conunonly 
bought or sold in the market place, or which is nor-
mally valued separately. 
3. Change In ownership 
A. A "change in ownership" is a present transfer 
of an interest in real property, including the 
beneficial use thereof, the value of which is sub-
stantially equal to the value of the fee interest. 
B. Leases must be of 35 years duration or more to 
constitute a change in ownership. 
Pages 
29-31 
31 
37-40 
41 
c. Creation, assignment or sublease of possessory 41 
interests and mineral rights are changes in ownership. 
D. Creation of joint tenancies where the transferor 
is one of the joint tenants is not a change in owner-
shipi termination of any joint tenancy interest is a 
change. 
E. If an undivided interest in or a portion of 
real property is transferred, then only the por-
tion/interest transferred shall be reappraised. 
41-43 
42 
F. Transfers into trust are not changes in ownership 43 
if the trust is revocable or the creator of the trust 
is its sole beneficiary during his life time. 
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G. 
H 
legal ent 
I. Transfer of s 
with legal t le 
to trans 
and possession 
transfers shall not constitute 
of ownership interests in 
not be changes in ownership. 
of a corporation vested 
real property which conveys 
right to occupancy 
property, or a portion thereof, 
is a change in ownership. 
J. Excluded from change in ownership are (1) 
transfers between co-owners which change method 
of holding tit but not proportional interests 
{such as part of a tenancy-in-common), (2) 
transfers purpose of perfecting title, (3) 
creat 
subs 
ment, 
K. 
of a security interest or 
of a trustee under a security instru-
fe estates. 
lature should study the principle 
of amend the constitution to permit periodic 
reappraisal non-residential property to full 
cash value, to simplify assessment of commercial 
and industr property, to compensate for the 
slower turnover rate of these properties, and to 
mitigate a sh in tax burden from these proper-
ties to resident property. 
L. A "purchase" is a change in ownership for 
consideration. 
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Pages 
44 
45-47 
47 
57-58 
55 
4. Newly constructed 
A. 11 constructed" means an addition to real 
property or of the land or an 
improvement converts the property to a 
different use or is a major rehabilitation. 
l'vlajor rehabil is defined as the renovation 
which converts an improvement to the equivalent to 
a new improvement. 
Pages 
59 
B. The value of completed new construction will be 59-61 
appraised at the date of completion, or if uncom-
pleted, the value on the lien date. For property 
which is uncompleted on the lien date, the value 
for the additional new construction in the following 
year shall value added after the lien 
date. 
5. Disaster Relief 
A. "New construction" does not include timely recon- 65-66 
struction of property damaged or destroyed by a disas-
ter to a level equivalent to the damaged or destroyed 
property. Only that portion of a new property which 
exceeds the ly equivalent rebuilt structure 
will be reappraised. 
B. Existing statutes governing reduction of assess-
ment in the year of damage/disaster are consolidated. 
Reductions are permitted only when the full cash value 
after destruction is lower than the value carried on 
the current assessment roll. 
66-67 
6. 
• 
7. 
c. 
Assessment Appeals 
A. 
their 1 75 
consider re-drafting 
ative to disaster 
value into one coherent 
11 have the opportunity to appeal 
value until June 30, 1980. 
If the appeal is successful, the change in the base 
year value will be prospective. 
B. The present law and procedures for assessment 
appeals will continue for change in ownership and 
new construction base year values. Each year's 
assessment continues to be treated as a new 
assessment. For the current year, therefore, the 
challenge such a base year valuation 
within the normal assessment appeal period, even 
if value base been established in a prior 
year. 
Taxpayer Reporting 
A. All persons recording a transfer must file a 
change ownership statement with the assessor 
within 45 i penalty for failure to do so. 
B. All transferees in an unrecorded transfer 
must le a statement with assessor. Failure 
to do so within 45 days of request by assessor 
results in penalty. 
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Pages 
66 
74 
74-75 
78 
79 
c. Board of Equalization is requested to redraft 
statement forms to elicit 
information on ownership changes and new construc-
tion from those taxpayers already required to file 
this form. 
8. Tax Rate Reporting 
To monitor the imposition of tax rates, local 
agencies must report to the State Controller, to 
ensure that such rates are legal, and within the 
Article XIIIA limits. 
9. Reassessment upon Zoning Changes 
Pages 
79 
89 
Counties need no longer send notices to owners 93 
of recently rezoned property that their property 
is subject to reappraisal, since rezoning may no 
longer trigger reappraisal. 
10. Effective Date 
A. All provisions recommended will be retrospec-
tive, effective with taxes for the 1979-80 fiscal 
year. 
B. Notwithstanding provisions of SB 154/SB 2212, 
no lease of less than 35 year's duration shall be 
considered a change in ownership for the 1978-79 
fiscal year. 
-8-
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INTRODUCTION 
Prior to the passage of Proposition 13, taxable property was 
assessed at 25% of "full value" which, for most property, meant 
the property's current value in the open market as of the lien 
date (March 1) . If all appraisals of market value could be kept 
up to date, property owners' tax burdens would accurately guage 
one owner's degree of property wealth relative to that of other 
owners, i.e., for a given tax rate, the owner of a $80,000 house 
would pay twice as much as the owner of a $40,000 house. 
However, appraisals frequently lagged behind actual market 
values, due both to lack of adequate resources at the disposal of 
the assessor, and, especially beginning around 1974 and 1975, a 
rapidly escalating real estate market that left newly-established 
values behind true market values almost as soon as the assessor 
could update the assessment roll. This permitted inequities among 
taxpayers, and, at such time as the assessor's cyclical reappraisal 
was finally made, the taxpayer affected experienced a tremendous 
increase in "catch-up" assessment. 
Effective with the 1978-79 tax year, Proposition 13 has 
changed the rules of the game by newly-defining "full cash value". 
(See Appendix II for text of original Proposition 13, and the ballot 
pamphlet analysis and proponent/opponent statements.) This term now 
appears to mean the market value of property as of March 1, 1975, 
unless the property changed ownership or was newly-constructed sub-
sequent to that date, in which case market value is determined as 
of the date of that ownership change or new construction. This 
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initial or revised "base value" may be increased annually by no 
more than a 2% inflation adjustment, barring future new construction 
or changes in ownership, which would result in a new "base value". 
The meanings of the terms used in Proposition 13 were not clearly 
defined in that measure. The State Board of Equalization has adopted 
Rules 460-471 (See Appendix III) to assist county assessors in valuing 
properties. The Legislature has enacted SB 154, SB 2212, SB 1571 and 
SB 2241, provisions of which serve to implement, for fiscal year 1978-
79 only, the new assessment standards imposed by Proposition 13. (For 
text of these provisions, see Appendix IV. For further detail on 
these changes, see Summary of Legislation Implementing Proposition 13: 
Fiscal Year 1978-79 (October 2, 1978) by the Assembly Revenue and 
Taxation Committee; Assembly Publication #703). 
On September 22, 1978, the California Supreme Court issued an 
opinion in the case of Amador Valley Joint Union High School District 
v. State Board of Equalization (22 Cal 3d 208), herein after cited as 
Amador Valley, that upheld the constitutionality of Proposition 13 on 
several grounds (See Appendix V for summary, headnotes and text of 
the decision). 
Neither the Board nor the Legislature has yet been able to 
respond formally to the passage of Proposition 8 on the November 1978 
ballot (See Appendix VI for amendments made to Article XIIIA by 
Prop. 8, and the ballot materials pertaining thereto.) This measure 
responded to the need to allow for declines in value, which Prop. 13 
did not. However, this proposal also raises further questions 
regarding the appropriate manner of implementation. 
-10-
I 
1975 BASE VALUES 
The initial subject addressed by the Task Force was the sub-
ject of what constitutes the appropriate 1975 base value of real 
property. It was the unanimous opinion of the Task Force mem-
bers that the Legislature should clarify the existing statutes, 
to the extent permitted by the Constitution and the courts. 
There are differences of opinion as to what extent property 
today can be reappraised for 1975, especially if that property 
was formerly reappraised for 1975, and to what level of full 
value should such reappraisals be made. These differences of 
opinion are shared not only by taxpayers and assessors, as wit-
nessed by the differing assessment approaches taken by the various 
counties, but by the Task Force membership as well. 
Ambiguities in Article XIIIA 
Much of this confusion stems from the construction of 
Article XIIIA, as added by Proposition 13. Section 2 of that 
article presently reads as follows: 
Section 2. {a) The full cash value means the county 
assessor's valuation of real property as shown on the 19~5-76 
tax bill under "full cash value" or, thereafter, the appraised 
value of real property when purchased, newly constructed, 
or a change in ownership has occurred after the 1975 assess-
ment. All real property not already assessed up to the 1975-
76 full cash value may be reassessed to reflect that valu-
ation. For purposes of this section, the term "newly con-
structed" shall not include real property which is recon-
structed after a disaster, as declared by the Governor, 
where the fair market value of such real property, as recon-
structed, is comparable to its fair market value prior to 
-11-
The f 
the aster. 
may reflect from year to 
not to exceed 2 percent for any 
as shown in the consumer price index 
data for the area under taxing jurisdiction, 
to reflect substantial damage, destruction 
or other factors causing a decline in value. 
year or 
or comparable 
or be 
In subsection , there are three ambiguities in particular 
on of an appropriate 1975 base value. 
t the use of the phrase "as shown on the 1975-76 tax 
bill under 'full cash value'". The second is the reference to 
property "not already assessed up to the 1975-76 full cash value" 
"1975-76 'tax levels'", before the original Proposition 
13 language was modified by Proposition 8 on the November 1978 
bal ). The third is the use of "appraisal" and "reassessment" 
interchangeably. 
With to f t phrase, Section 2611.5 (R&T Code) 
spec ies that term " 11 value," rather than "full cash value," 
be placed on the tax , although the actual practice appears to 
vary among counties. Thus, in some counties the phrase "full 
cash value" may not have even appeared on 1975-76 tax bills. 
The second appears to contradict the first, that is, 
the assessor apparently does use the value which actually 
appeared on the 1975-76 tax b 1, if that value is less than the 
1975-76 full cash value. 
The terms " al" and "reassessment" are used inter-
changeably, even though each has a separate meaning: all properties 
are assessed every • 401.3 R&TC), but not all property 
receives an value on an appraisal (Sec. 405.5 R&TC). 
In making an of Section 2(a), there are at 
least three guides available to the Task Force. The first is 
the Legislative Analyst's analysis of Prop. 13 in the JUne 1978 
ballot pamphlet, the second is a statement by Paul Gann, a 
co-author of Prop. 13, before the legislative conference com-
mittee on SB 154, and the third is language of the State supreme 
Court in holding Article XIIIA constitutional in the landmark 
Amador Valley decision. 
In the Legislative Analyst's ballot analysis, his point 
number three reads: 
"Restrictions on the growth in assessed values. 
Initially this measure would roll back the current 
assessed values of real property in the values shown 
on the 1975-76 assessment roll. However county assessors 
could adjust the values shown on the 1975-76 assessment 
roll if these values were lower than the estimated mar-
ket value as of March 1, 1975. The adjusted values could 
then be increased by no more than 2 percent per year as 
long as the same taxpayer continued to own the property. 
For property which is sold or newly constructed after 
March 1, 1975, the assessed value would be set at the 
appraised (or market) value at the time of sale or con-
struction. As a result, two identical properties with 
the same market value could have different assessed values 
for tax purposes if one of them has been sold since March 
1, 19 7 5 • " ( emphas added) 
Before the SB 154 conference committee, Paul Gann and 
Assembly Speaker Leo T. McCarthy had the following exchange: 
SPEAKER McCARTHY: Mr. Gann, I know you are aware of 
action taken by the State Board of Equalization on a 
couple of related issues. one is what the language 
in Proposition 13 meant as to the 1975 year used as 
a cash basis for the property rolls in that year. 
-13-
And 
level 
it, 
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exact the 
they are 
be taxed in 
bas could mean people 
reassessed dating back 
your opinion of 
action? 
luded in the amend-
up to the 
assessors throughout the 
be as much as 20 
state that hadn't been 
we thought that it should 
we still think it should, 
to make a ion as to 
s 
We it should. 
in 
value" approach 
a theory that 
owner must pay should 
to the original cost of 
to an unforeseen, per-
Not only does an 
each property owner to 
future tax liability, 
basis than 
taxpayer who 
henceforth 
that cost 
market value). This 
future taxes 
he was 
property, 
acquisition, 
over 
the other 
lar property 
at a higher 
was willing 
and 
• 
ballot 
available 
persons are assessed 
those 
value basis 
acts of 
for 
ion questions 
XIII A to 
construction.) 
a 
to real 
are closely 
property. 
va method to an 
framers article 
the 
assessments 
t 
For 
to 
and inca-
selection 
, although 
le 
results 
case, but the 
's co-author were 
154 and SB 212 were enacted. 
As amended by SB 2212, section llO.l(b) of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code reads part: 
pursuant to subdivision (a) 
year value." If property has not been 
to Section 405.5 to its appropriate 
base year value, "full cash value" means the reappraised 
value of such property as of the base year lien date. such 
reappraisals may be made at any time, notwithstanding 
the provisions of Section 405.6." (For complete text, 
refer to Appendix IV at page 147.) 
Legislat consideration was given to an alternative 
wording of Section 110.1. SB 2223 as amended August 21, 1978, 
would have substituted the language shown in Appendix VII, 
which was subsequently deleted (SB 2223 eventually failed to 
gain passage from the Senate of its conference committee report). 
The purpose of this language was to preclude reassessments of 
property to levels excess of similar properties which were 
actually appraised for 1975. 
Based on the evidence, the Task Force determined 
that those appraised prior to 1975 should receive an 
updated 1975 base year value. Members differed, however, on just 
what this level value should be, and whether properties 
appraised in 1975 should be changed. Three clear options emerged: 
(1) Bring all property, regardless of the year of appraisal, 
to the March l, 1975, "full cash value," or, using the Supreme 
court's terminology in Amador Valley, "acquisition value;" 
(2) Bring properties appraised prior to 1975 up to March 1, 
1975, "full cash value," and leave properties appraised for 
1975 alone; or 
(3) Bring properties appraised prior to 1975 up to the 
same percentage of" 
below true market 
l cash value" (same level of assessment 
) as all other properties in that "class" 
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were assessed on 1, 75, and leave properties appraised 
for 
The Force was able to agree on various other points 
relative to t lowed to make reassessments, limitations on 
escape assessments, presumptions as to 1975 values established 
by a court, retroact ity in application of any statutory 
change taxpayer's 1978-79 tax bills. 
1. DETERMINATION OF 1975 BASE VALUE 
Rather than present a single recommendation, with less 
than the majority support of the members, the Task Force approved 
the lowing advantages and disadvantages of the three options 
outlined above .. A disadvantage relative to each of the three 
is that some 
thus necess 
Full 
March 1, 19 
ustment of 1978 assessments may be required, 
added workload and cost for assessors. 
OPTION 1 
value is the acquisition value as of 
Where values on the 1975 roll are not 
true March 1, acquisition values, full cash value 
means the reappraised value to the March 1, 1975 
acquis 
1. c ly conforms to court decision in Amador Valley. 
2. Provides for statewide uniformity and equality 
of tax burden on taxpayers, at least for the begin-
ning base year under Prop. 13. 
3. Sets identifiable standard for taxpayers in 
appeals and for tax administrators in 
rev 
Disadvantage: 
May require some increases in values, with possible 
negative public reactions, that were established in 
1975 by physical reappraisals in that year. 
OPTION 2 
Full cash value is the assessor's appraised value in 
1975, if the property was reappraised for that year. If 
the property was not reappraised, full cash value means 
the full cash value as of March 1, 1975 and such pro-
perties may be reappraised to establish such value. 
Advantages: 
1. Provides for substantial statewide uniformity of 
assessments for property not reappraised in 1975 
in base year. 
2. Sets a standard for property not reappraised in 1975. 
3. Probably most closely parallels the factors making 
up the 1978 assessment roll, therefore will require 
fewest revisions in work already done. 
Disadvantages: 
1. May cause some non-uniformity of assessment within 
a county among taxpayers, if 1975 reappraisals by 
assessor were less than full cash value. 
2. May lead to disputes as to what is a reappraisal 
since that term is uncertain in this context due to 
variations in assessment practice. 
-18-
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OPTION 3 
Full cash value is the assessor's appraised value in 
1975, if property was physically reappraised for that year. 
If the property was not reappraised, full cash value is the 
same percentage of market value as properties of the same 
class were appraised at in 1975. Property would fall into 
one of three classes: residential, rural, and all other. 
Advantages: 
1. Provides relative uniformity within individual 
classes of property within each county. 
2. Will result in reduction in value for some taxpayers, 
however, a taxpayer's value may increase, if his 1978 
value is lower than the "standard" value of the 
class for that property. 
Disadvantages: 
1. May preserve non-uniformity among various classes of 
property within a county. This would be a defacto 
"split roll." 
2. Will result in non-uniform assessment levels state-
wide and require the development of a compensation 
factor if any state bail out funds are to be predicated 
on local assessment levels or tax collections. 
3. May cause confusion and tax appeals. There is no 
identifiable standard to which properties in a county 
were assessed. Taxpayers will not know if they are 
correctly assessed and may appeal on one sample 
which may not be representative of the class. 
-19-
OPTIONS l, 2 and 3: FISCAL IMPACT 
The diversity of assessment practices relative to 
establishing a 1975 vase value for fiscal year 1978-79 
make it unclear as to the fiscal implications of any ~ 
option; it is not possible to determine just how "close" 
current practice is to one option versus another. 
However, the Board of Equalization staff has identified 
a revenue spread of $260 million between the three options, 
and that of making EQ change to the 1975-76 assessments: 
Fiscal Impact in 1978-79 if Average 
Statewide Assessment Practice Had 
Been in Accordance With: 
No Change 
Option Assumed to 
Most Closely 
Represent Average 
Statewide Assessment 
Practice in 1978-79: in Actual 
($ in millions) Option Option Option 1975-76 
1 2 3 Assessments 
Option 1 
Option 2 
Option 3 
+37 
+111 
$ -37 
+74 
2. ESTABLISHING 1975 BASE VALUES; TIME LIMITS 
$ -111 $ 
-74 
The Task Force recommends that all 1975 base year values be 
established by June 30, 1980, and that after that date, values 
may change only due to change in ownership, new construction, 
or the 2% inflation change (or CPI, whichever is less). 
-260 
-223 
-149 
This date allows assessors sufficient time to make necessary 
reappraisals back to the 1975 lien date. A date certain for 
completion is needed to protect taxpayers from the uncertainty 
of changes in assessment. Present law allows assessors to 
-20-
reappraise a property indefinitely; this provision establishes 
a cut-off date as a protection to the taxpayer. There is no 
identifiable fiscal impact to this recommendation. 
3. ESCAPE ASSESSMENTS 
The Task Force recommends that escape assessments not be 
allowed in 1978-79 or 1979-80 for real property where the assessor 
establishes a revised 1975 base year value. 
To allow such escape assessments would subject taxpayers 
to unanticipated tax liabilities, creating hardship and ill will. 
The Task Force points out, however, that there will be in-
equities among taxpayers who were correctly reappraised to 
their 1975 value in 1978, and those reappraised to their 1975 
value in 1979 or 1980. The former will pay, in the aggregate, 
more taxes, if escapes are not levied against the latter. 
In addition, the question of constitutionality has been raised, 
as the court has stated that the assessor has a duty to levy 
escape assessments where an incorrect assessment has been made. 
There would be a loss of some one-time property tax revenue to 
local government if this recommendation is adopted; magnitude 
is unknown. 
4. PRESUMPTION OF 1975 BASE VALUE: COURT OR APPEALS 
BOARD DECISION 
The Task Force recommends that, if Option 1 is selected, the 
value determined by an appeals board or court for the 1975 assess-
ment be the 1975 base year value, where such value was established 
pursuant to a hearing or a stipulation among the parties. 
-21-
The value established in a hearing or by judicial review 
is clearly one that is well documented, and the decision of the 
appeals board or judge is final. 
There is no identifiable fiscal impact to this recommendation. 
-22-
PROPERTY TAXATION 
PART 1/2. 
Chapter Base Year Values 
ownership a 
60-66) 
se 
4. Assessment Appeals (Sections 80-81) 
6. Tax Rate Reporting (Sections 98) 
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Sect 51 
For purposes 
Article XIII A of the 
Limitations on Taxable values 
ion (b) of Section 2 of 
constitution, for each lien 
date after the date in which the base year value is 
determined pursuant to Section 50, the taxable value of real 
property shall lesser of: 
(a) Its base value, compounded annually since the 
base year by an ion factor, which shall be the percentage 
change in cost of living, as defined in Section 2212i provided, 
that any shall not exceed 2 percent of the 
prior year's value, or 
(b) Its full cash value, as defined in Section 110, 
as of the 1 date, taking into account reductions in value 
due to damage, depreciation, obsolescence or other 
factors causing a 1 value. 
For purposes of this section, "real property" means 
that appraisal unit which persons in the market place commonly 
buy and sell as a t, or which are normally valued separately. 
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SPEC TYPES OF PROPERTY 
assessment provisions 
for special 
by Prop. 13. 
golf courses assessments 
re 1 
historical assessment ions are 
for outs 
assessed to 
Article XI I 3j 10 and 11 to asses 
pursuant to 
The Task Force s specific 
zation is consti s, even 
though were more recently enacted 
Some and space land is 
assessed to 1 obligations as authorized 
Section 8. cannot be 
This procedure 11 carry out the 11 of 
the se specific provi 
Constitution. In case timberland property, changes 
made since enactment A le XIIIA an effort to 
assessment sions of that article, 
repealed to reinstate law. 
There is an on local revenues. Some properties 
may be assessed lower. In general, however, "use 
value" assessments le XIII) little from year to year, 
while the XIIIA assessments mandate a 2% annual growth. 
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Sec. 52. Property Subject to Special Valuation 
(a) Notwithstand the provisions of this Division, 
property which is 
XIII, Sec. 8 of 
restricted pursuant to Article 
Constitution shall be valued for property 
tax purposes pursuant to Article 1.5 and Article 1.9 of Chapter 
3 of Part 2 of Division 1 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of this Division, 
property restricted to timberland use pursuant to Article 
XIII, Section 3(j) of the Constitution shall be valued for 
property tax purposes pursuant to Article 1.7 of Chapter 3 of 
Part 2 of Divis 1 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of this Division, 
property subject to valuation as a golf course pursuant to 
Article XIII, Section 10 of the Constitution shall be valued 
for property tax purposes in accordance therewith. 
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of this Division, 
property subject to valuation pursuant to Article XIII, Section 
11 of the Constitution shall be valued for property tax purposes 
in accordance therewith. 
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s recommendation is unknown. 
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• 
Sec. 53. Trees and Vines 
The 
and grape 
Section 3(i) of 
such properties as 
1 r value for fruit and nut trees 
ect pursuant to Article XIII, 
Constitution shall be the full cash value of · 
lien date of their first taxable year. 
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Chapter 2. Change in Ownership and Purchase 
60. Definition of Change in Ownershi~ 
A "change in ownership" means a transfer of a present interest 
in real property, including the beneficial use thereof, the value 
of which is substantially equal to the value of the fee interest. 
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Sec. 61. Change in OWnershiE: Included Transfers. 
Except as se Section 62, change 
in ownership as 0 ludes, but is not 
limited to: 
(a) Oil, Gas Interests. The creation, 
renewal, or other transfer of the right 
to produce or extract or other minerals for so long as 
they can be or paying quantities; 
(b) Pos Interests. The creation, renewal, sublease 
-----------------------
or assignment a possessory interest in tax exempt real 
property term 
(c) Leases. 
a 
of a lease-hold interest in 
of 35 years or more (including taxable real 
renewal options), termination of a leasehold interest in 
taxab real 
(including 
having a remain 
(2) any trans 
subject to a 
of less than 35 
(d) Joint 
of any joint 
(f) of Section 
(e) 
of any tenancy-
term 
of 
years; 
62 
(a) of Section 62 
) , 
an 
(f) Future Interests. 
sionary interest 
or other simi 
5 
an original term of 35 years or more 
any transfer of a leasehold interest 
s or more (including renewal options); 
interest in taxable real property 
term (including renewal options) 
creation, transfer, or termination 
as provided in subdivision 
63; 
creation, transfer, or termination 
, except as provided in subdivision 
63; 
vesting of a remainder or rever-
the termination of a life estate 
interest; 
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I 
(g) Trusts. Any interests in real property which vest 
in persons other than the trustor (or, pursuant to Section 63, 
his spouse) when a revocable trust becomes irrevocable; 
(h) Stock Transfers. The transfer of stock of a cooperative 
housing corporation as defined in Section 17265, vested with legal 
title of real property which conveys to the transferee the exclusive 
right to occupancy and possession of such property, or portion thereof. 
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Sec. 62. Change in ownership: Excluded Transfers 
Change owners 11 not include: 
(a) 
results in a change 
property but not a 
trans between co-owners which 
method of holding title to the real 
in the proportional interests of 
the co-owners, such as a partition of a tenancy-in-common; 
(b) Title. Any transfer for the purpose of 
perfecting title to the property: 
(c) 
termination or 
substitution of a trustee 
(d) Trusts. 
(l) The creation, assignment, 
of a security interest; and (2) the 
a security instrument; 
into a trust, if (l) the 
transferor is the sole beneficiary of the trust during his life-
time, or (2) trust revocab ; or any transfer by a trustee 
of such a trust descr either (l) or (2) back to the 
trustor and/or the spouse 
(e) 
transferor retains benef 
time. 
(f) 
of a joint tenancy 
or transfer, is one 
(g) Leases. 
taxable real property 
(including renewal opt 
the trustor. 
Any transfer in which the 
use of the property for his life-
The creation or transfer 
st if the transferor, after such creation 
tenants; 
transfer of a lessor's interest in 
ect to a lease with an original term 
) 35 years or more. 
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63. Interspousal Transfers. 
Notwithstanding Sect 60, , 62 and 65, any interspousal 
transfer, inc~uu~uy 
use of a spouse, 
the trustor, (b) 
(a) transfers to a trustee for the beneficial 
a trustee of such a trust to the spouse of 
transfers which take effect upon the death of a 
spouse, or (c) transfers to a spouse or former spouse in connection 
with a property settlement agreement or decree of dissolution of 
a marriage or legal separation, shall not constitute a change in 
ownership. 
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Sec. 64. Legal Entities. 
Except as 
transfer of 
corporate stock or 
to constitute a trans 
entity. 
in Sect 6l(h), the purchase or 
sts legal entities, such as 
interests, shall not be deemed 
of the real property of the legal 
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Sec. 65. Property Interest to be Appraised. 
Whenever real property is purchased or a change in 
ownership of real 
such real property at 
occurs, the assessor shall reappraise 
full cash value. 
(a) 
created as 
the termination of any joint tenancy interest 
Section 62(f), the entire real property 
shall be reappraised. 
(b) Except as provided in subdivision (a) , if an 
undivided in or a portion of real property is purchased 
or changes ownership, then only the interest or portion trans-
ferred shall be reappraised. 
(c) If a unit or lot within a cooperative housing 
corporation, community apartment project, condominium, planned 
unit development, shopping center, industrial park or other 
residential, commercial or industrial land subdivision complex 
with common areas or facil s is purchased or changes owner-
ship, then only the unit or lot transferred and the share in the 
conunon area reserved as an appurtenance of such unit or lot 
shall be reappraised. 
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Sec. 66. Purchase. 
"Purchased" or "purchase" means a change in ownership 
for consideration 
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SHIFT IN 
f 
s 
* 
of a 
were to 
ownership, the fficult and controversial pol sues 
between 
entity" outl , would be 
The Task Force commends the of such a change to 
the Legislature for additional study. 
* The Assembly Revenue and Taxation staff notes that the 
staffs of the Board of Equalization, Department of Finance and 
Legislative Analyst are preparing estimates of this apparent shift, 
under a variety of assumptions. While unavailable 
in this report, these figures may be re 
as a technical addendum. 
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The Task Force recommends that "new construction" be defined 
by statute as additions to real property or alteration of the 
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to real property, whether land 
(including fixtures) , since 
; and 
of land or of any improvement 
fixtures) since the last lien date 
a major rehabilitation 
converts the property to a 
, renovation or modernization 
to the substantial 
or fixture is a major rehabilitation 
sions of subdivisions (a) and 
damaged or destroyed by mis-
" and new construction" 
of the real property, or 
after reconstruction is sub-
prior to damage or destruation. 
, or portion thereof, which is 
to the damaged or destroyed property, 
construction and only that portion which 
reconstruction shall have a new 
to Section 50. 
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Sec. 71. Assessment of Newly Constructed Real Property. 
The assessor shall determine the new base year value 
for the portion of any taxable real property which has been 
newly constructed. 
property asses 
shall not be changed 
The base value of the remainder of the 
did not undergo new construction, 
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Sec. 72. Building Permits 
A copy of any building permit issued by any city, 
county, or city and county, shall be transmitted by each such 
entity to the county assessor as soon as possible after the 
date of issuance. 
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The Task Force also recommends that $5,000 worth of 
damage be the threshold for the Governor-dec disaster 
provision (which is $1,000 under present , to 
with the $5,000 threshold now in effect for the other 
damage or misfortune provisions. Under the lowered Proposition 
13 tax burdens, a $4,500 disaster, occurring six months after 
the lien date would amount to only $22.50 savings in tax. The 
administrative costs of processing small amounts will be in 
excess of the savings to the taxpayer. 
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• 
SEC. 
SEC 
Revenue and Taxation Code, to read: 
Chapter 2.5. Disaster Relief 
170. (a) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the 
contrary, the board of supervisors may, by ordinance, provide 
that every person who at 12:01 a.m. on March 1 was the owner 
of, or had in his possession, or under his control, any 
taxable property, or who acquired such property after such 
lien date and is liable for the taxes thereon for the fiscal 
year commencing immediately following July 1, which property 
was damaged or destroyed in excess of five thousand dollars 
($5,000) without his fault, after such lien date, by 
(1) a major misfortune or calamity, in an area or 
region subsequently proclaimed by the Governor to 
be in a state of disaster, if such property was 
damaged or destroyed by the major misfortune or 
calamity which caused the Governor to proclaim the 
area or reg to be in a state of disaster, or 
(2) a misfortune or calamity,or 
(3) mis tune or calamity to a possessory interest in 
land owned by the state or federal government and the 
permit or other right to enter upon the land has been 
suspended without his fault, because of a misfortune 
or calamity, 
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may, within the time specified in the ordinance, or if no time 
is specified within 60 days of such misfortune or calamity, 
apply for reassessment of such property by delivering to the 
assessor a written application requesting reassessment showing 
the condition and value, if any, of the property immediately 
after the damage or destruction, and the dollar amount of the 
damage. The application shall be executed under penalty of 
perjury, or if executed outside the State of California, verified 
by affidavit. 
An ordinance may be made applicable to a major misfortune or 
calamity specified in paragraph (1) or to any misfortune or 
calamity specified in paragraph (2), or to both, as the board of 
supervisors determines. An ordinance may not be made applicable 
to a misfortune or calamity specified in paragraph (3) unless an 
ordinance making paragraph (2) is operative in the county. The 
ordinance may specify a period of time within which the ordinance 
shall be effective, and if no period of time is specified it 
shall remain in effect until repealed. 
As used in paragraph (1), "damage" includes property which was 
diminished in value as a result of restricted access to the 
property where such diminution in value was caused by the major 
misfortune or calamity. As used in paragraph (3), "damage" 
means a possessory interest in land owned by the state or federal 
government wherein the permit or other right to use the land has 
been suspended because of a misfortune or calamity such as the 
drought condition in California. 
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(b) Upon receiving a proper application, the assessor shall 
reassess the property according to its full cash value 
immediately before and after the damage or destruction. The 
assessor shall notify the applicant in writing of the amount 
of the proposed reassessment. The notice shall state that the 
applicant may appeal the proposed reassessment to the local 
board of equalization within 14 days of the date of mailing 
the notice. If an appeal is requested within the 14-day period, 
the board shall hear and decide the matter as if the proposed 
reassessment had been entered on the roll as an assessment made 
outside the regular assessment period. The decision of the 
board regarding the damaged value of the property shall be 
final, provided that a decision of the local board of equalization 
regarding any reassessment made pursuant to this section shall 
create no presumption as regards the value of the affected 
property subsequent to the date of the damage. 
(c) If the damaged full cash value of the property as determined 
above is 
(1} for property subject to paragraph (1) of subdivision 
(a), not at least one thousand dollars ($1,000) less 
than the full cash value shown on the assessment roll 
for the year in question, or 
(2) for property subject to paragraph (2) or (3) of 
subdivision (a), not at least five thousand dollars 
($5,000) less than the full cash value shown on the 
assessment roll for the year in question, 
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no adjustment shall be made to said roll and no taxes shall be 
canceled or refunded. Those reassessed values resulting from 
reductions in full cash value of amounts, as determined above, 
shall be forwarded to the auditor by the assessor or the clerk 
of the local equalization board, as the case may be. The 
auditor shall enter the reassessed values on the roll. After 
being entered on the roll, said reassessed values shall not be 
subject to review except by a court of competent jurisdiction. 
(d) If no such application is made and the assessor determines 
that a property has suffered damage caused by misfortune or 
calamity, which may qualify the property owner for relief under 
an ordinance adopted under this section, the assessor shall 
provide the last known owner of the property with an 
application for reassessment. The property owner shall file 
the completed application within 30 days of notification by 
the assessor. Upon receipt of a properly completed, timely 
filed application, the property shall be reassessed in the same 
manner as required above. 
(e) The tax rate fixed for property on the roll on which the 
property so reassessed appeared at the time of its original 
assessment shall be applied to the amount of the reassessment 
determined in accordance with this section. In the event that 
the resulting figure is less than the tax theretofore computed, 
the tax shall be determined as follows: 
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(1) With respect to property on the secured roll a 
prorated portion of the tax due on the property as 
originally assessed at the rate established for 
property on the secured roll for the current fiscal 
year, such proration to be determined on the basis of 
the number of months in the year during which the 
property was in an undamaged condition plus a proration 
of the tax due on the property as reassessed in its 
damaged or destroyed condition at the rate established 
for property on the secured roll for such fiscal year, 
such proration to be determined on the basis of the 
number of months in the year in which the property was 
in a damaged condition, including the month in which 
the damage was incurred. 
(2) With respect to property on the unsecured roll, he 
shall be liable for a prorated portion of the tax 
computed on the original assessment of the property 
and a prorated portion of the tax computed on 
the reassessment of the property as determined in 
the preceding paragraph. 
(f) Any tax paid in excess of the total tax due shall be 
refunded to the taxpayer pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing 
with Section 5096) of Part 9 of this division, as an 
erroneously collected tax or by order of the board of 
supervisors without the necessity of a claim being filed 
pursuant to Chapter 5. 
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(g) The assessment of the property, in its damaged condition, 
as determined by this section, shall be reviewed at the lien 
date next following the date of the misfortune or calamity and 
3hall be assessed in the same manner as prescribed by law for 
any other assessable property. 
(h) This section applies to all counties, whether 
operating under a charter or under the general laws 
of this state. 
(i) Any ordinance in effect pursuant to Section 155.1, 
155.13, or 155.14 shall remain in effect as if such 
ordinances were adopted pursuant to this section. 
SEC. Section 155.1 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is repealed. 
SEC. ____ _ Section 155.13 of the Revenue and Taxation 
code is repealed. 
SEC. ____ _ Section 155.14 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is repealed. 
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to 
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Chapter 4. Assessment Appeals 
(OPTIONS 1 and 2) 
Section 80. Equalization of Assessments Using 1975 
Base Year 
Except as provided in subdivision (c) of Section 50, 
where real property has been assessed for the 1978-79, 1979-80 
or 1980-81 tax years using a 1975 lien date baseyear value, the 
applicant in equalization proceedings pursuant to Chapter 1 
(commencing with Section 1601 of Part 3 of this Division) may 
establish the correct full market value of the property as of the 
1975 lien 
For tax years after 1980-81, for purposes of equalization, 
it shall be conclusively sumed that the 1975 lien date base 
year value shown on the 1980-81 assessment roll is correct. 
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Section 81. Equalization of Assessments Using Other 
Than 1975 Base Year Value. 
Where real has been assessed using a base 
value other than the 1975 base value, the applicant in equaliza-
tion proceedings pursuant to chapter 1 (commencing with Section 1601 
of Part 3 of this Division) may establish the correct base year 
value applicable to the current year's assessment. 
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From outset of the Task Force recognized 
that, because of property under Article XIII A is 
triggered (a) change in ownership, (b) purchase, or, 
(c) new construction, an adequate system for reporting those 
events to assessors be devised. 
Various reporting systems were proposed and studied. Burden 
on taxpayers was weighed against the assessors' needs for addi-
tional ion and the cost of obtaining it. The Assessors' 
Association was particular concerned with the cost of mailing 
new questionnaires and processing them. 
After extensive discussion, the Task Force agreed upon, 
and recommends following scheme of taxpayer reporting. 
recording any real property transfer, At the t 
the person to 11 be provided a questionnaire 
on a form by the State Board of Equalization. The 
questionnaire 1 confidential and will elicit information 
necessary to determine the transfer is or is not a 
change ownership or purchase and may seek other information 
necessary for valuat purposes, if the transaction is a 
purchase or ownership The transferee's failure to 
file the completed questionnaire with the recorder at the time 
of recording or with the assessor within 45 days after the 
recordation date or receipt of the form, whichever is later, 
would result in a of 10% of the current year's taxes 
or $100, 
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In an effort to reach the comparatively smaller number of 
persons who do not their property transfers, the Task 
Force recommends that assessors be given the authority to send a 
not~ce to taxpayers requesting those that acquired property 
through an unrecorded transfer to file a change in ownership 
statement with the assessor. Although this statement will be 
required to be filed within 45 days of the date of the transfer, 
no penalty will apply until 45 days after receipt of the assessor's 
request. It is anticipated that most assessors will include this 
notice/request in the tax bills mailed in the fall. 
The Task Force acknowledges that, should persons involved 
such unrecorded transfers choose not to respond to the request, 
may prove difficult to locate them. However, at such time as 
the assessor does discover such a transfer, all applicable pen-
alties will apply and back taxes will be collected pursuant to 
existing statutes. 
Section 44l(a) of the Revenue and Taxation code now provides 
that persons owning $30,000 or more of taxable personal property 
{ 11 business taxpayers") must file an annual Business Property 
Statement. other exisitng sections of the code provide that the 
state Board shall prescribe the Eorm andprovide filing deadlines 
and penalties. This is a known and operating system. 
The Task Force recommends that the State Board include in 
the Business Property statement forms all questions necessary 
to elicit new construction, change in ownership and purchase 
information from these business taxpayers. No statutory 
changes are required. 
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The Assessor's Association stated that their existing 
statutory authority and information-gathering techniques are 
adequate to gather the necessary information on new construction 
from the non-business taxpayers. The assessors believed that 
the mailing and processing of new forms to elicit this information 
from this class of taxpayers would be costly, wasteful and non-
productive. 
These recommendations will result in some increase administra-
tive cost for assessors. However, the burden of discovering these 
ownership changes is a present mandate on the assessor. If this 
process eases the task of administering the ownership change 
provisions and uncovers such transfers more quickly, then the 
increased revenues to counties may offset these costs. 
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Chapter 5. Taxpayer Reporting. 
Sec. 90. Assessees shall report change in ownership 
information to the assessor as provided in Article 2.5 (commenc 
with Section 480) of Chapter 3 of Part 2 of Division l of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code. 
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scored 
Section 
is amended to read: 
Section 27280 of the Government Code 
27280. (a) Any instrument or judgment affecting the 
title to or possession of real property mQy be recorded pursuant 
to this chapter. 
(b) Any instrument or document submitted for recordation 
which effectuates a change in ownership may be accompanied EY ~. 
change in ownership statement aB provided for in Section 480 of 
the Revenue and Taxation Code. Upon receipt of such change in 
ownership statement, the recorder shall transmit, as soon as 
possible, the original statement or true copy thereof to the 
county assessor along with the recorded document as required by 
Section 255.7 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. The change in 
ownership statement shall not be recorded nor open and available 
to public inspection and shall at all times remain confidential, 
except as provided in Section 408 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code. 
SEC. Section 27321 of the Government Code 
is amended to read: 
27321. The recorder shall endorse upon each 
inst~ument the book and page in which it is recorded, and 
shall thereafter mail, or if specified to the contrary, 
deliver it to the person named in the instrument for 
return mail, and if no such person is named, to the party 
leaving it for record. 
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All in 
Italics 
• 
Where anv recorded instrument or document effec-
----
tuating ~ change in ownership is not accompanied by a 
~in ownership statement, the 
I with the return of any such 
recorder shall either include 
recorded instrument or document 
a change in ownership statement as provided in Section 480 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code or specifically identify 
those recorded documents not accompanied by an ownership 
statement when providing the assessor with a copy of the 
transfer of ownership document pursuant to Section 255.7 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
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Sec. Article 2.5 (commencing with Section 
480) added to Chapter 3 of Part 2 of Division 1 of t!1e 
Revenue Code, to read: 
Article 2.5. Change in Ownership Reporting 
480. Whenever any change in ownership cf real property 
occurs, the transferee shall file a signed change in ownership 
statement in the county where the real property ls located, as 
provided for in subdivision (b). 
(a) The change in ownership statement shall be declared 
to be true under penalty of perjury and shall give such infor-
mation relative to the real property acquisition transaction as 
the board shall prescribe. Such information shall include, but 
not be limited to, a description of the property, the parties 
to the transaction, the date of acquisition, the amount, if any, 
f cons paid for the property, whether paid in money 
se, and terms of the transaction. The change in 
statement shall not include any question which is not 
to assessment function. The statement shall 
a notice that is printed in at least 14-point boldface 
type in the following form: 
real 
nge 
The any person an interest in 
to file a change ownership statement with the 
or assessor. 
not 
ownersh 
45 
owner statement 
date recording or, if the 
of the date of the 
to fi a chanqe in ownershin 
• 
statement 45 days after receipt of a written request by 
the ssessor re in a penalty of $100 or 10 percent of 
current year's taxes on the real property, is greater 
This penal 1 be added on the current assessment roll and 
becomes a lien against your real property in the same manner as 
any other property tax, unless paid by the end of the month 
following month in which it is enrolled. Thereafter, the 
lien will be subject to interest and penalties as any other 
delinquent tax on real property. 
{b) If the document evidencing a change in ownership 
is recorded the county recorder's office, then the statement 
shall be f either (1) with the recorder at the time of 
recordation or (2) with the assessor within 45 days from the 
date of If the document evidencing a change in 
not recorded, then the statement shall be filed 
the assessor no later than 45 days from the date the 
the 
occurs. 
a 
recorder's o 
as soon as poss 
in ownership statement is filed 
, the recorder shall transmit, 
statement or a true copy 
addres 
to the assessor along with a copy of every recorded 
as by Sec 255.7. 
statement may be filed 
assessor through the United States mail, properly 
the po 
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(e) Upon receipt of a change in ownership statement 
which has either been transmitted by the county recorder's 
office or been filed directly by the transferee, the assessor 
shall enter the prior assessment year value and an indication 
as to whether a change in ownership, as defined in Section 60, 
has occurred on the statement. 
(f) In the case of a corporate transferee of property, 
the change in ownership statement shall be signed either by an 
officer of the corporation or an employee or agent who has been 
designated in writing by the board of directors to sign such 
statements on behalf of the corporation. 
481. All information requested by the assessor 
pursuant to this article or furnished in the change in ownership 
statement shall be held secret by the assessor. The statement 
is not a public document and is not open to inspection, except 
as provided in Section 408. 
482. If any person who is requested by the assessor 
to make a change in ownership statement fails to file such 
statement within 45 days from the date request, a penalty of 
the greater of $100 or 10 percent of the current year's taxes 
on the real property shall be added to the assessment made on 
current roll. The penalty shall be added to the current 
sessment roll and shall become a lien against the real property 
the same manner as any other property tax, unless paid by 
end of the month following the month in which it is enrolled. 
fter, the lien shall be subject to interest and penalties 
as any other linquent tax on real property. 
• 
Notice of any penalty added to the roll pursuant to 
this section shall be mailed by the assessor to the assessee at 
his address as contained in any recorded instrument or document 
evidencing a change in ownership or at any address reasonably 
known to the assessor. 
483. If the assessee establishes to the satisfaction of the 
county board of supervisors that the failure to file the change 
in ownership statement within the time required by Section 480 
was due to reasonable cause and not due to willful neglect, 
and has filed the statement with the assessor, the 
board of supervisors may order the penalty abated, provided the 
assessee has filed with the board of supervisors written appli-
cation for abatement of the penalty no later than 60 days 
after the date on which the assessee was notified of the penalty. 
If the penalty is abated it shall be canceled or 
refunded the same manner as an amount of tax erroneously 
charged or collected. 
484. With the exception of the penalty provision of 
Section 463, the provisions of Article 2 of this 
Part shall be available to the assessor for the purposes of 
securing change in ownership information required for assess-
ment purposes. 
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485. If after written request by the assessor, any 
person fails to comply with any provision of law for furnishing 
information required by Sections 480, the assessor. 
based upon information in his possession, shall estimate the 
value of the property and, based upon this estimate promptly 
assess the property. 
Sec. Section 2516 is added to the Revenue and 
Taxation Code, to read: 
2516. Upon the failure of a transferee to file a 
change in ownership statement required by Section 480, the 
assessor or the auditor shall immediately enter on the assess-
ment records applicable to the real property, the fact that a 
penalty has been added to the assessment roll and specify the 
date and amount thereof. 
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SB 90 197 ) I 
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to the Control 
no cost impact. 
• 
Chapter 6. Tax Rate Reporting 
95. Any local agency, school district, county 
superintendent of schools, community college district, 
or any other agency or officer on whose behalf an ad 
valorem property tax is collected1 shall certify to the tax 
levying authority that the property tax is exempt from the 
application of Article XIII, Section l(a). The certification 
may be based upon the opinion of counsel, in which event it may 
so state. The levying authority shall rely upon this certificate 
in making such levy. If the agency levies its own taxes, 
the certification shall be filed with the tax levying 
records of the agency as a public record. Each agency or 
officer on whose behalf such a tax is levied shall report 
the facts of such levy as required by this chapter. 
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96. Annually, no later after the 
property tax rate for a local agency, including a school 
district, county superintendent 
college district, or any other 
s and community 
or off on whose 
behalf an ad valorem property tax is collected, has been 
fixed, each such local agency shall report to the Controller 
on a form to be specified by the 
tax rate levied by or on behalf 
, any property 
for the current 
fiscal year for any ad valorem taxes on real propert~ 
Such information shall show the 
rate levied which is exempt 
reasons for the exemption, and 
thereto as the Controller may 
by regulation require any tax 
of Section l(a) of Article XIII-A 
reported in the manner spec 
97. The controller 
whether any rate reported 
be levied pursuant to S 
is determined, the Control 
agency of such error, 
such property tax rate, or 
amount, for the current 
the., 
relating 
Controller shall 
rate limitation 
to be 
or before October 1 
is ineligible to 
event such an error 
fy the local 
shall either eliminate 
rate an appropriate 
event 
that a local agency fails to make such a reduction in its 
property tax rate, the Controller shall request the 
Attorney General to bring an action under Chapter 2 
{commencing with Section 1084) of Title 1 of Part 3 
of the Code of Civil Procedure to force a reduction in the rate. 
98. If a local agency fails to file a report 
required by Section 96 by October 15, the Con~roller, in the 
succeeding fiscal year, shall reduce by 10 percent or five 
thousand dollars ($5,000), whichever is less, the payment he is 
required to make to such agency based on claims 
filed pursuant to Section 16113 of the Government Code. 
(uncodified) For the 1978-79 fiscal year, the report 
required by Section 96 of the Revenue and Taxation code shall 
be due by May 15, 1979, or 60 days after the effective date of 
this section, whichever is later. In succeeding years, the 
the provisions of Section 98 shall be effective. 
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trat 
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Section 
Code is amended to read: 
Section 65863.5 of the Government 
65863.5. Whenever the zoning covering a property 
is changed from one zone to another or a zoning variance or con-
ditional use permit is granted with respect to any property, the 
governing body of the city or county shall, within 30 days, notify 
the county assessor of such action. afta7-i£-~ke-~e~ift~-ekaft~e-e~ 
¥ariaftee-er-eeftai~iefta~-~ee-~ermi~-wae-~e~~ee~ea-~y-e~he~-~ftaft-~ke­
ewfter-e£-reeera7-eha~~-eim~~~aftee~eiy-fte~i£y-~he-ewfter-e£-e~ek-~~e­
~e~~y-e£-~ke-£ae~-~ka~-e~eh-fte~iee-hae-~eeft-eeft~-~e-~ke-aeeeeee~, 
e£-~ke-aeeeeeerLe-a~~y-~ftaer-See~ieft-4S~.~-e£-~ke-Re¥eR~e-aRa-~a~a~ieft 
eeae7-afta-e£-~ke-ri~h~e-afta-~reeeee-e£-aeeeeemeft~-~re~ee~-afta-e~~aii­
~a~ieft-ftea~ift~-ae-~re¥iaea-ift-Pa~~-3-~eemmefteift~-wi~k~see~ieft-~6e~t 
e£-Bi¥ieieft-i-e£-~ke-Re¥eft~e-afta-~axa~ieft-€eae. 
Notwithstanding Section 65803, this section shall 
apply to charter cities. 
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Section Section 402.2 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code is amended to read: 
Section 402.2. If during the assessment year the 
assessor receives the notice required by section 65863.5 of the 
Government Code, the assessor shall reassess the property as of 
the next succeeding lien date, to the extent permitted by sections 
110 and 110.1. 
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• 
Sec. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 
110.1 and 110.6 as added to the Revenue and Taxation Code and 
amended by Chapters 292 and 332 of the Statutes of 1978, the 
provisions of this act shall be effective for the 1979-80 
assessment year and thereafter, except as provided in the 
following section • 
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Sec. No creation, termination, assignment or 
sublease of a leasehold interest on or after March 1, 1975, 
and no transfer of property subject to a lease on or after 
March 1, 1975, shall constitute a change in ownership, 
unless it is defined as a change in ownership under 
subdivision (c) of Section 61 and subdivision (g) of Section 62. 
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ADDITIONAL AND MINORITY VIEWS 
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V. JUDSON KLEIN (1933-1976) 
J. RICHARD JOHNSTON 
JOHNSTON & KLEIN 
ATTORNEYS AT lAW TELEPHONE (4!5) 452-2 !33 
CABLE ADDRESS "LAWF!RM'' NEIL F. HORTON 
ROBERT H. SOLOMON 
1221 BROADWAY, TWENTIETH FLOOR 
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94612 PAUL W. BAKER 
EARL 0. OSBORN 
DIANE C. Yu January 12, 1978 
Mr. David Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
Assembly Committee 
on Revenue and Taxation 
State Capital, Room 2013 
Sacramento, California 94814 
Dear Dave: 
The following comments are by way of "minority 
views" for inclusion in the task force report. 
1. 1975 Base Year. I believe that Option 1 is 
the only fair and workable basis for establishing values. 
As the committee discussions indicated, Option 2 would be 
difficult to implement and Option 3 is literally impossible. 
As a task force whose principal charge has been to recommend 
workable definitions, I believe we mislead the legislature 
by suggesting that Options 2 and 3 are feasible. 
2. Change in Ownership. It has been assumed that 
the exclusion of transfers between spouses is necessary as 
a matter of policy. While I accept the policy, I believe we 
again tend to mislead the legislature by implying that it 
has authority to exclude certain transfers of real property 
from the application of Art. XIII A. Such exclusions require 
a constitutional amendment. 
Very truly yours, 
,a..{'d~ 
Paul W. Baker 
PWB:rk 
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EHRMAN, FL~VIN, MORRIS & McMAHAN, INC. 
KENNETH A. EHRMAN 
SEAN FLAVIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
400 CAMINO EL ESTERO 
POST OFFICE BOX 2229 
ROBERT H. MORRIS 
MICHAEL L McMAHAN MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 93940 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Committee 
State Capitol, Room 2013 
Sacramento, Ca a 95814 
Re: Task Force 
Minority Report 
Dear Dave: 
12, 1979 
AREA CODE 408 
TELEPHONE 372-753S 
Please inc s in "Minority Views", although it is 
more a letter of suggestions than of dissent. Of necessity it 
is addressed to the January 9, 1979 draft of the report and 
does not cover changes which may occur at the January 15, 
1979 meeting. 
I. 
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
1975 BASE YEAR 
I urge the Legislature to adopt "Option 1". The Task 
Force is nearly unamimous in that view. Moreover, because no one 
took the other "Options" seriously, we did not adequately provide 
for their side effects (e.g., assessment appeals). 
Option 3 is very dangerous to the legislators. I sincerely hope 
that the trap is explained to them. The trap is that no taxpayer 
could possibly meet the burden of proving the "1975 lien date 
percentage" on which his relief is conditioned under Option 3. 
Thus the Option holds out nothing but a false hope of relief. 
Once that fact were discovered by the public, the legislators 
would be severely criticiz 
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To: David R. Doerr 2 . 
CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP 
I believe the exemption of interspousal transfers 
because it goes beyond any conceivable meaning of " 
ownership" - the only phrase in the cons 
one can seriously contend, for example, that a 
of his separate property to his wife is not a " 
I don't question the policy 
rather, that it can only be accomplished by a 
amendment. If it is provided by an invalid statute, 
many spouses will rely on the statute, later to be 
assessments. Again, I sincerely hope the legislators 
this trap. 
TAXPAYER REPORTING 
I still believe the fairest, most comprehensive 
reporting system would be a reinstatement of 
requirement of an annual property tax statement from 
taxpayers. It would require very little statutory 
and would build on an already tested and working 
system. 
The system recommended by the Task Force, although "corner 
and incomplete to my view, will work reasonably well if 
if - the "separate entity" approach to change in 
property belonging to legal entities is adopted. 
control" approach (or some variant of it) is adopted, small 
businesses will unwittingly and unfairly be visited 
for failure to report technical, difficult to unders 
changes in ownership of which they were innocently unaware. 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 
Although the Task Force discussed "new construction" 
changed its approach to the problem so often that the 
finally adopted is not well articulated in the 
I do not question the approach, but respectfully suggest 
statute provides inadequate guidance. Such terms as "major 
rehabilitation", "substantially equivalent of a new 
fixture" and "timely reconstruction'' are regrettably loose. 
Further study should be devoted to trying to make the 
scheme more concrete. 
Certain portions of the draft report seem to me to imply -
to the Task Force intent and the recommended statutes - that 
entire property, not just the newly constructed portion, is 
reappraised when new construction is completed. The 
should be revised in those places to make it clear that 
cases only the newly constructed portion is reva 
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To: David R. Doerr 
The Task Force 
is less than 
lower full cash 
to that figure. 
cle XIIIA, as 
of the base 
I therefore bel 
The Task Force 
subjects, but 
the first t 
been adequate 
be, and cannot 
January 12, 1979 
full cash value of a property 
value, the assessment will be at the 
value shall not be revised down 
made that decision too rapidly. Arti-
ion 8, clearly requires revision 
Force recommendation is unconstitutional. 
and discussed major Proposition 13 
only at the last meeting or, for 
report. I do not think they have 
seriously urge that they should not 
, recommended by the Task Force. 
I therefore 
tions of the 
deleted ent 
that the subjects only be the recommenda-
A. CONSTITUTIONAL 
At the outset of 
objectives might on 
I have kept a lis 
Taxation Committee: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
saving) , 
(d) 
1. 
Prevent 
Inter 
Simplif 
and 
Tax Court. 
this resu o 
more frequently than 
"Change in owner 
defined arbitrari 
cycle of reappra 
is necessary 
Revenue and Taxation committee staff and be 
Force Report: 
ies 
aster Laws 
Changes 
I . 
THE FUTURE 
suggested that many desired 
ieved constitutional amendment. 
may be helpful to the Revenue and 
to homeowners, 
tax system (cost 
islature is already aware of 
Homes change ownership far 
and industrial properties. 
constructed" cannot be 
ss properties on the same 
constitutional amendment 
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To: David R. Doerr 4. 
2. Interspousal Exemption. This 
3. Simplification. I have always 
statistics to prove or disprove it) 
al 
most ficient tax of all of California's taxes. 
more per dollar of revenue to collect and administer 
other tax. Now that the property tax rate has 
60% and a ceiling has been placed on va 
certain that my belief is correct. It will 
highly ficient tax so long as the 58 assessors' staffs, 
58 tax collectors' staffs, 58 assessment appeals boards or 
boards of equalization and the State Board property tax 
staff remain at roughly their present levels. 
I do not mean to criticize the property tax staffs. I 
recognize the overall justice of their complaint that even 
with the present size of the staffing and cost of 
they are hard pressed to do the job. 
The point is that the tax itself - the measurement 
the collection, the overseeing functions necessary 
is awkward and unavoidably leads to an ineff ient 
to revenue produced. I had hoped that the Supreme Court's 
"acquisition value" rationale of Proposition 13 might 
a tax which would only require assessors to check wi 
for transfers and require but a small appraisal staff 
equivalence of unusual sales and value of transfers 
consideration (gifts, etc.). But the Task Force has now 
worked through the main issues of Proposition 13 and 8 and 
we have a system nearly as complex as the old one. 
Assessors object to an annual property statement for changes 
in ownership and new construction as too costly to mail and 
too bulky for their existing staffs to process. They object 
to separate assessments for joint ownerships as too 
on their staffs; to the incremental approach to new construct 
for the same reason. It seems clear, therefore, that 
13 did NOT make property tax more efficient. The assessors 
tell us they need at least their present staff levelsi 
revenues are reduced to about one-third. WE NOW HAVE A SYSTEM 3 
INEFFICIENT AND COSTLY AS BEFORE. 
I still cling to the hope that simplification of the 
tax system could be achieved, using the basic idea of 
13 and the Supreme Court, if the triggering events were not 
so complex. 
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January 12, 1979 
a serious study and ultimately 
work has not already been done by 
Revenue and Taxation Committee 
Force for such a study. 
lieve that a Tax Court 
boards and the various boards 
other state tax matters 
the law, moreover, most 
threshold legal issues; for 
to a 1975 base? 
, was newly constructed? 
reappraisal allowed? 
to handle legal questions. 
do enterta them, 
to hold at least a second 
sense whatever that taxpayers 
to the boards, but the law 
stuntman would dare not to 
le proceedings is great. 
is greater. 
the weaknesses of our 
Tax Court capable of deciding 
, I submit, save government 
be needed. 
should consider 
consider cleaning up the R. & T. 
1 8 ("Technical Group"); and 
amendments 
purposes of which have 
To: David R. Doerr 6. January 12, 1979 
The purpose of the Technical Group would be to complete, and 
mop up after, the Task Force's work. The Task Force was only 
able to address major, obvious Proposition 13 and 8 issues. 
A new, much smaller group, should be formed to review the 
entire property tax code with a view to removing now unncessary 
sections and streamlining the code. It would address obvious 
issues which we did not reach such as whether many property 
tax functions of the State Board are still needed. At its 
inception at least it might be a rather small committee, 
comprised primarily of property tax technicians. Most of the 
work would be technical. Policy issues might be noted by 
the small committee and submitted to a larger policy group 
before being remanded to the small technical group for 
statutory draftinq. 
2. Q2nstitutional Amendment Group. The reasons for such a 
group and its basic purposes have already been outlined. 
Sincerely, 
EHRMAN, FLAVIN, MORRIS & McMAHAN, INC. 
Robert H. Morris 
RHM:mf 
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Cal-Tax CALIFORNIA TAXPAYERS' ASSOCIATION SUITE 800 • 921 11th ST 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 
(916) 441·0490 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Committee 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Dave, 
January 16 I 1979 
Subject: Report of Task Force 
on Property Tax 
Administration 
On behalf of Cal-Tax, I would like to express our gratitude for the 
opportunity to participate as a member of the Task Force on Property Tax 
Administration. Regardless of any disagreement we may express regarding any 
recommendation of the report, we have no complaint with the conduct of task 
force proceedings 1 which were fairly conducted, with adequate opportunity 
for full participation extended to all members. The committee staff effort was, 
as usual, excellent, and we particularly appreciated the quick editing and 
return of task force minutes 1 reports 1 and other documents; another superb 
effort by Bob Leland. 
While we in the Task Force have referred to these letters as "minority 
reports," I must say that this communication reflects dissent with no specific 
recommendations in the report. Rather, we present a recommendation and 
observations on two important issues which were discussed extensively by the 
group. On one of these issues - determination of 197 5 base year values - the 
task force achieved no consensus. The other issue 1 a potential shift of 
assessed values toward single family residential properties under Article XIIIA, 
while noted in the report, was felt to be beyond the charge to the task force. 
Base year values. This issue and three options for establishing base 
year values are adequately discussed in the task force report. I wanted to 
note here that there was some discussion of a possible fourth option by the 
task force which dealt specifically with the properties that still carry pre-1975 
assessed values. That proposal was to use the countywide ratio of assessed 
to full market value as established by the State Board of Equalization for 1975. 
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• 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
January 16, 1978 
Page 2 
This approach, which has the administrative advantage of an easily applied, 
fixed, countywide standard, was not fully considered on grounds of a shift 
in property tax burden toward single family residential properties. We plan 
to pursue evaluation of this option further, as it may yet prove to be the 
least onerous of all options. We will at least review the countywide ratios 
for 197 5, the ratio of the various components to the countywide ratio in those 
counties that were sampled for 197 5, and the percentage of properties in 
each county that still carry a pre-1975 appraisal. In short, I think we need 
to know more precisely if, and how much shift would occur under this partic-
ular approach before it is totally rejected . 
With respect to properties that were appraised in 197 5, and that have not 
since changed ownership, undergone new construction, or declined in value, 
it is our position that those appraisals should stand. It is also our position 
that any assessor's change in the 197 5 values by whatever method, physical 
appraisal, computer trending, etc. should constitute a 1975 appraisal. We 
acknowledge the ambiguities in Article XIIIA language on this point; we noted 
and commented on similar ambiguities prior to the June 1978 vote on Propo-
sition 13. Since the proposition was not drafted by Legislative Counsel but 
by lay persons it does not reflect precision with respect to property tax terms. 
Therefore, rather than focusing on "ambiguities" in Article XIIIA with respect 
to the 1975 base year, it seems more important- and responsible -to con-
centrate on the widespread public understanding of Proposition 13: properties 
carrying a 1975 appraisal would be left alone. 
Quite a side from Proposition 13 expectations, it seems unfair to allow 
the assessor to go back, armed with the knowledge of post-1975 values, and 
re-do appraisals to which he originally subscribed in 197 5. It seems worth 
noting that the assessor is required, under Revenue and Taxation Code 616, to sign 
the following affidavit: 
616. Assessor's affidavit. On or before July I, annually, the 
assessor shall complete the local roll. He shall make and 
subscribe an affidavit on the roll substantially as follows: 
"I, , Assessor of County, 
swear that between the lien date and July 1, 19 , I have 
made diligent inquiry and examination to ascertain all the 
property within the county subject to assessment by me, and 
that it has been assessed on the roll, according to the best of 
my judgment, information, and belief, at its value as re-
quired by law; and that I have faithfully complied with all the 
duties imposed on the assessor under the revenue laws; and 
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that I have not imposed any unjust or double assessment through 
malice, ill will, or otherwise; nor allowed anyone to escape a 
just and equal assessment through favor, reward, or otherwise." 
The failure to make or subscribe this affidavit, or any affidavit 
does not affect the validity of the assessment. 
The assessor may require from any of his deputies an affidavit 
on the roll similar to his own. 
The signing of this affidavit, we assume, is more than an idle act, Option l, 
we would submit, is contrary to the spirit of Proposition 13 and simply unfair. 
The assessor should have only one opportunity. Two shots at an appraisal 
is double jeopardy for the taxpayer. 
The basic problem, therefore 1 in setting 1975 base year values is not 
with respect to properties that were appraised in 1975; the problem is with 
the standard that is used to bring those pre-197 5 values up to 197 5. We feel 
it is important that the assessor be provided with a direction. Therefore, 
Option 2, which retains 1975 appraisals but gives the assessor no guidelines 
in appraising properties not appraised in 1975, is inadequate. Option 3, 
which directs the assessor to bring unappraised properties to a 1975 level by 
class of property is, of course, property tax classification, albiet a retro-
spective application of local assessment practice. 
Obviously, a standard for establishment of pre-1975 values needs more 
work. We plan to explore the countywide ratio solution further. Recognizing 
the potential for shift in the countywide ratio approach, we must also ask, 
could not the results in the liability under Option 1 be heavier? Whatever method 
is adopted in resolving this issue, the result should be the lowest cost solu-
tion for all taxpayers. The real problem - the only one - is to design a formula 
to achieve parity in the base year between those properties carrying a pre-
1975 value with those which were in fact reappraised or otherwise revalued. 
Change of ownership. This is a response to those pages in the task 
force report which touch on the potential for a shift in overall tax burden in 
the direction of residential property. This potential is seen as a phenomenon 
which may be exacerbated under Article XIIIA because residential property 
"turns over" much more frequently than commercial and industrial. The solu-
tion suggested in the report is to provide for periodic reappraisal of commer-
cial and industrial properties. 
We acknowledge that the potential for shift does exist, but that its 
direction and magnitude needs careful study. We would urge that the solution 
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to the problem, to the extent it is demonstrated to exist, be in the direction 
of specific relief rather than a differential in assessment practice between 
residential and all other properties. We are currently exploring an approach 
which would relieve all, or a portion of, the homeowner's increase over pre-
transfer value- as one possible solution to this as-yet undetermined shift. 
In anticipating and addressing this potential shift, it seems important 
to us to remember a number of factors: 
1. Any increase in valuation that occurs to any kind of property 
as a result of change in ownership is now occurring in the 
context of a 1% property tax limit, which is one-half to one-
third of what property tax liability would have been prior to 
Proposition 13. We submit that it is not abstract 11 shift" 
that is burdensome to the taxpayer, but the actual property 
tax levy as it affects that specific taxpayer. 
2. Under the new concept of 11 acquisitional valuation," the 
taxpayer now has the option to accept or reject an owner-
ship transaction based on property tax consequences. The 
new base, if accepted I is understood, and will only increase 
due to factoring at 2% or new construction. There is an 
implied ability and willingness to pay the purchase price and 
the re suiting taxes . 
3. The potential of "shift" is fairly academic to those home-
owners who are not in the market, and who wish to spend 
retirement yEars in the family home. 
In individual taxpayer terms, therefore, shift may, or may not be 1 a real 
problem. 
In statistical examination of shift, we think it also important to include 
and recognize the significant segments of non-residential property that remains 
on a current assessment basis, such as state-assessed properties and personal 
property. Non-residential new construction which could prove to be a strong 
factor in balancing shift, should be isolated statistically, and residential 
new construction should also be recognized specifically. 
Recognizing that the completion of the task force's effort and the 
filing of the report with the committee is not the end, but a beginning, we 
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look forward to continued work with the Legislature to resolve these issues 
in the best interests of all California taxpayers. 
RPS:la 
Very truly yours, 
Richard P. Simpson 
Assistant Vice President 
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Memorandum 322-23 
To 
From 
Subject: 
Bob Leland Date 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee 
Larry Augusta 
Minority Report - Task Force on Property Tax 
Administration 
January 1 19 9 
The staff of the Board of Equalization respectfully disagrees 
with the majority of the members of the task force on a number 
of the final recommendations and, accordingly, submits this 
minority report. The opinions expressed herein are those of 
staff members who served on the task force, and should not 
interpreted to represent the opinion or position of our e 
board members. 
1. Base year values. The report should recommend Option 1 
than presenting alternatives. We believe that Option 1 is 
only option which treats all taxpayers reasonably and equitab 
and recognizes the variations in assessment practice prior to 
passage of Proposition 13. 
We are opposed to Options 2 and 3 for reasons stated 
disadvantages in the main report, and in addition for these 
reasons: (a) they are inequitable in the treatment of taxpayers 
within a countyi (b) there are substantial administrative 
difficulties due to the fact that what constitutes an apprais 
is subject to controversy and because the recordkeeping necessary 
would be fairly large; (c) they lock in undervaluation of 
perties; (d) they are not consistent with the acquisition value 
concept established by the California Supreme Court in the 
Valley case. 
2. Time limits on establishing 1975 base values. 
The task force recommends that afer June 30, 1980, the assessor 
will have no authority to change the 1975 base year value. 
we support the deadline for completing 1975 base year value work, 
we must note a potential problem this creates with respect to 
the Board's intercounty equalization activities. Article XIII, 
section 18 requires the State Board to measure county assessment 
levels and bring those levels into conformity throughout the 
state by adjusting, where necessary, the entire secured local 
assessment roll. If the Board determines in their sample that 
a county is below the acceptable assessment ratio and would be 
prepared to issue an equalization order, the June 30, 1980 
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limits creates a paradox: On the one hand the Board is order-
ing a correction of values in the year for which the ratio is 
determined to be low, on the other hand the assessor is pro-
hibited from adjusting any of his 1975 base year values so as 
to correct roll values and thereby avoid periodic board orders. 
One solution would be to place a phrase in the appropriate portion 
of Section 50, paragraph (b), to the effect that such values can 
be adjusted to reflect an intercounty equalization order by the 
State Board of Equalization. 
3. Section 51 decline in value. 
The staff of the State Board of Equalization takes exception to 
the task force recommendation that property that has declined in 
value in a particular year can be increased in subsequent years 
to a value that does not exceed its base year value factored 
forward. We believe the correct rule to be this: In no case can 
the increase in assessed value exceed 2% of the previous year's 
enrolled assessed value. 
The task force recommendation: (1) is inconsistent with the 
language of Proposition 13; (2) is discriminatory since property 
that decreased in value prior to the 1975 lien date and has 
since increased in value for whatever reason cannot be increased 
more than 2% per year, unless new construction or an ownership 
change occurs; (3) can result in an increase in property value 
enough where no restoration has taken place after damage; and, 
(4) creates wasteful recordkeeping requirements in the assessor's 
office. 
4. Section 53, Trees and Vines. 
While this provision will result in greater assessed value, we 
find it unsupportable. The basis for adding the value of newly 
planted trees and vines is the "newly constructed" phrase of 
Article XIII A. The new construction obviously takes place 
when the trees and vines are planted, not when they first become 
taxable. 
s. Treatment of leases as a change in ownership. Sections 
60, 61 and 62. 
The staff of the Board sees some difficulties in the treatment 
of leases under the task force report. The staff believes 
that leases, no matter what the term, should not be considered 
a change in ownership, and any change in ownership of the fee 
should be a change. 
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6. Estate planning devices - exclusions from change 
ownership. 
Proposed Section 62(d), trusts, (e), life estates, and (f), 
joint tenancies, provide for the exclusion from change in owner-
ship of certain transfers which typically are utilized for estate 
planning purposes. We object to the exclusions. All of these 
devices are utilized either to avoid probate expenses or federal 
or state taxes. We believe the fact that property taxes may 
be increased should be one of the factors considered by 
individuals creating these transfers rather than creating an 
additional tax saving by excluding such devices from the defini-
tion of change in ownership. 
7· Interspousal transfers. 
While this has an intense amount of popular appeal, we find 
exclusion of interspousal transfers to be legally unsupportable. 
8. Section 66, appraisal of partial interests. 
rhe staff of the Board is opposed to subsection (b) on the basis 
the appraisal of partial interests causes significant record-
keeping, appraisal and other administrative problems for assessors 
and does not correct any inequities. Those who transfer a partial 
interest in property (other than by way of partition) sell an 
interest in the entire property. 
Property tax rule 462(a) adequately covers this subject of 
undivided and divided property interests. We cannot support 
placing increased work loads on assessors just to eliminate 
tax increases on certain property owners who enter into these 
arrangements with knowledge of the consequences. 
New construction. 
After considering the proposed Section 70, the Board staff is 
of the opinion that no statute should be enacted defining new 
construction. The proposed definition does not seem to be an 
improvement over the Board rule; rather it substitutes the 
problems surrounding a definition of major rehabilitation for 
the problem which was previously pointed out with respect to 
the Board's economic life test. ~e prooose that this-matter 
is more appropriately handled in the Board rule making process 
where detailed provisions can be provided, and which lends 
itself more easily to revision with new information. 
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lO~~art__ial -~praisal of newly constructed real property. 
Proposed Section 71 provides that every property under con-
struction on the lien date will have at least two base years 
because a fractional appraisal is advocated. We believe that 
all new properties under construction on the lien date should 
be subject to at least one total property appraisal using 
traditional value indicators, and should have a sound value 
base as a beginning point. The completion date of the new 
construction is the time to perform the total property 
reappraisal. Partial reappraisals of property during the course 
of construction should be made and carried forward until com-
pletion at which time they are merged into the final value rather 
than having them carried as separate base year values for portions 
of the property. 
11. Taxpayer reporting. 
There are two additions we believe need to be made to the taxpayer 
reporting provision: 
(a) In order to facilitate the Board's intercounty equaliza-
tion work which leads to ratio determination and the Collier 
factor, we suggest that a section be added requiring the assessor 
to submit change in ownership information to the Board period-
ically, including such data as requested by the Board. The 
assessor will receive this information via the taxpayer reporting 
provisions. 
(b) T·iJe believe the most effective wav to insure timely and 
complete taxpayer reporting is to make the filing of the change 
in ownership statement a condition of accepting documents for 
recording. 
LAA:rl 
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(7071 464-3115 
January 12, 1979 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
Assembly Revenue & Tax Committee 
State Capitol, Room 2013 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Mr. Doerr: 
Re: Minority Report 
California Assessors' Association 
The attached letters are the Minority Reports submitted 
on behalf of the California Assessors' Association. 
We hope that our reports would be incorporated into the 
final bill prior to its enactment. 
GDC:cs 
Attch. 
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January 12, 1979 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee 
Task Force Proposition 13 Chairman David Doerr 
Capitol Building 
Sacramento, California 
Subject: Base Year Values Minority Report 
California Assessors' Association 
Pages 12-27 of January 8, 1979 Report: 
The definition contained within the constitutional 
amendment, as well as the three legislative bills 
chaptered for implementation of Proposition 13, defines 
the base year value as full cash value for 1975. The 
only option in the Task Force recommendation that is 
practical and administratively reasonable is Option #1. 
The California Assessors' Association feels that im-
plementation of Option #2 and #3 could not be admin-
istered with the existing State Board of Equalization 
Rules and other recommendations contained within the 
Task Force Report. 
We favor Option #1 which is stated on Page 26 of the 
report. 
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Jan. 12, 1979 
Chairman David Doerr 
OFFICE OF 
2555 M DO l 
SANTA R! 0 SA., CAL! 
Subject: Assessment Appeals Minority Report 
California Assessors' Association 
Pages 76-78 of January 8, 1979 Report: 
The California Assessors' Association urges the 
adoption of procedures that would allow the 
challenge to the base year of value of property as 
it is enrolled under Proposition 13. Once the 
year value has been enrolled, the assessor 1 ad-
just that value on an annual basis whereby he wi 
apply the addition of a cost of living index 
or under Proposition 8, a decrease in value by 
nizing depreciation. In essence, the 1979 assessment 
roll would be the 1978 base year value as adj 
by the aforementioned items, and should not be con-
tinually subjected to annual review of base 
value. 
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Jan. 12, 1979 
Chairman David Doerr 
OFFICE OF PRESIDENT 
2~SS MENDOCINO AVENUE 
SANTA ROSA., CALifORNIA 95401 
Subject: New Construction Minority Report 
California Assessors' Association 
Pages 62-75 of January 8, 1979 Report: 
The California Assessors' Association asks that this 
section of the report be titled "Newly Constructed" 
rather than "New Construction". 
"The term "newly constructed" means and includes addi-
tions to real property, whether classified as land or 
improvements for purpose of enrollment; and any acces-
sion or alteration resulting in a conversion to another 
use, major rehabilitation or the curing of functional 
obsolescence. 
Excluded from alterations that qualify as new construc-
tion is any alteration or alterations made since the 
prior lien date, the sum total of which represents an 
increase in current full cash value of $1,500 or less. 
(b) When real property is newly constructed after the 
1975 lien date, the assessor shall ascertain the fair 
market value of such "newly constructed property" as 
of the date of completion. This will establish a new 
base year value for only that portion of the real pro-
perty which is newly constructed. 
New construction in progress on the lien date shall be 
appraised at its fair market value on such date and 
each lien date thereafter until the date of completion, 
at which time the entire portion of property which is 
newly constructed shall be reappraised at its fair 
market value." 
The triggering of revaluation under the term "newly 
constructed" should be applied as a unit valuation 
to the total property. The judgement of the amount 
of rehabilitation and/or extension of economic life 
is an appraisal judgement that should be defined in 
the individual case as the appraiser reviews the pro-
perty. 
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Jan. 12, 1979 
Chairman David Doerr 
Subject: Mandatory Reporting Minority Report 
California Assessors' Association 
Pages 82-90 of January 8, 1979 Report: 
The California Assessors' Association urges 
adoption of mandatory reporting so that they can 
accomplish their task of identifying those 
ners continuing in a transfer of title or 
of ownership through instruments that are not 
recorded or made public. The key issue as 
sor must face is the identification of those 
ments if they are private contracts and are 
only to the concerned parties. 
We urge legislation that will recognize 
to the assessor this type of information so that 
he may judge as required under Proposition 13 
documents that require action and revaluation. The 
recorded material is readily available to 
assessor at this point in time. 
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COUNTY OF DEL NORTE 
COURTHOUSE 
CRESCENT CITY, CALIFORNIA 95531 
OFFICE OF THE ASSESSOR 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
sembly Revenue & Tax Committee 
tate Capitol, Room 2013 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Mr. Doerr: 
January 12, 1979 
Subject: Minority Report 
Reassessment on Zoning Changes 
AREA CODE 707 
Tel. 464-3115 
It is the position of the California Assessors' Association 
that rezoning or zoning variances or conditional use permits 
granted must have a mandatory report under the existing code 
Section 65863.5 of the Government Code inasmuch as the re-
assessment may decrease the value of the property. 
\ Del Norte 
GDC:cs 
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<!Jc~ cf 7!ics J\ngtbs 
OFFICE OF ASSESSOR 
500 WEST TEMPLE STREET 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012 
131 974-3101 
ALEXANDER H. POPE 
ASSESSOR 
Mr. Dave R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
January 12, 19 79 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Committee 
State Capitol, Room 2013 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Dave: 
RE: RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROPERTY TAX 
I am enclosing statements of minority views on positions taken 
Task Force majority with respect to undivided interests, new 
and the effective date of proposed changes. 
The enclosed materials will become a part of a larger packet to 
submitted to you at the next Task Force meeting by Jerry Cochran on 
the behalf of the California Assessors' Association. 
In any event, we want to be sure that the views as expressed in 
statements are included in the final report of the Task Force for 
presentation to your Committee on January 22, 1979. 
SDL:wh 
Enclosures 
cc: All Task Force Members 
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Sincerely, 
Sherrill D. Luke 
Chief Deputy Assessor 
UNDIVIDED INTERESTS 
The California Assessors' Association rejects the treatment proposed by the 
Task Force majority for undivided interests in land, which calls for reappraisal 
of only the percentage interest transferred whenever any fractional interest of 
whole property changes ownership. 
The minority view is consonant with State Board of Equalization Rule No. 462 
which provides that the transfer of any portion of an undivided interest triggers 
revaluation of the entire property. 
Applying the Task Force rule would create an administrative nightmare for 
assessors. It would require that separate accounting records be kept for 
every fractional interest transferred. For each such transfer I a different base 
year value would have to be established. 
For example 1 if two equal partners complete the development of a commercial 
building in 1978 and one of them dies in 1980 1 leaving his one-half interest 
to his two children in equal shares 1 the surviving partner's one-half interest 
would retain a 1978 base year value 1 while the children's one-quarter interest 
each would have a 19 80 base year value. 
Carrying the same example one step further I if one of the surviving children 
transferred his one-quarter interest to a third party in 1982 1 causing the 
reappraisal of such interest as of the date of transfer, the third party's 
one-quarter interest would have a new 1982 base year value. 
Although it is impossible to quantify the magnitude of the problem I either 
in terms of administrative costs or revenues lost 1 such allocations of assessed 
value to various base years for multiple owners of property would increase 
the record-keeping burden of assessors to onerous proportions. 
In consequence I the Assessors' Association recommends retention of the 
present rule providing for reappraisal of the whole property where the transfer 
of any part of an undivided interest occurs. 
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NEW CONSTRUCTION 
The California Assessor's Association takes issue with the position 
Task Force majority that there shall be no total revaluation of an entire 
upon completion if portions were valued after each lien date during which 
new construction was in progress. 
The minority view favors reappraisal of the whole of the new construction at 
its fair market value upon the date of completion. 
Adoption of the majority rule would mean that the base year value for a 
property would be the summation of values for each of the lien dates during 
which the construction developed. As a result, assessors would be almost 
forced to use the cost approach, to value without ever having the opportunity to 
apply the income approach under which a base year value could be established 
that bears a reasonable relationship to the market value of the completed 
development. 
The problems with the Task Force recommendation are that it would discriminate 
against any new construction started and completed within one assessment year; 
it would thrust upon assessors the administrative burden of establishing different 
base years for each year during the progress of the new construction; and it 
would result in a substantial revenue loss, the amount of which would be in 
inverse proportion to the size of the project. 
In Los Angeles County, for example, a major project such as the Delta Towers 
in Century City would have a taxable value of about $200 million based on the 
summation of all the lien date values. If the minority approach were followed, 
revaluation of the entire property upon completion of the new construction would 
produce a taxable value of over $300 million. 
Therefore, total reappraisal upon completion of new construction is recommended 
by the Assessors' Association in order to equate the treatment accorded to 
major commercial and industrial developments with that given to smaller projects 
for which the base year value relates to the market value of the finished 
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EFFECTIVE DATE 
The California Assessors' Association disagrees with the recommendation of the 
majority of Task Force members to the effect that all the proposed changes set 
forth in the Final Report be made effective for the 1979-80 assessment year. 
The minority view is that any new rules and procedures should not go into effect 
19 80-81 (beginning with the March 1, 19 79 lien date). 
The rationale for this position is that its adoption would enable assessors to 
complete the work (started on March 1, 1978) of preparing the 1979-80 assess-
ment roll based on the change in ownership provisions contained in the enabling 
statutes passed by the Legislature in 19 78. 
Compliance with the earlier date recommended by the Task Force majority would 
impose on assessors the enormous task of reviewing all those change in owner-
ship documents which are already being processed to make sure that they conform 
with requirements of the new rules. 
In Los Angeles County, for example, the Task Force recommendation would 
require the .1\ssessor' s Office to review over 300,000 transfer documents 
recorded since March 1, 19 78, to determine whether any different reappraisal 
consequences flow from the application of the new rules. 
Reprocessing such documents, while at the same time meeting other responsibilities 
with respect to the 1980-81 roll, would be administratively impossible, because 
post-Proposition 13 budget reductions and personnel losses have left assessors 
without adequate resources to handle the extra workload. 
Even if the State provided reimbursement for the administrative costs necessary 
to perform the new functions required of assessors-- as the Assessors' 
Association believes the State should do-- it would be difficult to find replace-
ments for those experienced employees leaving the public service. 
For these reasons, the Assessors' Association recommends that new rules 
be given prospective effect only, having application to the 1980-81 assessment 
year and thereafter. 
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OIL AND GAS PROPERTIES 
The Task Force recognized that oil and gas reserves pose 
a special problem in attempting to define "new construction" and 
appropriate base year values. 
The Assessor 1 s Association recommends that "reserves" be 
defined as those volumes of crude oil and natural gas which 
geological and engineering information indicate, to be recoverable 
in the future from oil and gas reservoirs under reasonably expected 
economic and operating conditions. Additions to reserves should be 
valued as of the next lien date. Production of oil and gas con-
stitutes a removal of real property and the value should be reduced 
accordingly, based on economic data that applied in the appropriate 
base year. 
The fiscal impact of this recommendation is unknown; assessors 
in counties with substantial oil and gas properties indicate that, 
in any event, they are now or will be assessing such properties in 
accordance with this procedure. 
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Section Oil and Gas Produding Properties 
Petroleum, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons are 
natural substances of the earth, and are classified as land. 
The right to remove such hydrocarbons is a taxable property 
interest. The volume of these hydrocarbons that will be 
removed from the land consists of the amount that is classified 
at a given time as "proved reserves." Proved reserves are the 
volumes of crude oil and natural gas which geological and engi-
neering information indicate with reasonable certainty, to be 
recoverable in the future from oil and gas reservoirs under 
reasonably expected economic and operating conditions. The addition 
of reserves from economic or physical changes constitutes new con-
struction and additions to real property. The reduction of reserves 
from production of oil and gas and economic and physical changes 
constitutes a removal of real property. 
(a) the taxable value of an oil or gas producing 
property shall be adjusted for changes in 
reserves. 
(b) The value attributable to the reduction of 
reserves shall be determined annually employing 
the economic data that applied in the base year. 
(c) Any addition to reserves after the current lien 
date shall be valued as of the next lien date. 
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JOHN E. BALLUFF 
Legislative Counsel 
Mr. David R. Doerr 
Chief Consultant 
VVELLS FARGO BANK 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Committee 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
January 16, 1979 
Re: Report of Task Force on Property Tax Administration 
Dear Dave: 
Now that the deliberations of the Task Force on Property 
Tax Administration have concluded, I wish to express my appreciation 
for having had the opportunity to participate in this important 
undertaking. My hat goes off to you and Bob Leland and your office 
for all of the patience and fairness with which this sensitive subject 
was treated, not to mention the endless hours which all of you put 
in on this project. 
Richard Simpson, on behalf of Cal-Tax has submitted a letter 
to you containing some observations regarding the Task Force Report 
which I will not repeat here but which I commend to you and the 
members of the Revenue and Taxation Committee for careful considera-
tion, but to which I would like to add some personal observations. 
Given limited time available to the Task Force, as well as 
the parameters laid down for its deliberations, the underlying 
tax shift issue deserves further consideration. Without question 
the recommendations of the Task Force affect this perceived issue 
one way or another. Specifically, whether to adopt the legal entity 
or ultimate control principle with respect to corporate and partner-
ship property needs further examination because of the rather 
extreme results inherent in the adoption of either approach. 
Additionally, no factual data or interpretive opinion was 
provided to the Task Force with respect to the "Turnover of 
Property" portion of the report which led me to suggest its 
deletion. However, there is no question but that there is a 
perceived tax shift issue with respect to owner-occupied 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES • 464 CALIFORNIA STREET • SAN FRANCISCO • CALIFORNIA 
MAILING ADDRESS • IOII·IOU4 STRE:ET ·SACRAMENTO· CALIFORNIA~ 95814 
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Mr. David R. Doerr 
Page 2 
January 16, 1979 
residential property which I feel should be fully explored so 
that all parties are satisfied that all of the facts and 
possible interpretations are fully considered. 
I look forward to the presentation of the Report on 
January 22, and the deliberations that follow. 
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Appendix I 
TASK FORCE MEMBERS AND ALTERNATES 
Cliff Allenby 
Lonnie Mathis 
Larry Augusta 
Margaret Shedd 
Bob Gustafson 
Jeff Reynolds 
Paul Baker 
John Balluff 
Jerry Cochran 
Ernest Comalli 
Dave Doerr 
Bob Leland 
Lilly Spitz 
Tim Gage 
Dennis Graves 
Vance Hansen 
Martin Helmke 
Les Howe 
Mary Jane Jagodzinski 
Joe Janelli 
Steve DeJong 
Joseph Kase, Jr. 
Sean McCarthy 
Ralph Simoni 
Dwane McWaters 
State Department of Finance 
State Board of Equalization (Legal) 
State Board of Equalization (Research 
and Statistics) 
Chairman-Committee on Property 
Taxation, State Bar Association 
Attorney - Johnston and Klein; 
Oakland 
Wells Fargo Bank 
Assessor - Del Norte County 
Assessor - Sonoma County 
Assembly Revenue & Taxation Committee 
Legislative Budget Committee 
Deputy County Counsel - Contra Costa Co. 
Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee 
Senate Office of Research 
California Retailers Association 
Assembly Ways and Means Committee 
California Farm Bureau Federation 
Assistant county Counsel - San Diego Co. 
California Land Title Association 
Ventura Co. Auditor- Controller's Office 
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Robert Morris 
Dan Nauman 
Alex 
Sherrill Luke 
Blair Reynolds 
Fred Si 
Dick Simpson 
Kirk West 
Steve Smith 
Jack Watson 
Bruce Al 
Bruce ss 
Ted Cleve 
Gus Demas 
Kurt Fiedler 
Ray Flynn 
Dick Frank 
Don Hutcheson 
Ralph King 
Barry Loncke 
Bill Lynch 
Art Packenham 
Frank Seeley 
walt senini 
vern Walton 
Robert Shellenberger 
Attorney - Ehrman, Flavin, Morris 
and Mc.Mahan; Monterey 
Member - Committee on Property 
Taxation, State Bar Association 
Assembly Republican Caucus 
Assessor - Los Angeles Co. 
Chief Deputy Assessor 
California Bankers Association 
Senate Local Government Committee 
California Taxpayers Association 
California Tax Reform Association 
Senate Finance Committee 
Other Participants 
California Society of CPA's 
California Forest Protective Association 
Butte Co. Assessor's Office 
State Controller's Office 
Sacramento County Assessor's Office 
Assessor - Humboldt County 
Assessor - San Luis Obispo County 
Assessor - Alameda County 
San Diego Co. Assessor's Office 
Assembly Speaker's Office 
Assessor - Sacramento County 
Assembly Office of Research 
Assessor - Riverside Co. 
State Board of Equalization 
(Assessment Standards) 
Assessor - San Joaquin county 
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local property tax roll consists 
on real property (land and 
""W·""''"' .. t" (inventories) and state 
and railroads. Total 
reflect changes in 
new construction, and a greater 
property. 
7. Total local property tax revenues are 
2.7 of the full cash value of all 
in '-><lUHJA 
.. 
initiative would: ( 1} place a limit on the 
taxes that could be collected 
(2) restrict the growth in the assessee 
property subject to taxation, (3) 
two-thirds vote of the Legislature to increase 
revenues, ( 4) authorize local 
certain nonproperty taxes if 
their approval in a local election. 
instances the exact meaning 
this measure is not clear. Where this 
our analysis on an opinion of the 
regarding the probable court 
languag~. 
following is a summary of the main 
initiative: 
1. Property tax limit. Beginning with 
year, this measure would limit the 
'"'T'""''"''"t-" taxes that could be collected from an 
assessed real property to 1 
full cash value. This measure 
mention county assessed personal property 
business inventories), or state assessed property 
as public utilities), but the Legislative Counsel 
us that the 1 percent limit would apply to 
taxable property. 
This measure does not permit local voters to 
35-
l percent limit; that would require a new constitutional 
amendment. The limit could be exceeded only to repay 
bonded debt approved by thevoters before July 1,1978. 
limit could not be exceeded to repay bonded debt 
approved by the voters on or after July 1, 1978. 
Property taxes to repay existing bonded debt 
correspond to about %of 1 percent of the full cash value 
of taxable property in California. 
The limit on property taxes plus the restrictions on 
assessed values noted below, would substantially reduce 
local property tax revenues. ' 
2. Distribution of rema.mmg property tu 
·revenues. The reduced property tax revenues which 
could be raised under the 1 percent limit would be 
collected by the counties and then distributed 
"according to law tothe districts within the counties". 
At present there is no state law which would provide 
for the distribution of these revenues. Therefore we are 
unable to determine how the substantial reductions in 
property tax revenues would be ·distributed among 
cities, counties, schools and special districts. 
Also, this measure refers only to the distribution of 
property tax revenues to "districts within the counties". 
It does not say whether cities and counties (which 
technically are not _"districts") could share in these 
. revenues. However, the Legislative Counsel advises us 
that unless the ballot arguments by the proponents of 
this measure, which are included in this pamphlet, 
make it clear that counties and cities are not to receive 
property taxes, they could continue to receive some 
portion of these revenues. 
3. Restrictions on the . growth in assessed 
values. Initially this measure would roll back the 
current assessed values of real property to the values 
shown on the 1975-76 assessment roll. However county 
assessors could adjust the values shown on the 1975-76 
assessment roll if these values were lower than the 
estimated market value as of March l, 1975. The 
adjusted values could then be increased by no more 
.than 2 percent ·per year as long as the same taxpayer 
continued to own the property. For property which is 
sold or newly constructed after March 1, 1975, the 
assessed value would be set at the appraised (or 
market) value at the time of sale or construction. As a 
result, two identical properties with the same market 
value could have different assessed values for tax 
purpo~es if one of them has been sold since March 1, 
1975. 
4. Increases in state taxes. Currently state taxes can 
be increased by a majority vote of both houses of the 
Legislature and approval by the Governor (that is, if 
the Governor signs the measure increasing taxes). This 
· initiative would require a two-thirds vote by the 
Legislature to increase state taxes and would prohibit 
the Legislature from enacting any new taxes based on 
the value or sale of real property. 
· · 5. Alternative local taxes. This measure would 
authorize cities, counties, special districts and school 
districts to impose unspecified .. special" taxes only if 
they receive approval by two-thirds of the voters. Such 
taxes could not be based on the value or sale of real 
property. 
The Legislative Counsel advises us that provisions in 
the existing Constitution would prohibit general law 
cities, counties, school districts and special districts 
from imposing new "special taxes" without specific 
approval by the Legislature. Such restrictions limit the 
, Continued on page 60 
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Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure proposes to add a new Article XIII A to the 
Constitution; therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are 
printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED ADDITION OF 
ARTICLE XHI A 
ARTICLE XIII A 
Section 1. (a} The maximum amount of am· ad 1·alorem tax on 
real propert_v shall not exceed One percent (1% /of the full cash l·alue 
of such proper(v. The one percent (1%) tax to be collected by the 
counties and apportioned according to law to the districts within the 
counties -
(b) The limitation pro~ided for in subdivision (a) shall not app/_1· 
to ad t·alorem taxes or special assessments to pay the interest and 
redemption charges on an_v indebtedness approved by the voters 
prior to the time this section becOmes effective. · -
Section 2. (11) The full cash value means the Count!' Asses:sors 
1·aluation of real proper~v as shown on the 1975-76 tax b11lunder .. full 
cash 1·alue·; or theredfler, the appraised t·alue of real property when 
purchased. new~v constructed, or a change 1'n ownership has occured 
after the 1975 assessment. All real proper!_•· not alr;'ady assessed up to 
the 1975-76 tax Je,·els mat· be reassessed to reflect that ,-aluation. 
(b) The fair market ,.iJue base may reflect from year to year the 
inflationary rate not to exceed two percent (2%) for any gi1·en year 
or reduction as shown in the consumer price index or comparable 
data for the area under taxinl{ jurisdiction. 
Section 3. From and after the effech·,.e date of this article, any 
changes in State taxes enacted for the purpose of mcreasing revenues 
ro/Jected pursuant thereto whether by increased rates or changes in 
methods of computation must be imposed by an Act passed bv not Jess 
than· two-thirds of all members elected to each of the two houM"s of 
the Legislature, except that no new ad t·alorem taxes on real 
property, or sales or transaction taxes on the sales of real property. 
may be imposed. · 
Section 4. Cities, Counties and special districts. by a two-thirds 
!'Ole of the qualified electors of such district, may impose special taxes 
on such district. except ad nuorem taxes on real proper!_•· or a 
transaction tax or sales tax on the sale of real property, within such 
City, Coun~v at special distnet. 
Section 5. This article shall take effect for the tax .•·ear beginning 
on ]u~v 1 following r_ht" pass;Age of this Amendment, pxcept Section 3 
which shall become effectit·e upon the passage of this article. 
Section 6. If any .~ection, part, clause, or phrase ht>reof is for any 
re:Hon held to be Jin·alid or unconsh'tutional, the remaining sffhons 
shall not be affected but 1n1J remain in full force and effect. 
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Tax Limitation-Initiative Constitutional 
Arguments in Favor of Proposition 13 
Limits property tax to 1% of market value, ~~uires 
two-thirds vote of both hou_ses of the legislature to raise any 
other taxes, limits yearly market value tax raises to 2% per 
year, and requires all other tax raises to be approved by the 
people. Why then the amendment? President Carter said 
"our tax system is 11 National disgrace". . . 
Our audit figures show loss to local governments at about 
$5 billion, not $1 billion as claimed by the state finance 
director. · 
Assembly leader Paul Priolo srud "it's a tough amendment 
but the state can live with it. It means public officials will have 
to go to work". . • · · 
To make California taxes 
ABILITY OF THE 
Proposition.l3. 
HOWARD JARVIS 
Ch&inn.tm, United f!JI"A:-~n.JI.JJ 
PAUL GANN , ~ 
President, Peoples 
and WITHIN THE 
PAY, vote YES on 
TJUpayers 
The Legislature will not reduce your proPerty taxes. 
As a Senator and Legislator years, I, like you, have been 
totally frustrated with Legislature's failure to enact a 
meaningful property tax reform bilL 
What Ronald Reagan "spenders coalition"-
Noted UCLA tax expert Dr. Neil Jacoby writes ''This unjust 
process must be brought to an ~end". :·A 1% limit would still 
leave property tax revenue far above the level required to pay 
for property-related governmental services, street lighting 
maintenance, sewers, trash collection and POUCE AND 
FIRE PROTEC/10N': 
o_f spendthrift politicians "'N"•~·c~ ... special interests are 
- spending millions to defeat 13. 
Your Yes vote reducbon of vital services 
According to the State Controller's office, state agencies 
will still collect more than 33 thousand million ·tax dollars 
every year after this amendment passes. We think this'is more 
than enough. The people wiU save 7 thousand million doll/US 
every year for themselves. 
This amendment will make rent reductions probable. 
Otherwise rent raises are certain as property taxes go up. It 
will help farmers and keep business in California. It will make 
home and building improvements possible and create 
thousands of new jobs. . . 
The amendment DOES NOT reduce property tax 
exemptions for senior citizens. DOES NOT remove tax 
exemftions for churches or charities. DOES NOT prohibit the 
use o property tax m~ney for schoo~. . ,_ 
like police or fire, nor any iiJcrease. Your Yes vote wiD 
require IJ tough Covemor in cutting wasteful, 
unnecessary government :>ut:uu.illl! 10 to 15%. 
More than 15% of all spendiDg is wasted! 
Wasted on huge pensions which sometimes 
approach $80,000 per on limousines for elected 
officials or taxpayer Now we have the 
Op{>Ortunity to trade tax reliefl 
If we want to property taxes about 67%, 
we must rlo. it ourselves. Democratic Senator Robert 
"Bob" Wilson and me, a Senator, in voting Yes on 
Proposition 13. 
JOHN V. BRIGGS 
State Senator, 35th 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rebuttal to Arguments in Favor of Proposition 
PROPOSITION 13: 
GIVES nearly two-thirds of the tax relief to BUSINESS, 
INDUSTRIAL property owners and apartment house · 
LANDLORDS; . 
TRAi\~FERSyour LOCAL CONTROL over neighbOrhood 
and community program funding to state and. federal 
government bureaucracies; . 
PROVIDESabsolutely NO TAX RELIEF for RENTERS; 
REDUCES 'drastically police patrol services and fire 
protection while INCREASING home insurance COSTS by 
Wo/oto~%; · 
REQUIRES new taxes to preserve CRIT1CAL SERVICES. 
Doubling the sales tax, substantially increasing the income 
tax or increasing the bank and corporation tax by 500% are 
the potential alternatives; 
SL4.SHES current local funding for PARKS, BEACHES, 
MUSEUMS, LIBRARIES and PARAMEDIC PROGRAMS; 
INCRE4.SESyour state 
HANDS the IRS 
HOUSTON I. 
Dean, Center for 
University of Sou them 
Fonner State 
TOM BRADU"Y 
federal INCOME TAXES and 
of your tax dollars. 
officials; talk to yom 
labor organizations and 
essential services woulc 
ASSOCIATION 
ASSOCIATION 
opposed to this 
CUTS $7 BILUON 
PENAliZES our school CHILDREN by CU'ITING 
operating school budgets by nearly $4 billi~n. further 
lowering the quality of education; 
Mayor, City of Los "'"""""'"" 
PLACES a disproportionate and unfair tax burden on 
anyone purchasing a home after July 1, 1978; -13 7-
GARY SlRBU 
State Chairma.n, 
58 
Argttments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and 
checked for accuracy by any official agency. · 
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Limitation-Initiative Constitutional Amendment 
Argument Against Proposition 13 
Proposition 13 invites governmental chaos in 
California. It will drastica!Jy and fire protection and 
bankrupt schools unless massive new tax burdens are imposed 
on California taxpayers. It decision-making away 
from the local level home rule. 
Proposition 13 is a poorly drafted and incomplete 
proposal which -will damage the economic stability 
of state and local Shocking increases in state 
and local taxes are Many homeowners 
who expect to benefit suffer a net tax increase. 
Homeowners will be in unpleasant economic 
surprises if Proposition 13 is They will be paying 
higher federal income at the same time the 
community they live in its rightful share of federal 
revenue sharing funds. living in identical 
side-by-side houses will pay vastly different prpperty tax bills. 
Millions of renters will be doubly jeopardized. Renters have 
no guaranlee that their landlord's property tax savings will be 
voluntarily passed through to But they cari be certain 
they will be forced to new or additional taxes 
necessary to keep our out of bankruptcy. 
Passage of Proposition slash $7 billion from school 
and local government amount nearly equal to 
one-half of the General budget for the entire State of 
California. This crippling simply cannot be absorbed. 
For example, it would ·a doubling of your present 
income tax, or the sales tax to simply replace the lost 
revenues. 
Homeowners and renters are most in need of property tax 
relief. But Proposition 13 gives hvo-thirds of the property tax 
decrease to commercial and industrial property owners. 
Proposition 13 will seriously cripple local government 
services, including police and fire protection. Proposition 13 
will force default on many redevelopment and revenue bond 
issues and prohibit future general obligation bond issues to 
pay for needed schools, hospitals, and water facilities. Business 
will not locate or expand in California if the local services 
necessary for economic development and new jobs are 
slashed. 
This irresponsible initiative is not a solution. Proposition 13 
goes too far. It is an invitation to poor community services, less 
local contra\ and inequitable taxation for all Californians. 
Vote· .. no" on Proposition 13. 
HOUSTON L FLOURNOY 
Dea.n, Center for PubJic Affairs, 
University of Sou them Csliform. 
Fonner State Controller 
TOM BRADLEY 
Mayor, City of Los Angeles 
CARY SIRBU 
State ChainnBIJ, Califomia Common CaU.se 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 13 
We who own homes, or rent must not let 
the political horror stories must vote proposition 
13 into law June {i, 1978. must not let the spendthrift 
politicians continue to tax into poverty. Proposition 13 will 
NOT cut lire protection, protection, sewers, streets, 
and lighting or garbage collection. AD property related 
services. It wiU cut spending 15%. 
Proposition 13 wiU NOT give business a NEW WINDFALL 
It does NOT change tl1e tax ratio. behveen residences and 
business property in effect for 75 years. It will stop business 
from leaving California bring .new companies to 
California, creating thousands new jobs. Proposition 13 will 
NOT prohibit the use of taxes to finance schools. 
Proposition 13 .will make property taxes FAIR, EQUAL and 
within the ABILITY to pay for aU Caliform"a.ns. . · 
Proposition 13 wiU make rents certain. It will reduce 
the monthly impound tax on home mo_rtgages. 
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As e:x-pected, the opposition to proposition 13 is signed by 2 
persons long on the taxpayers payroll and one person from a 
tax free foundation. Proposition 13 makes sense for California. 
Means thousands of extra ,dollars for you and your family each 
and eyelJ' year. Restores government of, for and by. the 
people. · 
Also for 13: Assemblymen Robert Cline (R), Wm. 
Dannemeyer {R), -Mike Antonovich {R) and Senator Bob 
Wilson (D). · 
VOTE YES ON PROPOSmON 13, YOUR LAST 
CHANCE FOR PERMANENT TAX REUEF. 
HOWARD JARVIS 
Ch.airma.n, United OrgBIJizations of Taxpayers 
PAULCANN 
President. Peoples Advoc.~~te 
JOHN V. BRIGGS 
State Senator, 35th District 
printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been 
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A1\ALYSIS OF PROPOSITION 13-
Continue-d from p11/lt" Si 
ability of these local governments, even with local voter 
approval, to replace property tax losses resulting from 
the adoption of this initiative. 
Fiscal Effect: 
This measure would have the following direCt impact 
on the state and local governments: 
1. Local governmentS would lose about $7 billion in 
property tax revenues during the 1978-79 fiscal year. 
This is because the measure would reduce local 
property tax revenues (estimated at $12.4 billion under 
current law) by 57 percent, statewide. Some counties 
- would lose more, and others would lose less. 
2. The ability of local gove.rnments to sell general 
obligation bonds in the future would be severely 
restricted. These bonds are used to finance the 
construction of new schools, local government 
buildings, and a variety of other facilities such as parks 
and sewage treatment plants. . 
3. The reduction in local property,· taxes would· 
reduce state costs for property tax. relief payments by 
about $600 million in 1978-79. 
The full fiscal impact of this initiative would depend 
on whether or not the $7 billion in local property tax 
revenue losses were replaced. Replacement revenues 
could come from two sources: 
1. The initiative permits local governments to raise 
additional revenues by levying other unspecified taxes. 
Under existing law, most local governments would have 
to receive specific approval from the Legislature before 
levying new taxes7 If the initiative is approved, new 
taxes would also have to be approved by two-thirds of 
the local voters. Thus the initiati.ve would restrict the 
ability of local governments to impose new taxes in 
order to replace the property tax revenue losses. 
2. Although there is nothing in the initiative or in 
current law that would require the state to replace any 
· part of the property tax revenue losses, the state could 
agree to do so. 
/!these property tax revenue losses were substantially 
replaced, local governments could maintain the 
' existing level of government services and employment. 
Part of these revenue losses could be covered 
temporarily by using the state surplus. Additional 
revenues to pay for these services would have to come 
from higher state or local taxes such as those imposed 
on personal income, sales and corporations. DepPnding 
upon which tax sources were used to replace local 
property tax losses, there could be a shift in who initially 
bears the tax burden. This is because most sales and 
personal income taxes are paid by nonbusiness 
taxpayers, whereas about 65 percent of property taxes 
are initially paid by business firms. 
/!the $7 bi1lion in local property tax revenue losses 
were not substantially replaced, there would be major 
reductions in services now provided by local 
governments and in local government employment. 
We cannot predict which particular local services (such 
as schools, law enforcement, fire protection, hea:lth and 
welfare) would be affected because we do not know 
how the remaining property tax revenues would be 
distributed. Because state law requires local 
governments to pay for certain local programs at -
specified levels (for example, unemployment 
compensation benefits and most local welfare costs), 
the cuts could not be made in these areas without 
further action by the Legislature. 
The 2 percent limit on assessment increases would 
not allow proper:ty tax revenues to rise as rapidly as 
prices are expected to increase. This limit would tend 
to require additional cutbacks in local government 
services and employment in future years unless 
- additional replacement revenues were available. By 
. requiring that property be reassessed when sold, this 
initiative would, over time, cause homeowners to pay 
an increasing proportion oflocal property taxes because 
·homes are sold more often than other types of property 
such as commercial and industrial. 
If the state surplus is used to cover part of local 
revenue losses in 1978-79, it would not be available to 
maintain the level of government services in 
subsequent years. 
In the long run, a major net reduction in property tax 
revenues and local spending could have significant 
economic effects on the level of personal income and 
employment in California. Such changes, in turn, 
eventually would produce unknown additional state 
and local fiscal effects. 
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APPENDIX III 
State of California 
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
PROPERTY TAX DEPARTMENT 
PROPERTY TAX RULES ANC REGULA liONS 
Chapter 1. State Board of Equalization- Property Tax 
Subchapter 4. Equa I i zati on by State Boord 
Article 3. Taxable Property of a County, City or Municipal Corporation 
Reference: Sections 110, 110.1, 110.5, 110.6, Revenue and Taxation Code. 
Rule No. 460. (Cal. Adm. Code) GENERAL APPLICATION. 
(a) Sections l and 2 of Article XIII A of the Constitution provide for a limitation on property 
taxes and a procedure for establishing the current taxable value of locally assessed real property 
by reference to a base year full cash value which is then modified annually to reflect the infla-
tion rate not to exceed two percent per year. 
(b) The following definitions govern the construction of the terms in the rules pertaining to 
Sections l and 2 of Article XIII A. 
(l) BASE YEAR. The assessment year 1975-76 serves as the original base year. Thereafter, 
any assessment year in which real property, or a portion thereof, is purchased, is newly con-
structed, or changes ownership shall become the base year used in determining the full value for 
such real property, or a portion thereof. 
(2) FULL CASH VALUE. 
(A) The full cash value of real property means the "full cash value" as defined 1n 
Section ll 0 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, as of: 
1. The lien date in 1975, for the base year 1975-76, or 
2. The date such real property is purchased, is newly constructed, or changes 
ownership after the 1975 lien date, the full cash value of which shall be enrolled on the lien date 
next succeeding the date when such real property, or portion thereof, is purchased, is ne·vly 
constructed, or changes ownership. 
(B) If real property has not been appraised pursuant to Section 405.5 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code to its appropriate base year full cash value, then the assessor shall reappraise 
such property to its full cash value for the appropriate base year lien date. Such reappraisals 
may be mode at any time, notwi thstonding the provisions of Section 405.6 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code. 
(3) RESTRICTED VALUE. Restricted value means a value standard other than full cosh 
value prescribed by the Constitution or by statute authorized by the Constitution. 
(4) FULL VALUE. Full value (appraised value) means either the full cash value or the 
restricted value. 
(5) I NFLA Tl ON RATE. For each lien date after the lien date in which the base year full 
value is determined, the full value of real property sha II be modified to reflect the percentage 
change in cost of living, as defined in Section 2212 of the Revenue and Taxation Code; provided 
that such value shall not reflect an increase in excess of 2 percent of the taxable value of the 
preceding lien date. 
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Rule No. 460. (Cal. Adm. Code) GENERAL APPLICATION. (Continued) 
(6) TAXABLE VALUE. Taxable value means the base year full value factored annually by 
the inflation rote. 
(7) PROPERTY TAX RATE. The property tax rote is the rote calculated in accordance with 
the ad valorem tax limitations prescribed by Section 1 of Article XIII A of the Constitution. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 461. (Cal. Adm. Code) REAL PROPERTY VALUE CHANGES. 
Section 2 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution provides that real property shall be 
reappraised if purchased, newly constructed (Section 463) or a change in ownership occurs 
(Section 462) after the original bose year. A purchase is any transfer of title or right to the use, 
occupancy, possession or profit a prendre of real property, or portion thereof, for a consideration, 
other than a transfer included in the definition of change of ownership or specifically excluded 
therefrom by Section 462. The creation of a lease in nontaxable publicly owned property and 
publicly owned property subject to tax under Seclion 11 of Article XIII of the Constitution, which 
lease constitutes a possessory interest as the term is defined in Section 21 (b) of this code, is 
regarded as a purchase regardless of the period of the lease. Such on interest shall be appraised 
at its full value as of the dote of creation. 
Unless otherwise provided for in this chapter, real property which was not subject to valuation in 
any prior bose year, such as newly discovered or additional proved oil and gas reserves, shall be 
appraised at full value on the lien dote immediately following discovery. 
Except for annual modification by the inflation rote or changes in value resulting from calamity or 
the re:novol of property or a portion thereof, the taxable value of real property s~oii not reflect any 
actual market value depreciation or appreciation, whether caused by zoning changes or otherwise, 
after the base assessment year full value has been established. 
The taxable value of real property, or portion thereof, physically removed from the site shcdl be 
deducted from the property's taxable value, provided that such net taxable value shall not be 
less than zero. 
The taxable value of real property damaged or destroyed by a misfortune or calamity is to be 
adjusted in accordance with the Revenue and Taxation Code. If the property is restored, the 
assessor shall on the lien date following restoration enroll it at its former value plus the oppropi-
ate inflation adjustment unless it is determined that new construction has occurred, in which 
case the market value of the portion newly constructed shall be ascertained and combined with 
the former value as provided in Section 463. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 462. (Cal. Adm. Code) CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP. 
There shall be a reappraisal of real property as of the date of the change in ownership of that 
property. The reappraisal wi II establish a new base year full value and will be enrolled on the 
lien date following the change in ownership. Except as otherwise provided in this section, 
"change in ownership" refers to all transfers of property whether by grant, gift, devise, inheri-
tance, trust, contract of sale, addition or deletion of on owner, property settlement, or any other 
change in the method of holding title, whether by voluntary or involuntary transfer or by operation 
of low. A change in the name of an ·owner of property not involving a change in ownership is 
excluded from the term "transfer" as used in this section. 
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Rule No. 462. (Col. Adm. Code) CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP. (Continued) 
(a) A transfer of the full fee title to land and/or improvements by any means is a change in owner-
ship requiring reappraisal of the property transferred. This includes transfers of units in planned 
developments as defined in Section 11003 and 11003.1 of the Business and Professions Code, units 
in cooperative housing developments controlled by cooperative housing corporations as defined in 
Section 17265 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and condominiums as defined in Section 783 of 
the Civil Code. 
The transfer of on undivided interest in property constitutes a change of ownership in the entire 
property except as provided in (h) (2) and (4) while the transfer of a divided interest results in a 
change in ownership only 1n the property or portion thereof transferred. 
(b) A transfer of equitable title IS a change in ownership. 
(c) The creation, sublease or assignment of the right to beneficial use and possession of taxable 
or nontaxable real property and the transfer of the lessor's interest in any leased property consti-
tutes a change in ownership of reo I property or not as fo I lows: 
(l) The creation, sublease or assignment of a taxable possessory interest or of a lease in 
real property for a term or the remainder of a term in excess of 10 years is a change in ownership 
of the interest transferred. 
(2) The creation, sublease or assignment of a lease for 10 years or less in taxable property 
1s not a change in ownership 
(3) The transfer of a lessor's interest regardless of the term of the lease is a change in 
ownership. 
(a) The transfer of a lessor's interest in property subject to a lease in excess of 10 years 
is a change in ownership only to the extent of the reversionary interest transferred. 
(b) The transfer of a lessor's interest in property subject to a lease for 10 years or less is 
a change in ownership of the entire property transferred, including the leasehold interest. 
(c) The transfer of a lessor's interest in property subject to one or more leases in excess 
of 10 years and one or more leases of 10 years or less is a change in ownership to the 
extent of the reversionary interest(s) in the property subject to the lease(s) in excess 
of 10 years and to the extent of the property transferred, including the leasehold in-
terest(s), in the property subject to the lease(s) of 10 years or less. 
Note: The determination of the term of possession for a lease or a taxable possessory interest 
shall be pursuant to the provisions of Section 23 of this code. 
(d) Foreclosure. 
(1) Morgage or deed of trust foreclosed by judicial action is a sufficient change in ownership 
only: 
(A) After the period of redemption has passed and property has not been redeemed, or 
(B) Upon redemption when title vests 1n the original debtor's successor in interest. 
(2) Deed of trust foreclosed by trustee's sole shall cause a reappraisal after the sale has 
taken place. 
(e) Tax deed and tax sole. A tax sole to the state will not cause reappraisal, but a sale by the 
state of tax-deeded property will cause reappraisal. The reappraisal will toke place whether the 
original owner redeems from the state or a new owner purchases from the state. 
(f) Inter vivos trust. A change in ownership occurs upon the creation of, and the transfer of real 
property to, a revocable or irrevocable inter vivos trust. Similarly, the revocation of the trust by 
the trustor constitutes a change in ownership. A change in ownership does not occur, however, 
upon the cessation of a precedent interest which entitles the owner of what was a future interest 
to the immediate possession and enjoyment of such real property. 
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Rule No. 462. (Cal. Adm. Code) CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP. (Continued) 
(g) Partnership. Real property which is contributed to either a limited or general partnership or 
which is acquired, by purchase or otherwise, by the partnership is a change in ownership of such 
real property, regardless of whether the title to the property is held in the name of the partnership 
or in the nome of one or more individual partners, with or without reference to the partnership. Part-
nership property is owned by the partners as tenants in partnership and any addition or deletion of a 
partner, therefore, constitutes a change in ownership of the partnership real property. 
(h) The following transfers do not constitute a change of ownership: 
(1) The transfer of bore legal title. 
(2) Any interspousal transfer to create or terminate a community property or joint tenancy inter-
est. 
(3) Any transfer caused by the substitution of a trustee pursuant to the terms of a security or 
trust instrument. 
(4} Any transfer between or among joint tenants whether voluntary, involuntary or by operation 
of low. 
(5) Any transfer to an existing assessee for the purpose of perfecting title to the property, 
(6) Any transfer resulting in the creation, assignment, or reconveyance of a security interest 
not coupled with the right to immediate use, occupancy, possession or profits. 
(7) Any transfer of stock of a corporation vested with legal title which does not convey to the 
transferee(s) the exclusive right to occupancy and possession of the real property or portion 
thereof. 
(i) Date of change in ownership. For purposes of reopprorsmg real property as of the date of 
change in ownership of real property, the following dotes shall be used: 
(1) Soles. The date all parties' instructions hove been met in on escrow or the date the essen-
tial elements of a contract of sale hove been met. 
In the event that the foregoing dates cannot be ascertained, the change in ownership shall 
be the dote of recordation of the deed or simi lor document evidencing transfer of either 
legal or equitable title. 
(2) Leases. The dote the lessee has the right to possession. 
(3) Inheritance (by will or intestate succession). The dote of death of the decedent. 
(4) Inter vivos trusts. The date the trus l instrument is executed or revoked by the trustor. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978,eflective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 463. (Cal. Adm. Code) NEWLY CONSTRUCTED PROPERTY. 
(a) The term "newly constructed" means and includes any addition or improvement to land, whether 
classified as land or improvement for purposes of enrollment, and any addition of new improvements 
or alterations of existing improvements if said alteration results in a conversion to another use or 
on extension of the economic life of the improvement. 
Examples of alterations that qualify as "newly constructed" and thereby require current market 
value appraisal of the alteration ore those that result in any increase in the usable square footage 
of a structure, the renovation of what was formerly residential property to make it usable for com-
mercial. purposes and vice verso, the conversion of property from one commercial use to another, 
and any alteration that increases the usefulness of the structure, such as the addition of a bathroom. 
Excluded from alterations that qualify as "newly constructed" is construction or reconstruction 
performed for the purpose of routine or normal maintenance and repair, e.g., interior or exterior 
painting, replacement of roof coverings and the addition of aluminum siding. Also excluded are 
alterations which do not result in on increased usefulness of existing facilities, such as occurs in 
the modernization of a kitchen. 
For purposes of Section 2(a) of Article XIII A of the Constitution, the definitions of land and im-
provements contained in Sections 121 and 122, respectively, and the examples contained in Section 
124, shall apply. 
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Rule No. 467. (Cal. Adm. Code) TAXABLE POSSESSORY INTERESTS. 
The assessor shall ascertain the full value of all taxable possessory interests as defined in Section 
21 of this code and created prior to March 1, 1975, as of that dote. Possessory interests newly ere• 
oted subsequent to March 1, 1975, shall be appraised at their full value as of the date of creation. 
Possessory interests subleased or assigned for a term in excess of ten years shall be appraised as 
of the dote the sublessee or assignee obtains the right+-. occupancy or use of the property. 
New improvements erected for the purpose of exercising the rights granted by the possessory in· 
terest held in land shall be valued as of the date of the completion of construction. When improve· 
ments owned by the holder of the possessory interests ore in the course of construction for a period 
that covers more than one lien date, they shall be appraised in accordance with Section 463. 
When it appears that the term of the possessory interest, determined in accordance with Section 23, 
will end at the conclusion of the estimated term, there shall be no reduction of full value as the term 
draws to an end. The value in this instance remains the taxable value. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 468. (Cal. Adm. Code) OIL AND GAS PRODUCING PROPERTIES. 
Petroleum, natural gas, and other fluid hydrocarbons are natural substances of the earth, and are 
classified as land. The volume of these hydrocarbons that will be removed from the land consists 
of the amount that is classified at a given time as "proved reserves." Proved reserves are the vol-
umes of crude oil and natural gas which geological and engineering information indicate, beyond 
reasonable doubt, to be recoverable in the future from oil and gas reservoirs under existing economic 
and operating conditions. The development of proved reserves by drilling and completing wells and 
by installing production systems constitutes an addition to real property and the production of oil 
and gas constitutes a removal of real property. 
(a) The full value of an oil or gas producing property is its base year full value adjusted for deple-
tion of reserves. The value attributable to such depletion shall be determined annually employing 
the economic data that applied in the base year. 
(b) The base year of newly developed reserves shall be the date of completion of the well or the 
installation of the production system. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Rule No. 469. (Cal. Adm. Code) MINES AND QUARRIES. 
Organic and inorganic minerals and rocks are natural substances of the earth, and ore classified as 
land. The volume of minerals or rocks of acceptable quality that may be removed from the land 
under existing economic and operating conditions are classified as reserves. The creation of re-
serves by exploration or by development constitutes an addition to real property and the production 
of the minerals or rocks from a reserve constitutes a removal of real pr.operty. 
(a) The full value of a mine or quarry is its base year full value adjusted for the depletion of re-
serves. The value of the depleted reserves shall be determined annually employing the economic 
data that applied to the establishment of the reserves in the base year. 
(b) The base year of new reserves shall be the year in which either development or mining occurs. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978 
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Rule No. 463. (Cal. Adm. Code) NEWLY CONSTRUCTED PROPERTY. (Continued) 
(b) When real property, or a portion thereof, is newly constructed after the 1975 lien date, the as-
sessor shall ascertain the full value of such "newly constructed property" as of the date of com-
pletion. This will establish a new base year full value for only that portion of the real property 
which is newly constructed. The taxable value of property which is removed during construction 
shall be deducted from the taxable value of pre-existing property; provided that such net taxable 
value shall not be less than zero. 
New construction in progress on the lien date shall be appraised at its full value on such date and 
each lien date thereafter until the date of completion, at which time the entire portion of property 
which is newly constructed shall be reappraised at its full value. 
For purposes of this section, the date of completion is the date the property or portion thereof is 
available for use for the purpose intended as indicated by the design of the structure. In determining 
whether the structure or a portion thereof is available for use, consideration shall be given to the 
date of the final inspection by the appropriate governmental official, or, in the absence of such in-
spection, the date the prime contractor fulfilled all of his contract obligations. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 464. (Cal. Adm. Code) EXEMPTIONS. 
Article XIII A does not repeal any property tax exemptions granted or authorized by the Constitution 
on or before July 1, 1978. The property tax rate shall apply to the current taxable value less any 
exemptions applicable to a specific property. Examples of the application of partial exemptions are 
as follows: 
(a) Homeowners' exemption. The property tax rate applies to the current taxable value of property 
qua(ifying for the homeowners' exemption less the value of the exemption. 
(b) Veterans' exemption. The sum of 25 percent of the taxable value of taxable assets and 100 
percent of the current full cash value as defined in Revenue and Taxation Code Section 110 for non-
taxable assets will determine the limitation for the veterans' property tax exemption. Article XIII A 
contains no provision for reconsidering the granting of the exemption prior to 1978. The property tax 
rote applies to the current taxable value of property qualifying for the veterans' exemption less the 
value of the exemption. 
(c) Disabled veterans' exemption. The property tax rote applies to current taxable value of property 
qualifying for the disabled veterans' property tax exemption less the value of the exemption. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Rule No. 465. (Col. Adm. Code) NONPROFIT GOLF COURSES. 
When appraising real property used exclusively for nonprofit golf course purposes in accordance with 
the provisions of Section 10 of Article XIII of the California Constitution, the assessor shall ascer-
tain the value of such property on the basis of such use, plus the full value attributable to any min-
eral rights, as of the appropriate base year, regardless of the date such property qualified under the 
constitutional provisions. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Rule No. 466. (Cal. Adm. Code) VALUATION AND ENROLLMENT OF TREES AND VINES 
The bose year value of fruit and nut trees, vines, bushes, or other perennials when planted in orchard, 
grove, or vineyard form whether or not enforceably restricted sha II be the most recent of the following: 
(a) The full value as of the 1975 lien date. 
(b) The full value as of the date of planting, or 
(c) The full value as of the date of a change in ownership. 
The full value of trees and vines exempted by Article XIII, Section 3 (i), of the State Constitution 
shall not be enrolled until the lien date following the expiration of the exemption. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26 1978, effective October 2, 1978. 
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Rule No. 470. (Col. Adm. Code) OPEN-SPACE. 
All open-space lands "enforceably restricted" within the meaning of Sections 421 and 422 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code shall have a base year restricted value determined by one of the follow-
ing methods: 
(a) If enforceably restricted prior to the 1975 lien date with no subsequent change 1n owner-
ship, the base year full value is the 1975 rPo;tricted value. 
(b) If an enforceable restriction is entered into subsequent to the 1975 lien date and no 
change in ownership has occurred, the base year full value is the value as if restricted 
in 1975. 
(c) If a change in ownership has occurred subsequent to the 1975 lien date, the base year 
full value shall be the restricted value redetermined as of the date of the most recent 
change in ownership, regardless of the effective date of the enforceable restriction. 
All base year restricted values shall be modified annually by the inflation rate. Subsequent land 
improvements such as wells and land leveling, will be valued by capitalizing the income attributable 
to the land improvements using the capitalization rate prescribed in Section 423 (b) of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code. 
When an open-space contract is cancelled, pursuant to the prov1s1ons of Sections 51280 through 
51285 of the Government Code, the full cash value of the land shall be the appropriate base year 
full cash value as modified annually by the inflation rate. 
When an open-space contract is not renewed it shall be phased out under the prov1s1ons of Section 
426 of the Revenue and Taxation Code; "the full cash value of the land" shall be the bose year full 
cash value modified annually by the inflation rate. The value of the land by capitalization of income 
shall be the bose year restricted value modified annually by the inflation rate. 
Hislory: Adopled June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effective 0 clober 2, 1978. 
Rule No. 471. (Cal. Adm. Code) TIMBERLAND. 
Consistent with the intent of the provisions of Section 3 (j) of Article XIII of the California Consti-
tution and the legislative interpretation thereof, the base year value for land which has been zoned 
as timberland pursuant to Sections 51110 or 51113 of the Government Code shall be ascertained from 
the 1977 statutory timberland site class value schedule and shall be modified annually by the infla-
tion rote. 
If, on or after March 1, 1979, timberland, or a portion thereof, is purchased, or otherwise und< rgoes 
a "change in ownership" as that phrase is defined in Section 462, its base year value shall be 
ascertained from the most recent board-adopted timberland site class value schedule to be adopted 
by the Board on or before January 1, 1980. Base year values for timberland which changes owner-
ship on or after March 1, 1980, shall be ascertained from the board-adopted timberland site class 
value schedule in effect as of the date of change in ownership. 
Values determined as provided in this section shall be enrolled on the lien' date next succeeding the 
date when the timberland, or a portion thereof, changed ownership. Each year following enactment 
of a new base year value that value shall be modified by the annual inflation rate. 
History: Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978. 
Amended September 26, 1978, effeclive Ociober 2, 1978. 
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APPENDIX IV 
ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS OF POST-PROPOSITION 13 
LEGISLATION 
SEC. 26. Section 110 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is amended to read: 
llO. Except as is otherwise provided in Section 110.1, 
"full cash value" or "fair market value'' means the 
amount of cash or its equivalent which property would 
bring if exposed for sale in the open market under 
conditions in which neither buyer nor seller could take 
advantage of the exigencies of the other and both with 
knowledge of all of the uses and purposes to which the 
property is adapted and for which it is capable of being 
used and of the enforceable restrictions upon those uses 
and purposes. 
SEC. 5. Section 110.1 of the Re\'enue and Taxation 
Code, as amended by Chapter 332 of the Statutes of 1978. 
is amended to read: 
110.1. (a) For purposes o( subdivision (a) o( Section 
. 2 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution. "full 
cash value .. of real property means the full cash value of 
property, including possessory interests in real property. 
as determined pursuant to Section 110 for either: 
( 1) The lien date in 197.5; or 
(2) The date the property is purchased, newly 
constructed, or when a change in ownership has 
occurred, after the 1975 lien date, which shall be enrolled. 
on the lien date next succeeding the date when real 
property, including possessory interests in real property, 
or a portion thereof, is purchased. nev.rly constructed.. or 
when a change of O\vnership has occurred. 
(b) The value determined pursuant to subdi\·ision (a) 
shall be the "base year value ... If property has not been 
appraised pursuant to Section 405.5 to its appropriate 
base year value, "full cash value .. means the reappraised 
value of such property as of the base year lien date. Such 
reappraisals may be made at any timt:>, notwithstandin~ 
the provisions of Section 405.6. 
(c) For each lien date after the lien date in which the 
full cash value is determined pursuant to subdi\·ision (a) 
arid (b), the full cash value of real property. includin~ 
posspssorv interests in real property, shall reflect the 
. . 
percentage change in cost of living~ as defined in Section 
2212; provided, that such value shall not reflect an 
mcrease in excess of2 percent of the full cash value of the 
preceding lien date. 
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SB 154 
SB 154, 
amended by 
SB 2212, 
amended by 
AB 2463 
SEC. Section 110.5 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is to read: 
110.5. value .. means fair market value, full cash 
value, or other value standard as is prescribed by the 
Constitution in this code under the authorization of 
the Constitution. 
SEC. Section 110.6 as added to the Revenue and 
Taxation by Chapter 292 of the Statutes of 1978, is 
amended to read: 
110.6. The Legislature finds and declares that a 
change in ownership of real property means all recorded 
and unrecorded transfers of legal or equitable title, 
except the transfer of bare legal title, whether by grant, 
gift, devise, inheritance, trust, contract of sale, addition or 
deletion of an owner, property settlement, or any other 
change in ~he method of holding title, whether by 
voluntary or involuntary transfer or by operation of law. 
The term shall also include, but is not limited to, the 
transfer of stock of a corporation vested with legal title 
which conveys to the transferee the exclusive right to 
occupancy and possession of the real property, or a 
portion thereof, and the creation of a leasehold or taxable 
possessory interest, or the sublease or assignment thereof, 
for a term in excess of 10 years. 
The board shall prescribe rules and regulations to 
govern assessors when determining when a change in 
ownership of real property occurs. 
"Change of ownership, .. as used in this section, shall 
exclude any of the following: 
( 1) Any transfer to an existing assessee for the purpose 
of perfecting title to the property; 
(2) The creation, assignment, or reconveyance of a 
security interest not coupled with the right to immediate 
use, occupancy, possession, or profits; 
(3) Any interspousal transfer to create or terminate a 
community property interest or joint tenancy interest; 
(4) Substitution of a trustee under the terms of a 
security or trust instrument; 
(5) Any termination of a joint tenancy interest; or 
(6) Any transfer of a .>hare of stock in a cooperative 
housing corporation, as defined in Section 17265, coupled 
with a possessory interest in a cooperative apartment unit 
thereof; provided however, that proportion of the value 
of the cooperative housing corporation attributable to the 
possessory interest shall be included. 
The provisions of this section cease to be operative on 
July 1, and as of such date are repealed. 
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SB 154 
SB 154, 
amended by 
SB 2212 
SEC. 35. Any exclusions from the phrase ··change in 
ownership .. as defined by Section 110.6 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code, whether enacted by this act or by any 
subsequent statute shall be valid and shall apply 
retrospectively to any transfer which is covered by such 
exclusions and which occurred on or after March 1, 1975. 
The Legislature finds and declares that the time 
constraints imposed for implementation of Article XIII A 
of the California Constitution necessitated the provisions 
of the preceding paragraph. 
SECTION 1. Section 155.2 is added to the Revenue 
and Taxation Code, to read: 
155.2. For the 1978-79 fiscal year only, the time fixed 
for the performance of any act by the assessor relating to 
the preparation of the 1978-79 fiscal year assessment roll 
shall be not later than August 21, 1978. 
SEC. 2. Section 155.3 is added to the Revenue and 
Taxation Code, to read: 
155.3. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 
division, for the 1978-79 fiscal year only, the mandatory 
duties imposed by Sections 469, 671, and 1610.2 shall be 
suspended in counties of more than 4,000,000 population, 
as determined by the January 1, 1978, Department of 
Finance revised estimate. 
SEC. 3. Section 532.3 is added to the Revenue and 
Taxation Code, to read: 
532.3. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 532, 
any property which escaped taxation or was 
underassessed for the 197S.:..76 fiscal year may be assessed; 
provided, such assessment is made on or before June 30, 
1980. 
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SB 2212 
SB 1571 
SB 1571 
SB 1571 
SECTION 1. Section 619 oft!.c Revenue and Taxation SB 2241 
Code is amended to read: 
619. (a) Except as provided in subdivhion (f), the 
assessor shall, upon or prior to completion of the local roll, 
either: 
_(1) Inform each assessee of real property on the local 
·- --·- ------r ~ecur~a-~-oll whose p~operty·;rull ~·alue has increased of; 
the assessed \'alue of that property as it s11dil appear on, 
the completed local roll; or 
(2) Inform each asse:;see of real property on the local; 
secured roll, or each assessee on the loca] secured roll and; 
· each assessee on the unsecured roll, of the assessed value1 
· of his real property or of both his real and his personal 
property as it shall appear on the completed local roll. 
(b) The information given by the assessor to the 
assessee pursuant to subrk:ision -fat 6f" f8t paragraph (1) 
or (2) of subdinsion (a) shall include a no~ification of 
hearings by the county board of equalization, which shall 
include the period during which assessment protests will 
be accepted and the place where they may be fiJed. The 
information shall also include an explanation of the 
stipulation procedure set forth in Section 1608 and the 
manner in which the assessee may request use of this 
procedure. . 
(c) The information shall also include the assessment 
ratio for the county as provided in Section· 401 and the full 
. value of the property. · 
. (d) The information shall be furnished by the assessor 
to the assessee by regular United States mail directed to 
him at his latest address known to the assessor. 
(e) Neither the failure of the assessee to receive the 
. information nor the failure of the assessor to so inform the 
assessee shall in any \vay affect the validity of any 
assessment or the validity of any taxes·Ievied pursuant 
thereto. 
(f) This section shall not apply to annual increases in 
the valuation of property which reflect the inflation rate, . 
not to exceed 2. percent, pursuant to the authority of 
subdivision (b) of Section 2· of Article XIII A of the 
California Constitution, for purposes of property tax 
limitation determinations. 
-150-
. SEC. 4. Section 1603 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is amended to read: 
1603. (a) A reduction in an assessment on the local 
roll shall not be made unless the party affected or his 
agent makes and files with the county b_oard a verifi~d, 
written application showing the facts cla1med to reqmre 
the reduction and the applicant's opinion of the full value 
of the property. The form for such application shall 
prescribed by the State Board of Equalization. 
(b) In the case of a county of the first class, t 
application shall be filed between the third Monday 
July and September 15. An application that is mailed and 
postmarked September 15 or earlier within such period 
shall be deemed to have been filed between the third 
Monday in July and September 15. For the 1978-79 fiscal 
year only, the September 15 deadline shall be extended 
to September 30. 
- -{c) In the case of a county of the second to ninth class, 
inclusive, the application shall be filed within the time 
period beginning July 2 and continuing through and 
including September 15. An application that is mailed 
and postmarked September 15 or earlier within such 
period shall be deemed to have been filed within the time 
period beginning July 2 and. continuing through and 
including September 15. For the 1978-79 fiscal year only. 
the September 15 deadline shall be extended 
September 30. 
(d) In all other· counties, the application shall be filed 
between July 2 and August 26. An application that is 
mailed and postmarked August 26 or earlier within 
period shaH be deemed to have been filed between 
2 and August 26. 1978-79 fiscal year only, 
August 26 deadline shall be extended to September 
(e) In the form provided for making application 
pursuant to this section, there shall be a notice 
written findings of facts the local equalization hearing 
will be available upon written request at the requester's 
expense and, if not so requested, the right to such written 
findings is waived. The form shaH provide appropriate 
space for the applicant to request written findings of facts 
as provided by Section 1611.5. 
(f) This section shall remain in effect only until July 
1979, and as of such date is repealed, unless a later 
enacted statute, which is chaptered before July 1, 1979, 
deletes or extends such date. 
-15 
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SEC. 4.1. Section 1603 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code is amended to read: 
1603. (a) A reduction in an assessment on the local 
roll shall not be made unless the party affected or his 
agent makes and files with the county board a verified, 
written application showing the facts claimed to require 
the reduction and the applicant's opinion of the full value 
of the property. The form for such application shall be 
prescribed by the State Board of Equalization. 
(b) The application shall be filed within the tim~ 
period beginning July 2 and continuing through and 
including September 15. An application that is mailed 
and postmarked September 15 or earlier within such 
period shall be deemed to have been filed within the time 
period beginning July 2 and continuing through and 
including September 15. 
(c) In the form provided for making application 
pursuant to this section, there shall be a notice that 
written findings of facts of the local equalization hearing 
will be available upon written request at the requester·s 
expense and, if not so requested, the right to such written 
findings is waived. The form shall provide appropriate 
space for the applicant to request written findings of facts 
as provided by Section 1611.5. 
SEC. 7. -Section 4.1 of this act shall become operative 
July 1, 1979. 
-152-
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SUMMARY 
Various governmental agencies and concerned citizens, invoking the 
original jurisdiction of the Supreme Courllo resolve issues 
imp<>rlance, on constitutional 
Cal. Cons!., 'art. on its lhe electorale in 19711 as 
initiative measure. Pctilionen contended that the enactment, which 
changed the previous system of real property tuation and tu 
by imposing limitations upon the assessment 
or SIIIIC local e;ovemmenls. COilSiilllltd 
and was 
XVIII}. Petitioners abo 
mr.•m"""' (Cal. Cons!., art. II, I 8, (d)) lhe 
and Cons!., 11r1. II. § 10; 
Elec. Code, U for measures had been 
violated, and that the enactmen! violated the federal 
clause, impaired the constitutional to travel, would 
in impairment of conlrntts (U.S. art. § 10, cl. 
pension and heahh plan benellts, labor and other 
f<;pnl 1<11MI 
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and redevelopment agency bonds, and was in any event void for 
vagueness. 
Court denied the respective petitions, holding that the 
survived each of the substantial challenges. The enaclmelll. 
lhe court held, was a oonstitulional "amendment," pol "revision, and 
and 
be assessed 
1976 tu bill, and property 
lo its lm1nra11~e"'l 
there was a for 
annual taxes that a property owner must pay should bear some rational 
relationship to the original cost of the property, predicated on the owner's 
free and volunlary eel of purchase, rather than relate to an unforeseen, 
unduly inflated, current value. In any event. there is no 
that property of equal current value must be 1axed 
was the federal equal clause violated the omvision 
that any taxes" by ·a c 
must be vole of 
pressures. 
measures may nol be deemed 
orotection orincioles 
oorllracls, the oourl held, was premature, even 
without producing evidence of present, specilic, 
substantial imoairments alfecling them, had standing to assert lhe 
f~,. ..... tt\"'lUL 
,.. 
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interpretation or of 
ment for future cases in which 
challenged. 
~tate Electloa.,_Widatlve Measure; (J) lahlatl'e ami Refuendum 
-Liberal Con11truetloa.-· 
people under C11!. Canst., art, 
promote the democratic process. 
of. initiative, reserved 10 the 
'I, must be libcrallv construed lo 
"' 
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tion of numerous existing provisions may well constitute a revision 
thereof. However, even a relatively simple enactment may accom-
such in the na11.1re of our basic govern· 
mental plan as to amount to 11 revision also. Thus, a 
delermim:: whether conslilutional 
lUI 
(IOa-IOe) lnltb1tiwcs 11111d Referendum § '-State 
Measure!!-Sinllle-IUbjeet Requlremmt-Limllatlons on 
Power.-Cal. Consl., art. XIIIA (changing the previous system 
real property taxation and lax procedure by imposing 
limitations upon the IIS$essmenl and taxing powers of stale and local 
governments), did not violale the single-subject requirement of Cal. 
Const., art. II, § 8, subd. (d) (providing that an "initiative measure 
embracing more than one subject may not be submitted to the 
electors or have any effect"). The advance and 
discuii$ion of the lax-limiting provisions, as an measure, 
were maii$ive, and the several elements of the enactment were 
reasonably germane to, and related in furtherance of, a 
common underlying purpose, namely, effective real prop~rty tax 
relief. ' 
(II) lnltlathe and Referendum I 6--State Elec:tlons--lnltlathte 
Meuurn-Sin&le-aubjeet Requlrement-Purpose.-Minimization 
of the risk of yoler confusion and deception was one of the purposes 
of the single-subject requirement. of Cal. Const., art. II, § 8, 
(Sept. 19781 
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ltJ 
subd. (d) (providing that an "initiative measure embracing more 
than one subject may no! be submilled to the electors have any 
elf eel"). 
l"r'''''"'r'" Tu:e® § 7-Constllullonal Provisions; and 
or or 
nmnerlv owner must pay 1hould wme 
cos! of the on !he owner' I 
voluntary act of relale an unfon::seen, 
perhaps unduly 
(IJ) Appellate Review I 126--Constltulional Quutlons.-Oeneraily, 
courts will not reach constitutional questions unlcu abwhuely 
necessary loa disposition ofthe c1ue before them. 
Conllfitutlonal Law I 
Power and Dhlc:relloi'I--,Tuatlon......-Where 
tion is concerned and no 
is imperiled, 
and lines that in their judgmenl 
reasonable systems of The latitude of discrelion is 
, wide in the classification of property for purposes of llllUIIion 
granting of partial or total exemplions upon grounds 
(15a, 15b) Constitutional Law § 83-Equal Proteetlo-claulflelll• 
tlon--Leglslatlve Power and Discretion-:-Tautlon-:-Judldal 
Revlew.-So long as a system of state taxation is supporled by 11 
ration11l basis, and is not palpably arbitrary, h will be upheld despite , 
(Sept. 19781 
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scientific uniformity. The fact that a lax law 
of a certain class does no! make il 
1-·AS~IISrlliOO...,_i.:llillllillfli From Current Value to 
change from ,a current value 
(Sept. 19781 
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Limitation" 
mrm::ciSe as implying that taxes would be 
115 
the summary (though lo mc:nlion thai i 
of lhe m~sure required !hal any "special imposed 
(Sept. 197&1 
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catalogue or index of all of• the measure's proVISIOn!, and are 
presumed to be accurate. Substantial compliance with the "chief 
purpose and points" provision (Eiec. ·Code, U 3502, 3503) i~ 
sufficient, as is the title, if reasonable minds may differ liS to its 
sufficiency. "' 
(l4a·24c) Conslltutloaal Law I 10-Constmetlon of Constltutlon......Con· 
slltullonal Amendment Umidng State and Loc:al Taxing Powers-
Validity Despite Vague Terms--Cal. Consl., art. XIIIA (changing 
• the previous system of real property taxation ,and tax procedure by 
imposing important limitations upon the assessment and taxing 
powers of state and local governments), though imprecise and 
ambiguous in a number of particulars, was not so vague and 
uncertain in its essential terms as to render it void and inoperable. 
As with other provisions of the Constitution, it would necessarily 
and over a period of time require judicial, legislative, and adminis-
1 trative construction, and was already being implemented by exten-
sive legislation and regulations that, if judicially challenged, could 
be deal! with on a case-by-case basi$. 
(25) Coii!Stitutlooal Law I 11-Colllltructloo of Conatltutlon..,..LI!Hnllty 
11nd Flexlblllty.-Because a wri!len Constitution is Jntended as,, and 
_ ISept. i9n! 
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(28) Conslltutlonal Law § Hi--Constn.u:tlon of Conlllilutlon......Contem-
poraneous and Long·s!andinl! Con•tnu:tion-By Lejislature 11nd 
Admlnislration.-Apparent ambiguities in a new enactment may 
frequenlly be resolved by the contemporaneous construction of the 
Legislature or of the administrative agencies charged with imple· 
menling it; additionally, when the enactment follows voter approval, 
the ballot summary and argurtlcnts and analysis presented to the 
electorate may be helpful in determining the probable meaning of 
uncertain language. . · 
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RICHARDSON, J.-In the~e wn¥>1idated cases, we ronsider multiple 
constitutional challenges to an initiative measure which was adopted by 
the voters of this state at the June 1978 primary election. This measure, 
designated on the ballot u Proposition 13 and commonly known as the 
Jarvis-Gan
1
n initiative, added article XIII A lo the California Constitu-
tion. lis provisions are set forth in their entirety in the to this 
opinion. (See post, a! p. 257.) As will be seen, !he new changes the 
previous system of real property taxation and tax procedure by impc 
importantlimihllimu upon the assessment and laxing powen of state 
local governments. 
(Scp1. 19781 
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r 
relief action delermine 
219 
law, Gov. Code, § 3600 e! As will we have 
concluded the existence of some unresolved uncer· 
(Sept 1978! 
is a fundamental 
the arlicle nevertheless survives 
constitutional attacks made by 
power under our framework is 
reserve: to themselves the powers 
art IV, § L) li.1!1ows 
construed ... 
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A.l.R.3d 9731 and cases cited; see Associated Home Builders etc .. Inc. v. 
Livermore (1976) 18 Cal.Jd 582, 591 [135 Cal.Rptr. 41, 557 P.2d 
oonslrucled, or a 
1usessmen1 • . " 
increase in "the 
rate. 
the fore,;,oin~> inli"rnrl"l 
The third fealure limils the method of changes in slate taxes: "From 
and after the effective date of this article, any changes._ in State taxes 
enacted for the of rates or in methods of 
an Acl passed not less than 
two-thirds of all memben ... of Legislature, c:xcepl !hal no new ad 
valorem taxes on real property, or sales or transaction taxes on the sales 
of real property may be imposed." (§ 3.) The fourth element is 
restriction 1,1pon local taxes: "Cities, Counties and special districts, a 
' two-thirds vote of the qualified electors of such district, may impose 
spedal taxes on such district, except ad valorem taxes on real property or 
a transaction tax or sales tax on the sale of real property within such City, 
County or special district." (§ 4.) (The remaining sections relate to the 
effective dates (I S) and severability (§ 6) of the provisions of the new 
article. 
We examine petitioners' specific contentions. 
(Sept. 19781 
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I. Constitutional Revision or A mem:lment 
two-thirds of lhe 
amendment or revision of the Constitution and the mMner 
amend or withdraw its proposal. Each amendment shall be 
and submiued thai il can be voted on 
"SI!c. 2. The Legislature rollcall vote entered in the 
IW<Hhirds of the membership each house concurring, may sul>mll 11 
quc~!IJun whether !o call a convention 10 revise the 
that question, within 6 montlu 
for convention. 10 a oons!ilu· 
tiona! convention be voters elected from districts as equal in 
population as may be practicable. 
"SEC. 3. The electors may amend I he C~nsli!ution.by initiative. 
"SEC. 4. A proposed amendment or revision shall be s~bmiuc:d 10 the 
electors and if approved by a majority or votes thereon takes effect the 
day afler the election unless the measure provides otherwise. If provisions 
of2 or more measures approved 111 the same election conflict, those of the 
'tscpt. 19781 
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measure receiving the highest affirmative vole shall prevail." (ludics 
added.) 
' We think it signilicanltha! 
be accomplished 01'1/11 bv the 
action 'bv. a 
While the Constitution itself does not' between 
revision and amendment, we are an evaluation of 
of the issue in 
.330 fl96 ( cert. den., 336 
U.S. 911! [93 L.Ed. 69 S.Ct. In McFadde11, we struck down 1111 
initiative meuure which would have added words to our then 
e.:dsting 55,000-word Constitution. W~ held initiative was 
"revisory rather than muure," because of the "far 
and multifarious substance of measure .. :• 332) deal! 
such varied and diverse retirement 
oleomargarine, IUU, civic centers, senale reapporl 
and game, and surface We noted thai the nronnul 
repealed or substantial!v 111 leas! IS of the 
oo"!prised the 
We held in McFadden !hat the measure' under 
clearly 11 revision, both because of its varied of 
"subitantial curtail[mentJ" of governmental which, il would 
cause. (Pp. 345-346.) For ·example, one provision would have created 11 
state pension oommission with oomprehensive governmental powers 10 be 
exercised by five named commissioners. We concluded thai "The 
!Sept. 19781 
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delegation of far reaching and mixed powers to !he commission, largely, 
if not almost entirely' in effect, unchecked, places such oommission 
the system of checks and balances which heretofore 
"(i». 348.) 
,m,.,runne!u musl 
an enactment which 
as lo the "substanlial 
the deletion or ahennion of numerous 
.a. revision thereof. liowevc::r, even a 
such far in !he nil lure of our 
as to amount to a also. In illustralion, 
herein appear lo agree thai an enactment which purported to 
all judicial power in the would amount 10 11 revision 
without regard either to the or complexity of the measure or the 
number of existing articles or affected by such change. · 
!Sept. l\17til 
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In both its quanlilative and qualitative 
than 
Petilionen insisl, however, lhal the new 
.• reaching dfeclli upon our ba11ic 
. prindpal (I) the loss "home 
conversion of our governmerual framework from lo "demo· 
cratic" form. A close analysis of XIII A convinces us that its 
c:lfects lHC: no! as fundamentally disruptive IU petitioners suggc:sL 
. 11.) Lo:u 
; 'esse~lially, 
home ntl~. J8) The principle of home rule involve$, 
of l~al government (technically, cha~tc:red cities, 
IS<'pt. IY7HI 
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us 
3·7). Indeed, pn:senl Hi!l!lsllmv-e: 
reveals !hal such a result 
ensued. For several reasons, peuuuma 
and ill-founded. 
fears in this connection seem 
First, it is clear that even prior to the adoption or article Xm A, the 
Constitution authorized the Legislature to "provide maximum property 
tax rates and bonding limits for local government". (art. xm, • 20), 10 
!Sept. 19781 
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,. 
provide similar limits for school districts (id., I 21), and to grant 
exemptions from real property taxation in favor of certain specified 
classes of property (id., f 4). Thus, from the standpoint of legislative 
control, the new article appears potentially no more threatening to home 
rule than these pn::existing conslitulionallimiiiHions. 
reuon to assume that 
·in such a manner with local 
local agencies retain the same constitutional 
and statutory over municipal affairs which and 
exercised prior 10 adoption of the new article. mere fact of 
reduction in local revenues does not lead us to lhe conclusion 
that local have forfeited control over and disburse· 
ments of remaining funds. 
Finally, recent implementing 1978, chs. 292, 332) 
oonlirms !he preserve home rule and 
local autonomy respecting of real P"'""''" 
tax. revenues. Ailhough !his legislation is, of course, subject to 
and, accordingly, is not conclusive on the the present 
pallern of implementation of article XIII lo refute 
petitioners' premise lhal the ankle and has 
or will resull in the loss of home rule. other provisions, the 
Legislallm: has enacted Government Code section 26912 which contains 
the formulae county auditors musl allocate to various local 
agencies and school within county boundaries the revenues to be 
derived from the I percent muimum real property tax during the fiscal 
I Sepc. 1978! 
., 
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year 1978-1979. Although lhese formulae are somewhat complex, in 
general they aim at allocating these funds on a pro rata btufs, withoul 
imposing condition whatever regarding their ultimate use. Each 
"local and county, and special 
receive uoon its 
Los.$ 
A is a 
McFIUiden 
uticle, and 
1lm~e 
school 
to however, we arc convinced !hal 
A oonccp! and effect and doe~~ not 
basic Following the of lUticle . 
XIII A both local and stale government will continue to function 
the traditional sys1em of elected Other than in the 
·area of taxation, the of government lo enact appropriate 
laws and remains wholly unimpaired. The requirement of 
section 4 !hat any "special taxes" must be approved by 11 lwo-thirds vote 
of the "qualified electors" restricts but does not abolish the power oflocal 
(Sept. 19181 
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tlililation (see 
toJttm.vutlf language from an 
adoption the 
enactment: ". . . are of the view thai the 
nrovi§ion is not 10 receive narrow or lechnical construe-
fScpl. 19781 
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tion in all cases, but is to be construed liberally to uphold proper 
legislation, all parts of which are reasonably germant'!. [Citation.)' The 
was not C:!HICied to means for the overthrow of 
(911) We thus draw from 
measure will nol violate the 
varied collateral effects, all of its parts are 
other. We note also the existence of a more 
in the of Justice 
(1978) 21 100 145 
he nrc>vil;iora 
(lOb) Our related in of a common pu . 
analysis of article XIII A convinces us lhat several elements of that 
article either standard in that they are both reasonably germane to, 
and functionally related in furtherance of, a common underlying purpose, 
namely, effective renl property II!J{ relief. 
[Sept. IY78J 
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As previously noted, article XIH A oonsists of four major elements, a 
real oronerlv tax rat~ limi111ion (§ 1), a real 
a restriction on s101e lues (I l), 
lhese·rour 
{Sept 19781 
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a 
for -
conclude no! 
men! of article II. 
3. Equal Protection Lawx 
Pe1ilionen' protection argument againstarlicle XIU A is directed 
at two aspects of the article. They contend that ·(I) the "rollback" 
assessed valualion (§ 2, subd. (a)) assertedly will result in invidious 
·discrimination between owners of similarly situaled property, and thai 
(Sept 1978J 
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10 !he determinalion of an 
challenge to stale- were 
lhe United Stales Court as follows: "We have held 
here laxation is concerned and no spedllc federal right, apart 
equal protection, is lhe Stales have large leeway in 
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making classifications and drawing lines which in their judgment produce 
reasonable systems of taxation.' !Citation.] (15a) A Slate tax law is not 
although h 'discriminate($) in favor or a certain class ... if the 
is founded a reasonable distinction, or difference 
' not in ihe Federal Constitution. '"''·-·•~-
response, rely upon a line of cases which hold, 
dull the intentional, systematic umlervaluation 
property situated with other property assessed al its full value 
constitutes an improper discrimination in violation or equal 
principles. (E.g .• Cumberland Coal Co. v. Board (1931) 284 U.S. 28 
L.Ed. 146, 149-150, S2 S,Ct,· 48); Sioux City Bridge v. Dakota Couflly 
(1923) 260 U.S. 441,445 (67 l.Ed. 340,342-343,43 S.Ct. 190,28 A.L.R. 
9791; see Jlillsborough v. Cromw~/1 (1946) 326 U.S. 620, 623 [90 L.Ed. 358, 
363, 66 S.Ct. 445! (equal protection forbids imposing taxes not levied 
against persons of the same class].) ' 
ISepl. t'I78J 
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In addition, lhe fact that two. taxpayers may pay dilferenl taxes on 
substantially identical property is not wholly novel to our genc:raltau!ion 
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persons, 
the 
In 
taxation (art. 
which is t.mavailable lo other """"'rlv owners. As 
1111te has wide discretion to grant exemption~. 
Virginia, supra. 253 U.S. 412, 41S !64 L.Ed. 91!9, 
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since or arrived residents" will have lo 
greater properly taxes lhan r~idents article XIII A 
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deter property owners from .m~>Ving to another location, thereby inhibit· 
ing travel. ' 
lmpairmem 
will 
which were incurred 
of the new article. 
upon lne local IU will "tl'""'"'"i" 
various obligees relied 
them. It is claimed, therefore, thai article XIII A co1ulilules lUI unlaWIUI 
impairment or corittacl under the federal Constilulion (art I, § 10, cl. I). 
Petitioners observe dull section I, subdivision 
apparent of the argument, contains 
favor or those of certain 
iimilluion provided in (a) 
shall ·no! apply to ad valorem taxes or 
interest 11rid redemption pn 
voters prior to the time this becomes 
Petitioners point, however, to 
not required to be approved by voters, including and health 
plan benefits, labor and other municipal contracts, and redevelopment 
agency bonds. The lall.er category, particularly. involves a special risk of 
!Sept. !978f 
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raised. 
!heir 
As we have !he uhimale arlicle 
may in a substantial reduclion lhe amounl revenue,, 
but u no direct or any contract or bond has occurred 
virtue No to any contract or bond~oider has so 
As we have courts will avoid reaching ronllilution11l 
objections when it is not absolutely necessary to the disposition or lhe 
IS.:pt. 1~181 . \ . 
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case before them. (BayJide Timber Co. v. Board of Supervisors. supra. 20 
ai.App,)d I, 6.) 
Pctitionen nnme:flv 
from what source~ 11 
prevenl 
cannol IISSume the face 
sourc~ will bc.lfound or created. 
we are conclude 
""'"''"'""''" is an ine111table consequence article 
Pe!hionen ex!end their argument, however, 
that the new r~lriclions upon the local taxing necl:!ilil!ri 
resul!ed 11 present "depreciation" of the relied upon 
various obligees for repayment of their obligations. and thai I.ICcon:lll'lj! 
the impairment issue is for our oonsiderution. According to 
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petilionen, any substantial restriction placed upon the taxing power of 
local eovernments accomolishes an immediate t~nlawful impairmerll of 
petitionen' impairment 
IS.:rt IY78l 
insofar as the discharge of these 
revenue!. 
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(\ second defect in the impairment argument relates to petitioners' 
standing to assert the claim. It is noteworthy that, unlike the situation 
presented in the United Stutes Trust Co. and Allied cases, none of the 
petitioners herein arc municipal obligees, bondholders or creditors 
alleging an actual or potential impairment of their rights. In this 
connection, it is doubtful that petitioners possess the requisite standing to 
assert the invalidity of article XIII A on impairment of contract grounds. 
(See, e.g., Brock v. Superior Court (1939) 12 Cal.2d 605, 613-614(86 P.2d 
805); In re Davis (1966) 242 Cai.App.2d 645, 666 [51 Cai.Rptr. 702]; 5 
Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (8th cd. 1974) Constitutional Law, §.44 et 
seq.) As expressed in an earlier case, " ... no obligation of any contract 
with the appellant hu been impaired, and in the absence of a showing of 
injury on its part, it may not. be heard." (Irrigation District v. Wutchumna, 
W. Co. (1931) Ill Cai.App, 688, 696 [296 P. 933).) 
We conclude that the challenge to 11rticle XIII A based upon, the 
federal contract clause is premature and must await a case in which t~e 
contract rights of an obligee. have been demonstrably impaired by the 
operation of the new article. 1 · . . 
6. Initiative Title and Summary 
(lh)' According 10 petitioners, the preelection petitions which were 
circulated to quality the initiative measure contained a misleading title 
and summary. The title, "Initiative Constitutional Amendment-Property 
Tax Limitation," was assertedly defective in its implication that only 
property taxes would be affected by.the measure; in fact, other forms of 
stale and local taxes were also involved. (Art. XIII A, §§ 3, 4.) Further, 
the summary of the measure stated in part that it "[ajuthorizes specified 
local entities 10 impose special taxes except .... [real property taxesJ," In 
fac[. section 4 of the measure restricts the imposition of such "special 
taxes" by imposing a two-thirds vote requirement. It is argued that ~ach 
of these variances is fatal to the constitutional validity of the article. 
Petitioners further observe,' that the sample ballots distributed in 
Alameda and San Diego Counties also contained the foregoing "defects," 
As for other counties, the ballot materials were corrected by court order: 
The title was changed to "Tax Limitation-Initiative Constitutional 
Amendment," and the summary was revised to read "(aJuthorizes 
imposition of special taxes by local government (except on real property) 
by 2/3 vote of qualified electors." According to respondents, these 
.. 
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corrections were incorporate4 into the v9ters pamphlet subsequently 
mailed to all registered voters. Nevertheless: petitioners insist that the 
petition signers, and certain voters in Alamedaand San Diego Counties, 
may have been misled or confused by the incorrect title and summary. 
(ll) Prior to the circulation of an initiative measure, the Attorney 
General is required to prepare a title and summary of it5 "chief purposes 
and points"-not exceeding 100 words. (Cal. Cons!., art. II, I 10, 
subd. (d); Elec. Code, §§ 3502, 3503.) The Attorney General's statement 
must be true and impartial, and not argumentative or likely to create 
prejudice for or against the measure. (Elec. Code, § 3531.). The main 
purpose of these requirements is to avoid misleading the public with 
inaccurate information. (See Clark v. Jordtm.(l936) 7 Ca1.2d 248, 249-250 
(60 P.2d 457, 106 A.L.R. 549); Boydv. Jordan (1934) I Cal.2d 468,471 [3i 
P.2d 533].) (23) We have said, however, that the title and summary 
need not contain a complete catalogue or Index of all of the measure's 
provisions and ''if reasonable minds may differ as to the sufficiency of the 
title, the title should be held sufficient." (l:.'pperson v. Jordan (1938) 12 
Cal.2d 61, 66 (82 P.2d 445}.) As a general rule, the title and summary 
prepared by the Attorney General are presumed accurate, and substantial 
compliance with the ·:chief purpose and points" provisipn is sufficient. 
(Perry v. Jordan, supra, 34 Ca1.2d 87, 94.) 
(lib) In the present case, we conclude iH~t the title and summary. 
though technically imprecise, sub~tantially complied with the law, and we 
doubt that any significant number of petition signer or voters were misled 
thereby. We deem that lhe title, stressing only the property IIIli aspects of 
the initiative, was reasonably sufficient in light of the fact that the 
measure was principally addressed to the subject of real property tax 
relief. Similarly, the original summary was not so incomplete liS to be 
fatally defective, because it alerted petition signers and voters alike to the 
fact that the measure contained a provision affecting the imposition of 
special taxes by locjll agencies. The summary's omission of any reference 
to the two-thirds vote requirement was not critical for, as we noted above, 
the initiative measure was extensively publicized and debated, in all of its 
several aspects, and a corrected summary was contained in the voters 
pamphlet which was mailed to all voters~ We repeal our observation of 
some time ago that we ordinarily should assume that the voters who 
approved a constitutional amendment". : . have voted intelligently upon 
an amendment IO their organic law, the whole text of which was supplied 
each of them prior to the election and which they must be assumed to 
I 
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have duly considered ... :: (Wright v. Jordan (1923) 192 Cal. 704, 713 
(221 P. 915).) 
We conclude that the iniliative title and summary comply with existing 
legal requirements. 
7: Jl ague~es.r 
(14a) Petitioners have noted the existence of several words and 
ph~ases in article XIH A which assertedly are ambiguous or uncertain, 
suggesting that in its totality the new article is so vague as to be incapable 
of a rational and uniform interpretation and implementation. For 
precedential authority they rely by analogy on cases which have held that 
a statute must be sufficiently clear so as to provide adequate notice of 
prohibited conduct. (See, e.g., People v. Superior Court (Hartway) (1977) 
19 Cal.3d 338, 345-347 (138 Cai.Rptr. 66, 562 P.2d 1315); Bowland v. 
Municipal Court (1976) 18 Cal.3d 479, 491-493 [134 Cai.Rptr. 630, 556 
P.2d 1081); Morrison v. State Board of Education ( 1969) l Cal.3d 214, 231 
[82 Cal.Rptr. 175, 461 P.2d 375); see also Perez v. Sharp (1948) 32 Ca1.2d 
711,728 (198 P.2d 17).) 
In the present matter, unlike the foregoing cases, no civil or criminal 
penalties are at issue. Rather, we deal with a constitutional provision of a 
kind, similar to many others. which necessarily and over a period of time 
will require judicial, legislative and administrative construction. This is a 
fairly common procedure. (As an example, we note the broad and 
uncertain language of the various sections of article I of the state 
Constitution, declaring the rights of the people, such as the right to be 
secure against "unreasonable seizures and searches".(§ 13),) 
. (25) In evaluating the contention that, in effect, article XIII A is void 
for vagueness. we, arc aided by several principles of construction 
applicable to constitutions generally. As was stated in an early case, " ... 
since a written constitution is intended as and is the mere framework 
according to whose general outlines specific legislation must be framed 
and modeled, and is therefore : .. necess~trily couched in general terms 
or language, it is not to be interpreted according to narrow or super· 
technical principles, but liberally and pn broad gener~tl lines, so thut it 
may accomplish in full measure the objects of its establishment and so 
. ' I 
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I . , 
curry out the great principles of government.'' (Stephens v. Chambers . . 
(1917) 34 Cai.App. 660,663-664 [168 P. 595).) . 
(26) On the speci~c issue of vagueness, we have recently expreSsed 
the concept that, ·in the abstract, all "enactments should be interpreted 
when possible to uphold their validity (citation)"and ... courts should 
construe enactments to give specific content to terms that might otherwbe 
be unconstitutionally vague. (Citations.)" (Associated Home Builders etc .• 
Inc. v. Ci~t· of Livermore, supra, 18 Cal.3d 582, 598.) Signific41ntly, in 
Livermore, the foregoing principles were employed to_ uphold 11n. 
ordinance adopted b,Y initiative. . , . , 
(24b) Acknowl~dging as w~ must that artjcle XIII A in a uumber of1 
particulars is imprecise and ambiguous, nonetheless we do not conclude 
that it is so vague as to be unenforceable. Rather, in the usual manner •. 
the various uncertainties and ambiguities may. be clarified or resolved in 
accordance with several other generally accepted rules Qf construction 
used in interpreting similar enactments. Thus, California coum have held 
that constitutional and other enactments ·~ • "must receive 11 .liberal, 
pnu.:tical common-sense construction"'" which will meet ·; 'Fhanged 
conditions and the growing needs of the people.'" (Los An~:elt.'s Mel. 
Trw~>it Authority v. Public Uti/. Com. (1963) 59 Cal.2d 863, 869 (31 
Cai.Rptr. 463, 3B2 P.2d 583). quoting from an .eurlier cu~e; see Pt.'aple v. 
Davis (1968) 68 Cal.2d 481, 483(67 Cai.Rptr. 547,439 P.2d 651); Rose v. 
Stalt.' of California (1942) 19 Cal.2d 713, 723 ( 123 P.2d 505).) (27) A 
constitutional amendment should be construed in accordance wilh the 
natural and ordin11ry meaning of its words. (In r«' Quinn (1913) 35 
Cai.App.3d 473, 482 ( 110 Cai.Rptr. 881J.) The literal language or 
enactments may be disregarded to avoid absurd results and to fulfill the 
apparent intent of the framers. (See Friends of Mammoth v.- Board of 
Supervisors (1972) 8 Cal.3d 247,259 (104 Cai.Rptr. 761,502 P.2d 1049); In 
re Kernan (1966) 242 Cai.App.2d 48!!, 491 (51 Cai.Rptr, 515J.) , 
(28) Most importantly, apparent ampiguitics frequently may p~ , 
resolved by the contemporaneous construction of the Legislature or of the 
administrative 11gencics charged. with impl~menting the: new enactment,,. 
(See Slate of South Dakota v. Brown { 1978) 20 C'al.3d 765, 777 (144 
Cai.Rptr. 758, 576 P.2d 473); Associated 1/ome Builders etc, Inc. v. Cit•· uf 
l.h·ermorc•, supra. 18 C'111Jd at p. 598; Reprold.r v. St~J/f Booff/ of. 
Equali.wtiun (1946) 29 Cu1.2d 137, 140 !173 P.2d 551, 174 P.2d 4J.) In 
uJJition, when, us here, the enactmen1 follows vuter uppruval, the ballot 
1-' 
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summary and arguments and analysis presented to the electorale in 
connection wich a particular meusure may be helpful in determining the 
probable meaning of uncertain language. (Sec Carter v. Sf!aboard Finance 
Co. (1949) 33 Ca1.2d 564,580-581 (203 P.2d 758); Pt'oplt' v. Ouq (1936) 5 
Cal.2d 714, 723 [56 P.2d 193); In re Quinn, supra, 35 Cai.App.3d 473, 483.) 
(.We:) In the instant matter we huve the advantage of both principal 
interpretive. aids, . those 'refuted to the ballot and the legislative-
administrative construction. We focus primurily on the Iutter. The 
Legisluture has already proceeded to implement article Xlll A by 
enacting extensive legislation. (Slats. 1978, chs. 292, 332.) Administrative-
ly, the State Board of Equalization has adopted extensive regulations 
construing various provisions of the new article. (Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 
18, regs. 460-471.) These legislative and administrative implementations 
are traditionally acco'rded great weight by the courts in construing 
enactments such as article XIII A. (Slate of South Dakota v. Brown, supra, 
at p. 777.) ' 
We do not discuss each of article X!H A's numerous uncertainties 
claimed by petitioners, satisfied that the new legislation and administra-
tive regulations adopted following popular approval of article XIII A 
disclose that relatively few such uncertainties remain. We do not, of 
course, thereby suggest that these implementing provisiops necessarily 
constiture, in all instances, correct interpretations of the terms of article 
XIII A. Nonetheless, these interpretations, a few of which are illustrative, 
will materially assist both the state and the various local agencies in 
placing ihe new taxation scheme into operation in a reasonably workable 
fashion. 1• ' 
Firsc, and most importantly, the Legislature has read the language of 
section I, subdivision (a), ("The one percent (1%) tax to be collected by 
the counties and apportioned according to law to the districts within the 
counties") as conferring ·authority to .legislate on the subject and to 
apportion the tax funds to the local agencies and districts. The new 
legislation sets forth the applicable allocation formulae (Gov. Code, 
I 26912) and also gives guidance on the following matters, among many, 
which petitioners had found unclear from the face of article XIII A: (I) 
The new I percent maximum tax is to be levied by the: counties on behalf 
of all local agencies and districts (Rev. & Tax, Code, I 2235); 
(2) the cities and counties are deemed "districts" under section I of 
the new article and · thua share in the tax proceeds (Gov. Code, 
., 
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§ 26912; Rev.&: Tax. Code, I 2217); (3) the I percent tax is a limit on the 
total, aggregate amount to be levied and apportioned by all local agencies 
and districts (Rev, &: Tax. Code, § 2235, subd. (b)); (4) districts which 
encompass more than a single county will receive a share of the tax 
proceeds (Gov. Code, I 26912, subd. (d); and (5) the exemption for prior, 
voter-approved indebledness (art XIII A, § I, subd. (b)) includes 
amounts necessary to meet annual payments on the principal as well as 
the interest on such indebtedness (Gov. Code, I 26912, subd. (b)(3); Rev. 
& Tax. Code, I 2235, subd, (a)). · 
In addition, the new legislation construes or defines several of the 
undefined terms used in article XUI A, such as "full cash value" and "fair 
rparket value" (Rev. &; Tax. Code, U 110, 110.1) and "change in 
ownership" (id., § 110.6). Further, the State Bollrd of Equalization has 
adopted regulations covering these and other subjects. (See Cal. Admin. 
Code, lit. 18, ch. I, su~ch. 4, regs. 460 ["full cash value" and "fair market 
value"), 462 ["change in ownership"), 463 ["newly constructed" property], 
and 464 [applicationofhomeowners' and veterans' exemptions).) · 
In short, the foregoing implem~nting provisions doubtless havd not 
resolved each and every uncertainty described by petitioners. Further· 
more, these provisions remain subject to judicial challenge in subsequent 
cases on the basis that they may incorrectly manifest the intent of article 
XIII ~· Nonetheless, it seems undeniable that good faith elforu have 
been made, and are presently being made, to carry into practical effect 
the collective will of a very substantial majority of our citizens, as 
reflected in the adoption of that article on June 6 of this year. Our 
analysis convinces us that article Xlll A is not so vague and uncertain in 
its essential terms as to render it void and inoperable. ' 
As noted above, we decline to reach the question whether the various 
interpretations put forth by the legislature and StaJe Board of Equaliza· 
tion are correct. fn a somewhat similar connection we recently affirmed 
that "it seems apparent that we cannpt, and should not, attempt to pass 
upon the meaning or validity of each contested provision in every 
hypothetical context-adjudication of these matters must await an actual 
controversy, and should pn;>ceed on a case-by-case basis as the need 
arises." (County of Nevada lv. MacMIIIen, supra, II Cai.Jd 662, 674.) 
ISepl, 19781 
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Many, perhaps most, of the uncertainties carefully noted by petitioners 
may disappear if a reasonable, common sense approach is used in the 
interpretation of article XIII A, and if appropriate weight is given to the 
contemporaneous construction of the legislative and administrative 
bodies charged with its enforcement in accordance with well established 
legal precedent. 
CoNCLUSION 
Petitioners and the amici curiae who support them have mounted 
substantial and serious legal challenges to the provisions of article XIII A. 
In doing so they have expressed a commendable and sincere concern that 
the modifications of the California tax system which are mandated by the 
new article will impose: intolerable financial hardships and administrative 
burdens in ditl'erent forms and with varying intensity on public entities, 
programs, and services throughout California. Yet, as we have recently 
acknowledged, it is our solemn duty " 'to jealously guard'" the initiative 
power, it being "'one of the most precious rights of our democratic 
process. •" (Associated Home Builders etc., Inc. v. City of Livermore, supra, 
18 Cal.3d 582, 591, quoting from earlier cases.) Consistent with our own 
precedent, in our approach to the constitutional analysis of article XIII A 
if doubts reasonably can be resolved in favor of the use of the initiative, 
we should so resolve them. (Ibid.) This we have done. 
Having carefully considered them, we have concluded that article XIII 
A survives each of the substantial challenges raised by petitioners. The 
orders to show cause previously issued in these cases are discharged, and 
the respective petitions are denied.· 
Tobriner, J., Mosk, J., Clark, J., Manue~ J., and Newman, J., 
concurred. 
BIRD, C. J .. Concurring.and Dissenting.-lnitiativcs by their very nature 
arc direct votes of the p~ple and should be given great deference by our 
courts. Judges should liberally construe this power so that the will of the 
people is given full weight and authority. However, if an initiative 
conflicts with the federal Constitution, judges are duty bound to hold the 
offending sections unconstitutional. 
Wh.en these principles are applied \o the cases before this court, it is 
c;lear that artiCle XIII A Is constitutional in all respects save one. I endorse 
JSept. 1978J 
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the majority opinion's view that there has not been a violation of the one 
subject rule, an impermissible revision of the Constitution, or a curtail· 
ment of the right to travel. Further, it is correct in holding that the 
question of impairment of contracts is not properly before this court and 
is not ripe for decision. 
One issue remains which troubles me deeply. As judges we must be 
devoted to the preservation of the great constitutional principles which 
history has bequeathed to us. In article XlfiA, one of those principles has 
been violated-the equal protection clause. No one mindful of this 
nation's colonial history can seriously question the right of the people to 
act to redress tax grievances. However, our citizens also have a right to be 
treated equally before the law. The right to equality of taxation is as basic 
to our democracy as is the right to representation in matters of taxation. 
Under article XIIIA property taxpayers are not treated equally, and those 
sections which promote this disparity mu~t fall. 
" 
Consider these facts. John and Mary Smith live next door to Tom and 
Sue Jones. Their houses and lots are identical with current market values , 
of $80,000. The Smiths bought their home in January of 1975 when the 
market valJle was $40,000. The Joneses bought their home in 1977 when 
the market value was $60,000. In 1977, both homes were assessed at 
$60,000, and both couples paid the same amount of property tax. 
However, under article XIIIA in 1978, the Joneses will pay 150 percent 
of the taxes that the Smiths will pay. Should a third couple buy ·the 
. Smiths' home in 1978, that couple would pay twice the taxes that the 
Smiths would have paid for the same home had they not sold it. Today, 
this court holds that such disparity is not only equitable, but that it does 
not violate the equal protection clause of the Constitution. 
The basic problem with this position i1 that it upholds the adoption of 
an assessment scheme that systematically assigns ·different values to 
property of equal worth. By pegging some ~tssessments to the value of 
property at its date of purchase and other assessments to the .value of 
property as of March I, 1975, article XIIIA creates an irrational tax world 
where people living in homes of identical value pay different. property 
tues. Thus, instead of establi~hing an assessment scheme with one basis 
by which all property owners are taxed, article XIIJA utilizes two bases, 
I 
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acquisition date and 1975 market value, to imp1>se artificial distinctions 
upon equally situated property owners. · 
Article XIIIA divides the property tax-paying public into two classes, 
pre· and post-1975 purchasers. Section 2(a) rewards those owners who 
purchased their property before March I, 1975, by constitutionally fixing 
thelf tax assessments at lower figures than those who buy property of 
similar or identical value at a huer date. This "roll back" provision 
confers substantial benefits upon one group of property owners not 
sharc:d by other similarly situated owners. This provision raises the ugly 
specter of a race for tu savings in which the players start at different 
points, weighc:d down by ditl'erent "hamlicaps." 
Inequalities in state ·taxation have been held to be constitutional so 
long a& they "rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and 
substantial relation to the object of legislation ..... " (Royster Guano Co. 
v. Virginia (1920) 253 U.S. 412,415 [64 L.Ed. 989,990,40 S.Ct. 560); see 
also Kahn v. Sllcvin (1974)416 U.S. 351,355-356 (40 L.Ed.2d 189, 193,94 
S.Ct. 1734); Allied Stores·ofOhio v. Bowers (1959) 358 U.S. 522,526-527 
(3 L.Ed.2d 480,484,79 S.Ct. 4371: Ohio Oil Co. v. Conway (1930) 281 U.S. 
146, !59-160 (74 L.Ed. 775,781-782,50 S.Ct. 310J.) 
However, even minimal scrutiny requires that the statutes of the: 
Legislature and the initiatives of the: people be defensible: in terms of a 
shared public good, not merely in terms of the purposes of a special 
group or class of persons. (Sec: Tribe, American Constitutional Law 
(1978) p. 995.) The law should' be something more than just the 
handmaiden of a special class; it must ultimately be the servant of justice. 
ResJX>ndents fail to establish the: general public benefit to be found in 
giving some, but not all, individuals a "roll back" to 1975 assessments. To 
be eligible for 
1 
the full "roll back," article XIII A requires· that an 
individual have: owned continuously his or hc:r property since a date prior 
to March of 1975. This requin:ment makes it literally impossible for 
persons purchasing property in 1978 or thereafter to qualify for benefits 
granted fully to prc:-1975 owners (and less fully to 1975-1978 owners). In 
so doing, article XIIIA transgresses the: constitutional guarantee of equal 
protection under the: law. 
Respondent~ de: fend the rationality of t!Jc: 1975 da,te by characterizin(! it 
115 a cut-off date or "grandfather" clause. Although its arbitrariness is 
!Sc:pl. '19781 
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conceded, they argue that it is defensible as a matter of administrative 
convenience. This contention lacks merit. lt merely acknowledges that "it 
Is difficult to be just, and easy to be arbitrary." (Sifwurt Dr,y Goods Co,. v. 
Lewis (1935) 294 U.S. 550, 560 (79 L.Ed. 1054, 1059, 55 S.(:'t. 525).) 
Administrative convenience is wholly inadequate to warrant preferred 
treatment of a closed class of properly owners. This court has previously 
refused to accept administrative convenience as a sufficient explanation 
of "great" dilferc:nces in tax rates among similarly situated individuals. 
(Human •V. County ofllumboldt (1973) 8 Cal.3d 922, 927-928 [106 
Cai.Rptr. 617, 506 P.2d 993); cf. Toomer v. Wihe/1 (1948) 334 U.S. )85, 
398-399 [92 L.Ed. 1460, 1472-1473, 68 S.Ct. 1157).) In Human, this court 
rejected the contention that administrative convenience justified a 23 
percent spread in the rate at which California-rc:gistc:red and out-of-state: 
registered fishing vessels were taxed. Article XIIIA may in individual 
cases cause a disparity in taxes which is much greater than 23 percent. 
This is especif!lly. true in those cases where the effect of inflation and 
appreciation on real property values has been acute:. 
The fact that the former property tax sy~lem allowed inequalilies 
through exemptions for charitable, religious, nonprofit and educational 
institutions is no answer 10 the questions raised by article XIIIA. Tho~c: 
exemptions benefitted the general public since: lhe public received 
specific benefits from the eltc:mptc:d organizations. No one has yc:t 
established what benefits the: general public derives from the systematic 
undervaluation of the property of pre-1975 purchasers, and this court 
should decliqe to hypothesize rationales. (Sec: Gunther, The Supreme 
Court, 1971 Term-Fonvurd: In Search of Evolving Doctrine an a 
Changing Court; A Model far a Newer Equal Pf!Jtection (1912) 86 
Harv.L.Rc:v. I, 33, 44-46, 47.) 
II 
The adoption. of the acquisition date: of property as the stapdard for 
valuation raises novel constitutional questions never decided by the 
Supreme: Court. In analyzing section 2(a), this court must decide whether 
il is constitutionally permissible: for a 'state to systematically assign 
unequal assessment to properties of \X)ncedc:dly equal market value. 
The practical.etfect of &cction 2(a) is to undervalue property purchased 
at an earlier date in comparison to the assessments assigned to subse-
quently purchased property. The extent of undc:rvalu11tion will ftui:tuatc 
fSepl. 1978) 
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with the degree of property value 11ppreciation in a particular locality. 
Given the "roll back" feature, the process inevitably starts by substantial· 
ly undervaluing prior purchased property. 
Once it is understood that article XIIIA systematically imposes 
dilferent assessments on. property of similar worth, a long line of Supreme 
Court cases becomes relevant. Those cases support the proposition that a 
person is denied equal protection o(the law when his property is assessed 
at a higher v11lue than property of equal worth in the same locale. "The 
purpose of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment is 
to secure every person within the State's jurisdiction against intentional 
and arbitrary discrimination, whether occasioned by express terms of 11 
statute or by its improper execution .... And it must be regarded as 
settled that intentional ·systematic undervaluatiOfl by state officials of 
other taxable property in the same class contravenes the constitutional 
right of one taxed upon the full value of his property." (Sunday Lake Iron 
Co. v.' Wakefield ( 19111) 247 U.S. 350, 352-353 (62 L.Ed. II 54, 1155-1156, 
38 S.Ct. 495); sec also Raymond v. Chicago Traction Co. (1907) 207 U.S. 
20, 36-37 (52 L.Ed. 78, 87-88, 28 S.Ct. 7); Sioux City Bridr,e v. Dakota 
County (1923) 260 U.S. 441, 445 (67 L.Ed. 340, 342-343,43 S.Ct. 190, 28 
A,L.R. 979]: Cumberland Coal Co. v. Board ( 1931) 284 U.S. 23, 28-29 [76 
' L.Ed. 146, 149-150, 52 S.Ct. 48}.) 
in Sioux City Bridge, supra, the Supreme Court held it to be a violation 
of the equal protection clause to assess one company's property at 100 
percent of its market value while other real estate in the same district was 
..generally assessed at only S5 percent of the market value. Section 2(a) of 
article XIIIA authorizes the same kind of discrimination as that con-
demned in Sioux City Bridge. Initially, properties purchased in earlier 
years will be undervalued in comparison with other properties (though 
they may be identical in current fair market value) purchased, construct-
ed, or transferred in later years. Then, as the years go by, the skewed 
nature of the tax world created by article XIIIA will become even more 
pronounced as each successive generation of purchasers will have their 
property overvalued in comparison 'to their neighbors or predecessor 
owners. For example, consider the condominium complex where each 
unit, though of identical fair market value, receives 11 dilferent tax 
asseument simply because purchased in a qilferent year. Consider the 
plight of the military family required by circumstances to change 
residence periodically. In 1979, that family may sell a house purchased in 
1975, and buy a new house of identical current cash value. However, t~eir 
(Sepl. 197til 
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tax bill will take a quantum leap upward, as their assessment jumps from 
1975 to 1979 levels. Conversely, the family allowed by circumstances 10 
remain in one house for long periods of time will reap substantial tax 
benefits simply because of the length of their residency. 
Consider further the plight of the family which "newly constructs" 
their house after a natural disaster such as fire or ftood. Article XIIIA, 
section 2(a) penalizes them by reassessing the value of their house 10 
market value at the time of the new construction. What is the possible 
rationale for allowing natural disasters to trigger an increase in property 
tax obligations? Surely a truly rational tax world would consider such 
families for tax relief.! Finally, consider the reassessment to current 
market value mandated by section 2, subdivision (a) for "changes in 
ownership" brought about by divorce 9r death. Did those who voted so 
overwhelmingly for article XIIIA's general tax relief also intend to 
penalize t~ose families who experience such family crises? 
In Cumberland Coal Co. v. Board, supra, 284 U.S. 23, the Supreme 
Court invalidated a taxing measure that ignored differences in current 
market value. In that case, the local assessors chose 10 assign the same 
dollar value per ton to all unmined coal in the county. However, it was 
undisputed that there existed substantial differences In value between 
given tons of coal, depending on the mining and transportation costs. The 
court saw clearly the gross inequalities that resulted, e'ltn though the same 
percentage tax wa.r levied on all: " .•. the fact that a uniform percentage 
of assigned values is used, cannot be regarded as important if, in 
assigning the values to which the percentage is applied, a system is· 
deliberately adopted which ignores differences in actual values so that 
property in the same class as that of the complaining taxpayer is valued at 
the same figure (according to the unit of valuation, as, for example, an 
acre) as the property of other owners which has an actual value 
admittedly higher. Applying the same ratio to the same assigned values, 
when the actual values difl'er, creates the same disparity in effect as 
applying a dilferent ratio to actual values when the latter are the £arne." 
(/d., at p. 29 (76 L.Ed. at p. ISO}.) 
Article XIII A adopts an assessment scheme similar ·in elfect to thai 
condemned in Cumberland Coal. The same percentage (one percent) is 
•h is noteworthy thai a prof>O"ed constitutional amendmcnllo remedy this anomalous 
situation has been adopted by the Legislature and await• a vote of the people. (Sen. 
Con•l. Amend. No. 67, Stall. 1978 (1977-1978 Reg. Scss.) Res. ch. 76, pp. --.) 
(Sept. 19781 
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applied to all assessed values; but the assessed values themselves do. not 
accuralely reftect the respeclive market values of property. This !las the , 
, effect, as lhe courl noted in Cumberlpnd Coal, supra. 284 U.S. at page 29 
(76 L.Ed. at p. ISO), of tuing identically situated property owners at 
different percentages of the 1rue value of their property. If article X IliA 
had been drafted to say, "Some persons will pay a property tax of one 
percent of the true value of their property; others will pay only a one-half 
of one percent tu," the violation of the equal protection clause would 
have been obvious. Yet, the result under article XIIIA is the same. 
Assume, for instance, that the' market value of a home increases from 
$50,000 in 1975 to $100,000 some time in the future. A one percent tax on 
the 1975 value is equivalent to a one-half of one percent tax on the new 
value. 
Decisions in this jurisdiction have reiterated the principle that the 
equal protection clause is violated when one person's property js assessed 
at 1 higher level than another person's property which is of identical 
value. For example, in Birch v. County of Orange ( 1921) 186 Cal. 736, 741 
[200 P. 647), this court held that 1 taxpayer is entitled to "the exercise of 
good faith and fair consideration on the part '?f the taxing power in 
assessing his property, at the same rate and on the same basis of valuation 
as that applied to other property of like character and similarly situated.'' 
The Court of Appeal recently restated this principle: "The value of 
property for assessment purposes is to be determined ... on such basis as 
. is used in regard to other property so as to make all assessments as equal 
and fair as is practicable. [Citations.] In order to carry out this principle, 
the assessor and the county board of equalization must apply the same 
ratio to market value uniformly within the eounty." (Glidden Company v. 
County of Alameda (1970) 5 Cal.App.3d 371, 378 (85 Cai.Rptr. 88, 86 
Cai.Rptr. 464); see also Simms v. County of Los Angeles (1950) 35 Cal.2d 
303, 315 (217 P.2d 936); Mahoney v. City of San piego (1926) 198 Cal. 
388, 397, 404 [245 P, 189); Metropolitan Stevedore Co. v. County of Los 
Angeles (1972) 29'Cai.App.3d 565, 572 [105 Cai.Rptr. 595]; City of Los. 
Angeles v. County of lnyo (1959) 167 Cal.App.2d 736, 740 [335 P.2d 166]; 
Rancho Santa Margarita v. San Diego Co. (1932) 126 Cai.App. 186, 197 
(14 P.2d 588); Birch v. County of Orange (1927) 88 Cai.App. 82, 85 [262 P. 
788).) Thus, strong aUihority exists for the conclusion that the attempt of 
article X IliA to assign different assessments to properties of equal market 
value violates the equal protection clause. 
• _j~pt 197MJ 
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Respondj:nts would seek to deny that those who pay more for property 
are in reality "similarly situated" with those who paid less for property of 
the same value in earlier years. The premise of this argument is that the 
later purchaser is better able to afford a high tax since (I) he paid more 
for his property to begin with and (2) he knew from the beginning hF wa$ 
buying a highly assessed piece of property. · 
The fact that a purchaser presently pays $80,000 for a home which · 
someone else bought for $40,000 in 1975 may tell us nothing more than 
that inflation has been rampant and property values on the rise, In fact, 
the higher mortgage payments that new homeowners pay as compared to 
earlier purchasers forewarns us against any cavalier assumption that later 
purchasers are able to bear heavier taxes. 
Section 2(a) mandates reassessment lo current market value not only 
for voluntary purchasers but any time there is a "change in ownership." 
Thus, as previously noted, the person who inherits the family home or the 
spouse who gains title· to property after a divorce may find. that the 
assessment on the property suddenly skyrockets for property tax pur·' 
poses. There is no rationality to the jump in valuation that accompanies 
these occurrences. Similarly, those persons who must move often becauso 
of the nature of their employment (for example, military families) will 
find that section 2(a)'s mandated reassessments bear little relation to their 
financial situation. Even more perplexing is the situation of persons who 
find that new construction must be done to their property after a natural 
disaster. Section 2(a) once more requires reassessment to "full cash 
value." The arbitrariness of article XIII A's assessment scheme eQuid not 
be more apparent. 
Finally, the arbitrariness .of the acquisition date valuation ·liS a tax 
standard can be demonstrated by considering the plight of the taxpayer 
whose property has actually decreased in value since 1975. Under the 
previous tax system, such a person's property tall assessment would 
eventua~y .reflect the Qecline in market value. However, under article 
XIIIA the assessment remains fixed at the acquisition date value since 
section 2(b) allows for a reduction in assessment only on the basis of a 
downward turn in the consumer price:: index. 
I am awa~e that during the past 40 years, since the end ~f the Lochnef 
era (~ee Lochner v. New York (1905) 198 U.S. 45 (49 L.Ed. 937, 25 S.Ct. 
539]), courts have not used the Fourteenth Amendment "to strike down 
I 
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state laws . . . bec~use they may be unwise, improvident, or out of 
harmony with a particular school of thought." (Williamson v. Lee Optical 
Co. (1955) 348 U.S. 483, 488 (99 L.Ed. 563, 572, 75 S.p. 461}.) I fully 
agree that in regard 10 mailers of economics and tax policy, .courts must 
defer to the will of the people unless the challenged enactment lacks a 
rational basis. However, the rational basis test was never meant to 
authorize judicial tolerance of unconstitutional classifications. 
Earlier this year, this court reiterated that minimal scrutiny" 'require[sJ 
the court to conduct "a serious and genuine judicial Inquiry into the 
correspondence between the classification and the legislative goals."' " 
(Cooper v. Bray (1978) 21 Cal.3d 841, 848 [148 Cai.Rptr. 148, 582 P.2d 
604), quoting Newland v. Board of Governors (1977) 19 Cal.3d 705, 711 
[ 139 Cai.Rptr. 620, 566 P.2d 254), italics original in Cooper v. Bray, supra.) 
After conducting such a "serious and genuine judicial inquiry.'' many 
courts have found that various classi1ications could not survive even 
minimal scrutiny under the equal protection cla,use. (E.g .• U.S. Dept. of 
Agricullure v. Moreno (1973) 413 U.S. 528, 538 [37 L.Ed.2d 782, 790, 93 
S.CI. 2821); Rinaldi v. Yeager (1966) 384 U.S. 305, 309-310 [16 L.Ed.2d 
577, 580.581, 86 S.Ct; 1497}; D'Amico v. Board of Medical Examiners 
(1974) II Cal.3d I, 22-23(112 Cai.Rptr. 786, 520 P.2d 10); Blumenthal v. 
Board of Medical Ex4miners (1962) 57 Cal.2d 228, 234-235(18 Cai.Rptr. 
50!, 368 P.2d 101); Millerv. Union Bank & Trust Co. (1936) 7 Cal.2d 31. 
· 34-36 [59 P.2d 1024).) Some of the classifications which were invalidated 
related to mailers of taxation. (E.g., WI/ YY v. Glassboro (1968) 393 U.S. 
117, 120 [21 L.Ed.2d 242, 245, 89 S.Ct. 286); City of Los AnKelesv. Shell 
Oil Co. (1971) 4 Cal.3d 108, 125-126 {93 Cai.Rptr. I, 480 P.2d 953): 
County of Alameda v. City and County of San Francisco (1971) 19 
Cai.App.3d 750, 756-757 [97 Cai.Rptr. 175, 48 A.L.R.3d 332).) The lines 
drawn by section 2(a) of article XIIIA arc similar in effect to the 
discriminatory categories struck down in those cases. If a serious and' 
genuine judicial inquiry is made of the classifications under section 2(a), 
it is clear that they violate the equal protection clause of the Constitution 
by treating identical or similarly situated property taxpayers in.an unfair 
and unequal way. 
Ill 
. This decision hal not been an easy one~ . The issues are close and 
reasonable people may differ. Emotions run high on. this question, but ~~~ 
judges we must follow the law and do what it requires. As Justice Story 
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wrote in Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819) 17 U.S. (4 
Wheat.) 250, 338 (4 L.Ed. 629, 713), "It is not for judges 10 listen to the 
voice of persuasive eloquence, or popular appeal. We have nothing to do, 
but to pronounce the law as we find it; and having done this, our 
justifications must be left to the impartial judgment of our country." 
APPENDIX 
ARTICLE XIII A 
"Section I. (o) The maximum amount of any ad valorem I•~ on rul propeny •hall not 
exceed one percent (I'> of the full cuh value of such property. The one percent (If )lax 
to b.: •ollcctcd by the counties and apponioncd a«ordtn! to l~w to the districts within the 
countie~. ' · · . 
"(bl The limit~tion provided for in subdivision (a) shall not •pply to ad valorem ta•c• 
or spc.:i•l assessments to pay the interest and redemption char@ts on ony indehtcdncn 
approved by the voters prior 10 the time this •cction becomes elfective. 
"Section 2, (a) The full cash value means the County ASieoson valuation of real 
proprrty u shown on the 197S-76 &•• bill under 'full c .. h value.' or thcrcaflcr. the 
appr•iscd value of real pmperty when purchased. nrwly conmucted. or ~ chan~c in 
ownership has occurred afler the 197S ••scssmcnt.·AII real prn,perty not already as~.esl>cd 
up to the 1975-76 Ia. level• may he rea•seued 10 reflect that VMiuation. 
"(b) The fair m•(ket value base may reftect from year to ycnr the inflation•!) rate not 
to exceed two percent (2%) for any given yur or reduction •• ahown in the cons.umer 
price index or comparable dutn for the area under tax in! juriMli<:tion. 
"Section 3. From and aflcr the tlfe•1ive date of this urticlc. uny chan!H in State lut~ 
ena<1ed for the rurpose o( increa,in! revenues collected pul'liuant thereto whether hy 
incrcued rates or changes in methods of computation must he imposed by an Act P•~d 
by not leu than two-thirds of all memhers elected to each of the two houses of the 
Legislature, except that no nc:w od valorem taxes on real propeny. or ulca or transaction 
taxes on the ules of real propeny may he im~d. 
"Section 4. Cities. Counties and special districts. hy u two-thirds volt of the qu•lifted 
electors uf such district. may impose special taus on such district, except ad valorem 
taxes unreal property or atransa<1ion ta• or ules tn on the r.llle of real propeny within 
such City. County or s~cial distri<1. 
"Sect ton S. This anacle shall tuke elf eel for the tn year bt:J!innin! O!" July I followine 
the p-age o.f this Amendment. except Section 3 which shall become elfectiv~ 11pon the 
possage of lhts article. . · 
"Section· 6. If •ny fiCCtion. part. clause. or phnose hereof i' for any reason held to be 
inv•lid or unconstitutional. the remaining ~.ecuons shall not be alfccted but will remain in 
full force an<;! elfect." 
(Sept. 1978) 
APPENDIX VI 
Property Taxation 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
.PROPERTY TAXATION. LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Amends Constitution, article 
XIIIA, section 2. Provides that real property reconstructed after a disaster, as declared by the Governor, shall not be 
considered "newly constructed" for property tax purposes if the fair market value of such property, as reconstructed, 
is comparable to its fair market value. prior to the disaster. Authorizes reduction in full cash value of real proper~y for 
property tax purposes to reflect substantial damages, destruction or other factors causing a decline in value. Revises 
existing terms relating to the valuation of real property for property tax purposes. Financial impact: In the absence of 
a major disaster, the adoption of this proposal would have a minor impact on local property tax revenues statewide. 
It should have no significant impact on state revenues or costs. 
FINAL VOTE CAST BY LEGISLATURE ON SCA 67 (PROPOSITION 8) 
Assembly-Ayes, 69 Senate-Ayes, 32 
Noes, 0 Noes, 0 
Analysis by Legislative Analyst 
Background: 
Proposition 13 on the June 1978 ballot substantially 
changed provisions in the California Constitution re-
garding the valuation of property for property tax pur-
poses. In general, Proposition 13 requires county asses-
sors to use 1975-76 property values as the basis for 
determining real property assessments in 1978-79 and 
subsequent years. The 1975-76 values may be increased 
by an inflation factor of no· more than 2 percent per 
year. However, if the proper~y is "newly constructed", 
or if ownership of the property changes, the assessment 
is based not on the property's value in 1975-76, but on 
its value at the time of construction or change in owner-
ship. 
Proposal: 
This proposition would affect the determination of 
assessed value in three ways: 
1. Allowed adjustments to 1975-76 property values. 
Proposition 13 specifies that the county assessors' deter-
mination of 1975-76 assessments can now be increased 
if ·these values were "not already assessed up to the 
1975-76 tax levels". These adjusted values then would 
constitute the basis for computing future assessments. 
This constitutional amendment substitutes the term 
"full cash value" for "tax levels". The Legislative Coun-
sel advises us that tbis terminology change is a clarifying 
amendment to the Constitution, and as such it would 
not have any direct fiscal effect. 
2. Treatment of "reconstructed" property. The 
Legislative Counsel advises us that, as used in Proposi-
tion 13, the term "newly constructed" real property 
-covers additions or renovations to real property as well 
as newly built structures. Thus, prop~rty which has not 
been sold since 1975, but is substantially "reconstruct-
ed" following a flood, fire or other disaster would have 
to be reassessed at its new market value. 
This proposal specifies that real property which is 
reconstructed after a disaster shall not be reassessed at 
its new market value if (1) it is in a disaster area, as 
proclaimed by the Governor and (2) its value is compa-
rable to the fair market value of the original property 
prior to the disaster. This would prevent the assessed 
value of such property from being increased by more 
than the 2 percent annual inflation factor. . 
3. Property H ·hich has declined in value since 1975. 
Proposition 13 does not allow the assessor to reduce the 
assessed value of property which declines in value while 
it is still owned by the same taxpayer. This proposal 
would allow the assessor to make such reductions when 
it has been substantially damaged or its value has been 
reduced by "other factors" such as economic condi-
tions. 
Fiscal Effect: 
In the absence of a major disaster, the adoption of this 
proposal .would have a minor impact on local property 
tax revenues statewide. It should have no significant 
impact on state revenues or costs._' 
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Argument in Favor of Proposition 8 
This past June, the voters of California overwhelm-
ingly passed Proposition 13 (theJarvis-Gann initiative), 
thereby significantly reducing a property tax burden 
that had become increasingly unfair. 
The purpose of this measure, Proposition 8, is to fur-
ther the intent of Proposition 13 by easing the property 
tax burden of disaster victims who have recently- lost 
their homes or suffered real property damage. 
Although Proposition 13 rolled back assessments to 
1975-76 values, it overlooked the possibility that a per-
son's property might have been damaged to the extent 
that it has actu,ally dech"nedin value since 1976. Proposi-
tion 8 on this ballot would allow assessors to· further 
reduce assessments if such damage has, in fact, oc-
curred. · 
Moreover, some California families have recently 
been the victims oflarge-scale disasters, officially recog-
nized as state emergencies. To cite but one example, 
more than 200 families saw their homes completely de-
stroyed by fire in Santa Barbara in 1977, and other Cali-
fornians have suffered similarly from extensive floods, · 
mudslides, and earthquakes. 
But when these victims of disasters rebuild their 
'homes or businesses, they come under the provision of 
Proposition 13 which requires that "new construction" 
be assessed at current market value, thus causing a ma-
jor reassessment upward. Without Proposition 8, those 
who cannot afford to rebuild at all presumably will still 
have to pay the 1975-76 assessed value of the home or 
business as though it were still standing. 
So, although the "new construction" provision will 
generally be appropriate, for disaster victims forced to 
rebuild it is terribly unfair. Proposition 8 simply says 
that these unfortunate citizens should be allowed the 
same 1975-76 rollback that the rest of us receive, on 
condition that the new structure is comparable in value 
to the one being replaced. . 
Again, in keeping with the spirit and intent of Propo-
sition 13, Proposition 8 will a;llow assessors to reduce 
assessments to reflect substantial damage, destruction 
or other factors which cause a decline in property value. -
This will insure equal treatment under the law, and will 
prevent additional tax burdens from falling on those 
who have suffered major property losses, damage or 
property depreciation since 1976. 
Please join the undersigned individuals who have 
worked so very hard to provide property tax relief for 
all Californians, and VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 8. 
I 
OMER L RAINS 
, State Senator, 18th District 
Chairman, Senate !t/ajority Caucus 
PAULCANN 
President, Peoples Advocate 
{Co-author of Proposition 13, the farvis·Cann Initiative) 
PETER BEHR 
State Senator, 2nd Distnct 
Chairman, Committee on Insurance and Fiiumeial 
Institutions 
No argument against Proposition 8 was submitted 
Text of Proposed Law 
This amendment proposed by Senate Constitutional 
Amendment No. 01 (Statutes of 1978, Resolution Chapter 76) 
expressly amends an existing section of the Constitution; 
therefore, existing provisions proposed to be deleted are 
printed in stril<eeut type and new provisions proposed to be 
inserted or added are printed in italic type to indicate that 
they are new. · 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO 
ARTICLE XIII A 
constructed, or a change in ownershi.p has oceured occurred 
after the 1975 assessement. All real property not already as-
sessed up to the 1975-76 ffi1t leYek full cash l'alue may be 
reassessed to reflect that valuation. For purposes of this sec-
bon, the term .. newly constructed" shall not include real 
. property which is reconstructed after a disaster, as declared 
by the Governor, where the fair market value of such real · 
property, as reconstructed, is comparable to its fair market 
value prior to the disaster. ; 
(b) The fttH. ~full cash value base may reflect from 
year to year the inflationary rate not to exceed !we 2 perce~t 
-fB-%t for any given year or reduction as shown in the con-
Section 2. (a) The full cash value means the CeuAt)' sumer price index or comparable data for the area under 
A3sessors county assessors valuation of real property as shown taxing jurisdiction~, or may be reduced to reflect substantial 
on the 1975-76 tax bill under .. full cash value"; or, thereafter, damage, destruction or other factors causing a decline in· val-
the appraised value of real prqperty when purchased, newly -18 o-ue. . 
Argument printed on this page is the opinion of the authors and has not been 
checked for accuracy by any officiai agency. 37 
SEC 11.6. Secb"on 110.1 of the Revenue and Ta.xab"on 
Code, as amended by Chapter 332 of the Statutes of 1978, 
is amended to read: 
110.1. (a) For purposes of subdivision (a) of Section 
2 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution, "full 
cash value" of real property means the full cash value of 
property as determined pursuant to Section 110 for 
either: 
( 1) The lien date ip. 1975; or 
(2) The date the property is. purchased, newly 
constructed, or when a change in ownership has 
occurred, after the 1975 lien date, which shall be enrolled 
on the lien date next succeeding the date when real 
property, or a portion thereof, is purchased, newly 
constructed, or when a change of ownership has 
occurred. · . 
(b) The value determined pursuant to subdivision (a) 
shall be the ·"base year value." , If property with a base ( c ) 
1 year lien r. u t to Section 405.5 ~'to its 1975 lien date value, cash v. ue, means t e 
~ . 
1 reappraised value of such property as determined at that 
date 
time. 
~f property has not been appraise~ pursuant to ( d ) 
Section 405.5 to its appropriate base year v ue, 21full cash 
• 
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ValUe" meanS the reappraised ValUe Of S~Ch zro;rrxas 1 eXCept that in making SUCh reapp:r>aisalS, 
of the base year lien date, except that min a "e all the assessor shall take into account the 
•#tiM i¥tilflfA""'iiatJt/ t'W!!ht~ t!Nl1Ni9fl t.b9 ua.lull'-iQP gf values established for compar>able properties 
't!N!J~B/8JfA?fJ!JtJNI~ uskiti!:h U'Ss.l;gs.""j'QJi)I"'.VIli:U~tiilpurxmaP' which were reappraised pur>suant to section 
te GeetiM'l #J6.6 ttJ Mt!!f.., }{}'1$ ,JjfNI tiMUi Fll1nes as 405.5 as of the . appropriate lien date. 
tishfAwMili9fi Mt tlaJJt time. 
Such reappraisals may be made at any time, 
notwithstanding the provisions of Section 405.6. 
-fer 
~for each lien date after the lien date in which the ( e ) 
full cash value is determined pursuant to subdivision (a)- , (b) , (c) and (d) , 
au1fi. (a), the full cash value of real property shall reflect 
the percentage change in cost of living, as defined in 
provided, that such value shall not reflect an 
2n""r.-..,.n 
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